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WANTS.

Published every day (Sundays excepted) by the

PORTL*NI>

PUBLISHING

Wanted.

CO,

so25dlw_

Hates up Advertising : One inch oi space, the
length of column, constitutes a “smiaru.”
$1.50 per square daily lirst week; 75 cents per week
aft. r; three insertions, or less. $1.00:
continuing
every otliei day after Orst week. 50 cents.
Hall square, tlr.ee insertions, or less, 75
cents: one
week, $i uO; 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one third addi ional.

Under head of “Amusementb.” and “Auction
Sales.” *2.00 per square per weeK; throe insertions
r less *1.50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press’* (winch haB a large circulation in
every part
ot the State) f >r 51.00 per
square for first Insertion,
and 50 cents per square tor each
subsequent insertion.
Address all comnrmications to
POUT LAND PUBLISHING Co.

SALESMEN in Portland and three tatravel
in Maine. A cash salary paid. No peddling or
commission business. Rare cliame to good men.
All applicants answered if stamp is enclosed.

Address

K O BS B
sel4d3w*

A

Partner Wanted.

Will practice in Androscoggin and Oxford Countb
de9eodtf

A. S. MAVIS A- CO., No. SO
J. IE. UAMSON, 153 Middle

BERRY,

$>oolc} Job

bgald oPiinbeh,

No. 37 Plum Street.
9tf

PAIR of Gold Bowed Glasses. The fiuder will
be suitably rewarded on leaving the name at

WM. SENTER’S,
54 Exchange Street.

se27

dtf

A GOLD and Rubber PENCIL. The finder will
.cjL be suitably rewarded by leaving the same at
this Office.
se21dlw

PORTLAND, MAINE.

To Let.
tenement in house No. 1 Anderson street,
Price SIS per mouth. Inquire of
L. N. KIMBALL,
16 Alden Street.
sep28dtf

Plan?, Details, Superintendence, etc., for every dedec28tf
cription of building.

LET-Good Furnished rooms for lodgings
at
376 CUMBERLAND STREET.
se20
dtf

MIDDLE

1-2

STREET,

(JBoyd Block:,)

CHAS.

LOWER
TO

H. HOWE & SON.

To Let.

Civil Engineers and Architects.

three furnished rooms in a private family
Preble House. Address
sep22dtfP. O. BOX 996.
or
near

176 Middle Street.

To

my?2

A

dtf

PER It Y

k

FOSS,

T©

LET !

GENERAL

Commission Merchants,
and Wholesale Dealers in

COEN’S BY

PRODUCE,

9 Moulton Street, head of Long TVl>arf
PORTLAND, ME.
PERRY.

EBEN H.

dg§*"Agents for
Weast.” tbe best
Ttt¥ IT.

MATHEW C. FOSS.

Cbipman

Ayer’s ‘‘Surprise
yeast iD the world.
myl7dif

G. 4. CLARK. Iff.

FREE

74

Room in the Second Story ot the
Primers’ Lxchuuge. with powrer if
required. Apply to PRESS OFFICE
or to B. THURSTON A CO., Ill
Exchange Street.
To Let.
and pleasant rooms to let, at 217 Cumberland street, without board,
sepldtfM KS. ALONZO BUTLER.

Furnished House to be Let,
on State street.
Very desirable. Inquire of S.W. Robinson, or Byrou D. Verrill. at

of Brown St.
Opposite
Office Hours 2 to 4 P. M.
alfi.

205 Middle

street.aug23tt

TO
dtf

W, Vo CLARK,
8TKEE1.

E Eli E RAJ.-

3 Door** East of Temple St.*

GAS

WATER

AND

PIPING.
tf

H. L. (JR EGG &

CO.,

Commission & Forwarding Merchants
Petroleum, Craiu nnd other Charters,
Negotiated, Pi eight Engagements made
for all parts of the world.
Vlarine Insurance effected in reliable
Offices.
108 WALNUT STREET.
PIXII^XJXCXalPUIA.
feb8

cJty

PORTLAND

SECOND

to let, furnished
Cotton St., second door

ROOMS

4

oirpn immpHintoiv

BLE STEAM ENGINES.
ileott’s Turbine Water Wheel,
Blevators. Derricks, Hoisting
Engines, and Blauchard’s
Patent Boiler.

•

INJEU'lOB

RUE’S

215 COlimERCIAL STREET,
PORTLAND, MAINE.
KOR SALS—One New S<ationary Engine, 60 horn

power, Uuilt to order.

HOUSE No. 74 Danforth Street,

no21tf

MAKER

JOBBER,

&

MANUFACTURER

OF

50 Market Street, Printers Exchange,

rooms

for

can

ju3dt.t

or

hqd

under tbe
Copartnership heretofore existing
is dissolved

by
firm uam- of Itand &Jibomes,
Wm. E. Thornes will continue the
mu’ual consent.
DeerStreet,
469
Congress
Old
Stand,
business at the
ing Block. Either tarty is authorized to use the
Arm’s name in the settlement of accounts.
K. SAMUEL BAND,
WM. E. THOMES.

THE

6ep22dtf

,1875.
U1

tUpaiHICioui|/«
COPARTNERSHIP heretofore existing beA.

vv.

tween G. W. Simonton, J. HenderBon,
Watts and D. Henderson, under the firm name ot
G. W. Simonton & Co., was by mutual consent dissolved on tbc lirtt day of September. G. W. Simonton will continue the bu-iness at ihe old staud.
G. \V. Simonton and Dunbar Henderson are authorized to collect all bills duo to the old firm, aud will
pay all demands against it.
G. W. SIMONTON,

JAMES HENDERSON,
ARTIMUS W. WATTS,
DUN EAR HENDERSON.

6el6d3w*

FOR THE ISLANDS.
THK

29 MARKET

SQUARE,

ONEpleasant

boarders
rooms

be accommodated with
at 416 Cumberland street, corcan

ner of Green, also to let with board a
pleasant front
chamber unfurnished with side room and large closet

selldtt

Summer Boarders,
few Summer Boarders will he taken by the day
or week at Norton’s Hotel, East Baldwin.
This
house is delightfully located on the line of the P. &
O. R. K. and only 25 miles from Portland.
G. K. NORTON.
References;—S, C. Strout, Esq., Hon. Bion
Bradbury, C. F. Libby, Esq., A. L. Dresser, Esq.,
Gen. C. P. Mattocks, Col. A. W. Bradbury. ju23tl
A

my22tf

WESTMINSTER

IRON

O N THE EURO PE AN PLAN. I
Corner Irvine Place nnel l<»ih Wired New
York.
One Block irom Union Square and Broadway.
The most central, and yet quietest location in the
city. Convenient to the great stores, theatres and
churches. Elevator and all modern improvements.
Easy acce.«s to all parts of the city by street cars and

stages

sep27dly_C.

B.

FERBIN, Prop.

Price, Twenty-five Cents.

Newspaper
Advertising.

YACHT RIVAL

__<ltf

_

___

piiumbcr

IVotlce

requiring work dor
Pje»*® •H'ty
WANTED
W.O. A.,
Spring SU piam
“Home”
PEKSONS
emdroidand family sewiDg, dress-making, copying,
No. 13

ug ant fcuicy-worfc n woola, dtc., &c.

set.

oc**w

dl3jm_

Set anti Stove.
t > rent for the winter
by a reliable
person, or will purchase a good second hand
Also a good coal stove.
BOX 1615.

ee23ilw*

The costumes have been prepared expressly for
the work at great cost, and the affair will be one of
the Grandest Events of the season.
The whole will be under the immediate supervision
of the composer, J. A. Butterfield, of Chicago, sole
proprietor of the copy right.
CAST OF CHARACTERS

Belshazzar, King of Babylon and Chaldea,
Stanley Felch, of Boston
Zerubbabel, Prince of Judah.W. R. Howard

dtf

Nitocris, Queen Regent ot Babylon.Miss Mary Moody
Daniel. Prophet ot Israel.A. D. Pierson
Cyrus. King of Persia and Media... J. A. Butterfield
Antonia, Queen of Belshazzar... .Miss Annie Leavitt
Festus, Lord Chamberlain.Will H. Stoekbridge

Sessions
THE

Princess.Miss Carrie Davis
ADgel .Miss Lillie James
.Miss Hattie Weeks
Atalia, )
Timor, S Ladies of the Court. Miss Jennie KiDg
.Mis. Wm. L. Fitch
Zerllna,)
Myra, child of Zerubbabel.Lizzie Nash
Babylonian Captain.Arthur Jordan
Magi, Three wise men of Babylon,
Fred O. Tukey, John T. Alexander and Ira S, Locke
Jewish

—

...

Portland Business College
moutlay evening'

4th,

October

tinue

A.

and

con-

address

Grand Inaugural Night Wednesday Evening, SeDt. 29th.

dlw

bridge’s Music Store, Wednesday morning,Sept. 15th,

tt months.

or

The sale of

GRAY, Principal.

sep28

Navigation School,
TVTAVIGATION School taught. byCapt.

se20

Edward

REDRICK MACAVOY,
MAXAOEB.
THREE NIGHTS ONLY.
The great character Actor

MR. JOHN MURRAY.

NORRIDGEWOCK, MAINE.

Supported by the charmiug and accomplished
MISS GRACE LILLIAN,
and a first-class Company.

For Circular Address H. F, Eaton, Prin

augl9-tf

It is

Frimnefi

dangerous

very moderate
rate price, and will
last a lite time

a

WOLLASTON
HEATING AND
VENTILATING
Co., Manufacturers, Proprietors and Wholesale and
Retail Dealers, 59 Blackstone street, Boston, Mass.
Send for Circular.
season

On and after September 8th,-

MRS. MABEL
will be
rtriloro

Decoration Day, or the Unknown Brave.
James Edwards.John Murray
Helen Talfourd...Grace Lillian

BURNHAM,

ready to receive pupils in Vocal Mutic.
ho

lnft nt

a- JUK WA B

sepgdlm

BOYS’ SCHOOL.
tl.

MITCHELL'S

C.

Family School

in Portland

for

FIND

THIS FOR

HALE

FULEAM’S,

Who is authorized by

a

Boys,’

COMPLETE

3m

GAS

—

CONSUMERS.

Pal. Stay 2G, 1S74. /

a course

sons.

Combined
deckied ito be tbe best Gas Light ever produced—
quite as steady as the Argand, which varies as the
is

on

of Twenty lies*

pressure varies, and needs to be constantly watched,
as all know, besides the great annoyance from the
heat caused by the style of the shade and chimney.
By our Shade the light is deflected, and being so constructed as to allow the beat to pass upward*, after
being properly adjusted is always regulated, with an
actual saving of from 15 to 40 per cent, in the consumption ot gas over any other burner.

C.L.

MAR8TON,

PROPRIETOR FOR MAINE,
12* Exchange Street.
AGENT WANTED.

aug31dlm

PORTLAND SAFE DEPOSIT

THE MOST CONVENIENT.

act

FOE THE

ro«pe<t worthy of the most imnlicit confidence
ALSO

Fairbanks’ Postal Package Scales,

EXCURSIONS TO IHT. DESERT

CO.,

FAIRBANKS

Sc

FAMILY SIZE.

&

~
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Burglar-proof

~-

_<111

Boston & Maine R.R.

*
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CHEAP EXCURSIONS.
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offered for the arrest of

!

«

•§
Under Patents
2
May 31, 1870,
dune 8,1806,
£
duly 7, 1863,
a
and others.
g
se8eod8w ta

:
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®
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o

Cheapest

I
O

C
H
a
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u
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a
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(5 fa

Book Store in the World

ALBERT COLBY’S SONS,
Publishers and Booksellers.

FOR SALE,
Steam Engine and Boiler
upright of about six horse
an Upright Tubular Boiler of about

ftflHE ENGINE

JL

powei. and

I

Mount

Washington,

Wolfboro and Center Harbor, making a
delightful trip of sixty miles over the entire length of
the beautiful JLnke Winnipifieogee with its
three hundred and sixty-five island, and returning,
leave Alton Bay at 4.00 p. m., arriving at Portland
for

n. m.

Excellent dinners served

119 EXCHANGE STREET.

Notice.

I

at 8.00

100,000 Books without regard to cost.
Good Clocks, Watches and Jewelry cheap.
Repairing and Cleaning well done dnd
Warranted.

ftftStf

Passengers can leave Portland at 9.00 a. m., connecting at Alton Bay, with the magnificent Steamer

§

a
4J

an

double the power of the engine. Apply to WILLI AM LOWELL, 36 Union street or W.H. PENNELL & CO., 38 Union street.
jne28dtf.

—

FOR

e>
©

0-9
5 .-2
«

TO

CENTRE HARBOR AND RETURN

s
O
t"»

8 Si

DESCRIPTION. Ac.

HAVE

-J

©

05

3O

«

your furniture upholstered at your homes,
and mattresses made over In good style by
V
MRS. J
aLLACE, 62$ York street.
X wi'l make Coushons and Draperies at my rooms.
1
jUB9, A.WAliXjACill,
aug26J2m

ft

®

Jonathan Watson, O. W. Plummer and Thomas McCarthy,
who escaped from the Jail in Portland, on the night
oi September 16th.

take

ets
£

>

fieward $300

Housekeepers

Excursion Tickets to Southwest Harbor and Return, $3.50; to Bar Harbor and Return, $4.00. Tickgood until Oct. 4th.
Tickets and State Rooms fbr sale at Companys’
office, Railroad Wharf, foot ol State Street.
CYRUS STURDIVANT, General Agent.
augO

DOVER EGG BEATER.

Wni-on** a?e 54. 5 feet 10 inches high, blue eyes,
dark hair turning grey, lull grey beard no mustache,
Had on grey
light complex on, and corpulent.
pauts, dark coat, checked vest, light checkered low
liat, at time of escape.
Orcstc* M. Mliinniicr age 25, 5 feet 7 inches
high, cross eyed, dark hair, light conplexion, slight
mustache. Had on light pants, dark coat and cap
at time of escape.
Thomns McCarthy age about 40, 5 feet 10
inches high, bair light brown, mixed with grey,
clean shaved. Had on light pints dark frock coat,
suit black hat, at time ot escape.
The above reward will be paid for the arrest of the
three, or $100 for either.
WM. L. PENNELL, Sheriff.
seplSdtf

DECKING.

dsm

—

DIRECTORS AND SHAREHOLDERS:
John Massey, H. J. Libby, F. K. Swan, Jacob MeE. Gould, Philip H. Brown, William
William
Lellan,
G. Davis, William Hammond, W. H. Anderson,
Frank Noyes, L. D. M. Sweat, A. W. Coombs, Portland; Abner Coburn, Skow began; Anson P. Morrill,
Roadlield; Joseph Dane, Kenmbunk.
I.. IK M. HWKAr. Pre»idcnt.
A. W. COOMJBrt, Tcreiary.
rs^For circulars or information addre
A. W. COOMBS, Secretary, Portland,
dtf
jnelf

Lewiston,

CHARLES

CO

e24

VAULTS.
97 Exchange Street. Portland.

$300

Steamer
CAPT.

FAIRBANKS. BROWN & CO.
311 Broadway, New Vork.

ITS-

and

-VIA-

Miles Patent Alarm Safety Money
Drawer.

Safe-keeping of Valuables and Ibe Rental
of Safes,

Fire-proof

the Grounds or said Club at

DOTTED

ALSO

of the I/egisIatnre
of iflaiae 1875,
—

THE MOST DURABLE.

WAREHOUSES—a Milk Street Boston.

THE

an

D.

Higheat Prize, at Pari, in 1867.
Vienna, Montreal, 1873
Philadelphia, 1874.
cTHE ROST ACCURATE,

Designed for and adopted ty the
TATES GOVERNMENT.

—

The Maine Central R. R. Co. will seil tickets from
all stations in the coanty to Cumberland and return
at one fare the round trip.
Ample means of transportation will be furnished
from the Depot to the grounds at reasonable rates.
Examination of stock, testing of strength of draft
cattle, &c.t will he held in the forenoons. Afternoons will be devoted to trotting, for belts, premiums
and purses.
PURSES AS FOLLOWSs
1st Day—$200 for horses that never trotted better
than 2 48; 8110 to first, $60 to second, $30 to third.
2d Day—$500 for stallions; $250 to first, $150 to
second, $100 to third. Any stallion owned in the
State three months prior to date of race may com
pete
3d Day, 1.30 P. M.—$150 for horses that never
trotted better than 3 minutes; $75 to first, $45 to
second, $30 to third.
§3^*2.30 P. M.—Sweepstakes, confined to the county, $250; $130 to first, $80 to second, $40 to third.
SAMUEL DINGLEY,
se28dtd&wlt
Secretary.

Fairbanks Scales,

THE STANDARD OE THE WOK

q every

THE

West Cumberland, Oct. 5,6 & 7,1875.

G5F“Iiefers by permission to Hermans Kotzscbmar.
j u.22
dtf

‘Tt

OF

Town of Cumberland Farmer’s Club

THE ELLIS PAT EXT

Gas Burner, Regulator and Shade

klj/winuj

will be held in connection with the

Teacher of the Piano Forte.
Terms $15 for

gibau

CnmtelaM County Agricultural. Society

6 1-2 DOW STREET,

Please Call and examine.

o

The 40th Annual Exhibition

FRANK A. BLACK STONE,

Furnace sold.

miuiuj

mum JOUNTY FAIR!

Send for Circular to

to

am,

J. R. THORNTON, Gen. Agent.

sep27dGt

M. C. MITCHELL, Principal.
jneiSdtf

give
GUARANTEES
us

0.1

Admission as usual. Reserved seats for sale at
Box Office Music Hall Thursday morning, Sept. 30.

T1SBUR1,
Martha's Vineyard, Mass.

AT

w

RIP Y^N WINKLE !
Miss Grace Lillian as...G retclien
SATURDAY, OCT- ‘<$d, Murray’s celebrated
Millitary Drama, founded upon Edward Everett
Hale’s touching story, entitled
THE HAN WITHOUT A COUNTRY !
Lieut Phillip Nolan, U. S. A.John Murray
Amanda Bage.Grace Lillian

aVAntT D Otnctnia

WEST

0. W.

with each

tn

Exchange Street.

vicinity

WILL

THURSDAY, Sept, 30>li,
The great Domestic Drama, dedicated to the Grand
Army of the Republic, entitled

A CARD.

viOinnt

Joints.
It ismadeofFOUR
NUMBERS heavier Plate Iron than
any other Furnace.
It watches i'B own
draft. It is sold at

dtd

METROPOLITAN THEATRE.

-AT-

made ENTIRELY
of Wrought Iron.
the ONLY

Reserved Seats will open at Stock-

o’clock.
Admission 35 cents; Reserved Seats 50 cents.

at 9

MUSIC HAIX, PORTLAND,

FURNACE.
This is the ONLY
Furnace that is

-IN

HOTEL,

OF

IMPROVED

n^JYWO
T? be

HOTELS.

CoDilnctor* W91 1 j. FITCH,
Pianist, MINN MAV LEACH.

Eaton Family School For Boys,

PIERCE’

WROUGHT

Chartered by

Gentlemen or a Gentleman and his Wife can
accommodated with first class Board and
Rooms at* No. 20 Brown Street.
mv19dtf

AChoruPiof 65 Voices, Orchestra of 14
Pieces, and 17 Nolo Voices,

ang2deodCm

To Let with Board
furnished or unfirnished rooms.
C2 FREE STREET.

Eress—will

FOBTIiANO, MAINE.
DIP.

fUDVTOM

This popular spectacular opera—endorsed by
leading musicians, and commended by pulpit and
be rendered lor the first time in Portland,
y a powerful cast, and with

H. F. FURBISH,

For full information call at the office

Nutter Bros. & Co.,

Wanted

Board,
two

Evening
JL.

MATHEWS has taken the well known
Boarding House, at 21 Brown street, and is
prepared to furnish board, likewise table board,
dtf
aug27

or

of
of

will commence

chasing.

BOARD.

NINETY-NINTH EDITION.
Containing a complete list of all the towns in the
United States, the Territories and the Dominion of
is now ready to take private parties to
a
Canada, baviDg a population greater than 5.000 acDiamond or rirnnaul t'ovrM, deep
A
cording to the last census, together with the names of
S«n Li-liing, or to
ot
the
Pleasure
the newspapers having the largest local circulation in
any
U'IrV Resort s in Casco Bay. V\ ill accommodate
each of the places named. Also a catalogue of news
six teen people comloitably. Has Croquet
papers which are recommended to advertisers as
and other amusements aboard. Is algo tilted with
giving greatest value in proportion to pi ices charged
Disbes for Chowder or Cunuer Fry.
Also, all newspapers in the United States and Canada printing over 5,000 copies each issue. Also, all the
A thoroughly competent man provided to take
lor terms to
Yacht,
the
ot
Apply
Religious, Agricultural, Scientific and Mechanical,
charge
Medical, Masonic, Juvenile, Educational, CornmerAc
CO/S
RICH
STORE,
W.
eial.
GEO.
Insurance, Real Estate, Law, Sporting, Musical,
!
Fashion, and other special class journals; very comIJJ lOHS: MTREET.
plete lists. 'Together with a complete list of over
Jj19.
300 German papers printed in the United States.
Also, an essay upon advertising; many tables of
For Sale.
ra’es, showing the cost of advertising in various
Ilrie Torrent, 333 tons, coppered. Well
ami everything which a beginner iu adnewspapers,
anlounVl in sails, rigging, chains,
vertising would like to know.
Could be sent to sea immechors &c
Address CiEii. p. ROWELL & COM
diately. For further information apply
41 Park Row, New York.
aniBtf
to J. S. WINSLOW & Co.

or

DURABILITY

Please call and examine it before pur-

WINSLOW.

Board,

Dissolution of Copartnership.

VISHUIUUUII

AND

UNEQUALLED.

fame

T. O

__

21

ECONOMY

sel1

Gentlemen and wives
PLEASANT
single Gentlemen, at No. 215 Cumberland St.
Good board
be
at next door in
block.

Lour previous

EDUCATIONAL

—

Perfectly Gas Tight.

OF

Slielomith, wife of Zerubbabel... .Miss Lizzie Norton

This furnace is without exaggeration,
the most powerful heating furnace ever
made. P has the best (Irate and Sifter
ever pnt in a furnace. The radiat ors are
made of heavy plated Iron and riveted
in the most thorough manner.

Warranted

1st.

SUPERBLY MOUNTED.
GORGEOUS COSTUMES,
THXRLLING SCENES.
CHARMING MUSIC,
STARTLING TABLEAUX.

Entertainments begin at

Bep29CHAS. S. FOBES.

Oct.

(Subject from the Bible.)

CHAS. H. HASKELL,
CHAS. E. JOSE,

JOHN C. PROCTER,

97 Federal St

To Beni.

PLEASANT

COPARTNERSHIP.

Portland, Sept.

o

o

<ltf

dly

PORTLAND, M.BL

TUE

COOLIDGE,
GEO. C. BURGESS,

5*5

MERCHANTS NATIONAL BANK.

jnlO

BABCOCK.

Watch and Chronometer Marker** Tool*;
Mathematical, Optical and PhiloHophical Instrument*, Hchcol
Apparatus, Arc.,

jul

PM

all the modern improvements. Enat No. 10, CENTRAL WHARF.

attached.

MODEL

-©

THE

now

many years,

P

-w

All who require furnaces this

desirable offires in the Merchants National
Bauk building, recently occupied by Bank ol
Portland. Also offices in third story, with steam,
gas and water. Possession given July 1st. Apply at

BLOCH.

I reapectlully inform the public tuat I have takeD
the business of Cbas. J. Schumacher and will attend
promptly to all jobs entrusted to me. I shall endeavor to keep the reputation which my predecessor

€.

a
®

PAIUTER, MRS.
Brothers,

OEEKIMi

so

«

M. B.

and

BELSHAZZAR,

Per order of Lecture Committee.

02
*

30th

three performances of the Sacred Cantata
or Spectacular Opera of

TCT'MlT-

REV. M. D. CONWAY, Dec. 8th.
Subject, “LOSTDOX” (new).

•!■«

and

To Let.

Boarders

Office at Schumacher

has held for

«

TO BE LET.

WILLIAM SCHUMACHER,

5

^

S

J. H. REED,
Woodford’s Corner.

f

apH

FRESCO

c8

fnelGdtf

OF

MARINE. STATIONARY AND PORTA-

Possession

Innuiro nf

au6d2w*ttf

Iron Founders, Boiler
Makers and Blacksmiths.

FOR

£

O

ST. JOHN SMITH.

fl'o Let.
GOOD rents at Woodford’s Corner.

DR. J. G. HOLLAND, Dec. 1st,
Subject, “BOBBT BfDINU.”

an

HALL7

MB. IRA C. STOCK BRIDGE

tickets remains the same as in former years.
Tickets »o the Course $1.50; Reserved
Meats)* 1.00 Extra; members’ tickets $1.00.
(Each member entitled to two;) Evening tickets
50 Cents, excepting the evening of Thomas’ Orchestra Concert.
Membeis* tickets can be procured at Stockbridge’s
Music Store, on and after Tuesday, Oct. 5tb. The
sale oi reserved seats will begin at the same place
Friday morning, at 9 o’clock, Oct. 8th.

To Be Let.

Engineers,

A42ENTS

£

classes:

_

announces

course

g*

58

lowing

1-Horae*, Colt* and Stallion*.
!A—Neat CHork.
£-‘*'°rhln« Oxen, Matched Cattle,
and Beef Cattle.
Clan 4—Sheep, Swine and Poultry,
11
»—Vegetables, Grains and Emit.
Premiums to be awarded la the Hall will consist
of Chromos varying in value from BO cents to SB.
Trotting purses are offered for stallions, mares or
geldings, 4 year old colts; also a purse for the best
3 year old colt. A sweepstakes purse will be offered.
For the plowing match one of J. J. Frye’s Steel
plows will be given as first premiums.
For details of’premiums and purses see posters.
WILLIAM H. BLANCHARD,
President.
D. L. BLANCHARD,
sel6 23 28 29 30d&»3w
Secretary.

Subject. “SALT” (new).

Band Concert will be given half
lecture.

Every regular attache of the Press is furnished
a Card certificate
countersigned by Stanley T.
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat and hotel
managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent our

journal.

reasonable rates.

on

board the steamer at

Tickets for the Round Trip—good until

October

I»t, $3

00.

Take train leaving Portland at 9.00 a. m.
J. T. FURBER. Gen. Sup’t.
S. H. STEVENS. Gen. Agent, Portland.
aug21
dtf

L A M S 0 N,
PORTRAIT

Photographer,
344 Riddle
St.

Arti.tic Life Sir-,I Portrait. a Specially;
from Life or copied from all Linda of
Smaller Picture*, ouch a. Old D.g. »rreOtpyea, Tin-type., Ac. Ac.
seUdtf

_

Wo do not read anonymous letters and communications. The name and address of the writer are in
all cases indispensable, not
necessarily lor publication
but as a guaranty of good faith.
We cannot

undertake to return
nications that are not used.

or reserve comma,

Two Votes for the Married.
is more admirable in a public
than a keen sense of justice. When
this is very largely developed and united with
great facility in adapting means to ends, the
result is statesmanship. Tried by this test,
James R. Doolittle of Wisconsin, who used
to be a rather conspicuous senator, but who
of late, on account of a political miscalculation some years since, has been, like the
belted hunter of the skies in springtime

Nothing

man

Clam

Sept. 29th,

Not. 24th,

Notwithstanding the great increased expense
the present course over previous ones, the price

unfurnished, No. 4
from Free Street,

fllHK chamber in second story on the corner of
JL Cross aud Middle Sts. Apply to
HENRY DKERING,
No. 65 Exchange St,
my31tf

RET, ROBERT COLIYER,

to each

§ £
2

Sept.

and Thursday,
29 and 30.

CITY

Subject, After Clouds clear Weather, (new).

7J o’clock.

§

rs

on

full list of premiums will be given on the fol-

A

_

RET. H. M. GALLAHER. Not. 10th,

Doors open at 6£ o’clock.

oft
©

dtf

jalldtf

THOMAS’ ORCHESTRA,Tuesday,Nov. 25,

to

or

apr24

Subject, “BLVNDEBS” (new)

«

newly

MACHINE WORKS THE BRICK
containing
quire
MANUFACTURERS

Wrought Iron
FURNACE.

To Let.
A BOUT February first the Stores and Chambers
on Union St., now occupied by Caldwell &
Hodsdon, aud Whitney & Thomas. Apply to

BROKERS.

Mt'dd'e

Richardson & Boynton’s

To Let.

*o2)

SHIP

LET.

STORY in THOMPSON BLOCK, 42
feet wide nearly 100 feet in depth,
fitted
up with counting room and tables. The best lighted
room in the city.
Suitable for jobbing or manufacturing, or will be let lor either, with plenty of storKPI1EKI) A- «;«•’» Wholeage room, over
sale Fancy Goods Store, Nos. 121—123 Middle Street,
below the Post Office.
Inquire of H. E. THOMPSON, No. 32J Emery street, on the Spring Street
horse car route.
1an20d&wtf

New lecture.

a

Fall Orchestra null Sola Talent.

&’ I'niou Mia.

NICE

SITUATED

I>,

STREET,

A. KEHH.

Watches, Jewelry, Ac,

dtf

ocl2

head

I OS

Let.

TENEMENT OF SIX BOOMS, also one of 5
rooms.
107 Newbury St.,
Apply to
selSdtfW. W. CAhR.

BOVD BLOCK.

be followed by

JOHN B, GOUGH, Esq., Oct. 27tli,

4.1V.A II. H. MCOUFFEE, Cor.

X

TWO

|

flcpu

5 8

ro_L£T

ARCHITECT

Wednesday

MISS LILLIAN S, EDGARTON, Oct. 20th,

batches. Jewelry, and Silver Ware.

©

—

will be held at the Grounds of the Club

Barnum, Esq.,

with
&

Lost.

CHARLES H. KIMBALL,
180

cor.

t. A. ltlEBBIl.1i A- CO,, 130 Middled

on

and

Street,

J. 1. MEEB1LI,.

THE

Farmers’ Cluhfor 75,

—

World and How to Live in it.
to

York

Cor.

EXHIBITION

“

Stair Builder.

name

Lost.

The

PROCTER, No. 03

It# lo HOOPER,
UtreetR

of Carlo. The finder
will receive the above reward by leaving at 111
Congress Street, Munjoy Hill.sep27dlw*

A

Subject,

OP

—

street.

a

by the

BY

PBESS.

WEDN ESDAY MORNING, SEPT. 29, ’75

dtf

Cumberland Centre

LECTURE

A

Pliineas T.

JltllOV & CO., 9S Spring

MRS C.
Street.

Black Newfoundiand Pup, had
white teet and white strip
LOST
head; also white
answers

WITH

—

Steal Estate Agents.

S3.00 Reward.
breast;

Middle Street.
St., cor. Cross.

Rooters.

MARNTON,

Cost.
morning between Woodford’s Corner
and Market Square, a BLUE OVERCOAT.
Finder will be rewarded and receive thanks of owner
by leaving same with W. C. SAWYER, k2 Market
sep28d2t
Square._

_se2*
THE ANNUAL

—

Wednesday Evening, Oct. 13, ’75.

R. F. I.1BUY, I,o. 959 Fore
('ro«d SI., in Deleno’s Mill.

Sept. 20th,

STEPHEN

tickets.
LADIES’ PERFUMED MATINEE*
every Wednesday and Saturday, at the usual
popular prices. Doors open at U: commence at 2&.

MBS iflll.UEB, No. 91 Federal Street

i. N.

LOST AND FOUND.

BEGINNING

—

Plumbers.

interest,

SATURDAY

MAINE.

Saturday fveningH and SaturMatinee, the Sensation Drama for the first
time m Rill, entitled The Ticket of Leave Man
Box office open
daily from 9 a. m. to 9 p. m. for the
sale of

Portland.

19S £xchonge Street.

aug31dlm

Building,)

PORTLAND,

an

Agents Wanted.

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Bank

4. (.
f rom,

J

willow^copse

—

¥r^27 a.n^
day

Pattern and Model Maker.
HARBOUR, 950Fore Street, Cor.ol

and established wholesale
city. Address Kox 599 with real
business
&c.
name,
capacity,
Portland Sept. 3, 1875
seldlrn*

C.L.

STREET,

AND WEDNESDAY MATINEE.
For tlie first time in Portland, the Beautiful Drama
entitled the

Annual Series
OF

and Thurs-

day Evenings,

WAITER COREV A- CO., Arcade, No.
IS Free Street.
OKOBOE A. WHITNEY, No. 30 Exchange St. UpholHtering of nil kind*
donf so order.

a

oc2dtf

(in Canal

to ten thouhimself useful on

seven

purchase

goodj safe, legitimate
business in this

(2nd door below Cana Bank,)

8S MIDDLE

from

can
can

IN

S. C.
ANDREWS,
Counsellor at Law,

—

Photographers.

every city and town where gas is used, far the
sale of tfaeKLLXS PATENT GAS BURNER,
Very liberal terms to Agents. Enquire of

MIDDLE STREET,

Mon.Iay, Tuseday, Wednesday

Pnrnitare—Wholesale and Retail.

sell__dtf

or as a

Sylvester,
Counsellors at Law,

op.

TERMS *8.00 PEB

with

_

Girls Wanted.
COOK and Chamber Girl, a sliort distance from
theciiy.
Apply at No. 33 High Street,

RIGHT

&

€ O.,

&

Cincinnati, Cltio.

PORTLAND MUSEUM.

•

Twenty-sixth

po*ilp Pnrfa.

TWO

with
that
THEsand dollarsMAN
make
the books
salesman

CARDS.

SHACHpOHD,

1875.

THE

tVYEIC &: ARNOLD
Proprietor*.
Car. of Congress nnd Exchange Street.

HA.3LL.

CITY

No. 35 Plum

Carpenters and Builders.
WHITNEY & MEANS. Pearl Street,

Wanted.

in

O'Donnell
SI

se24dtf

a

8 J1AM, £

HUNT,
Supt.

M.

$2.50

at

Book Binders.
tjUINCV, Room II, Printer’*
No.
Ill Exchange St.
Exchange,

Ai

L.

HVE.

29,

entertainments.

ENTERTAINMENTS.

A.

COOK wanted at the Maine General
A FEMALE
Hospital. Must have good references. Apply
from 2 to 4 P.
CHAS. O.

THE MAINE STATE PRESS

HOVT.4 KKili ,No.0l Middle Street.
T. P. Mc.lOWAN, 951 Congrem St.

Cook Wanted.

ance

JbUbWeSS

PROCTOR,
905 -Middle Sired.

FRKD.

Terms. Fight Dollars a Year in advance. To
mail gul’scriber? Seven Dollars a Year if paid in ad-

published every Thursday Morning
year. If paid In advance, at $2.00 a year.

Booksellers and Stationers.

FIRST-CLASS BUSHEL WOMAN.

At i09 Exchange St., Portland.

»

BUSINESS DIRECTOR?,

MORNINgT SEPTEMBER

WEDNESDAY

13.__PORTLAND,

PRESS

DAILT

PORTLAND

THE

VOL.

"Low down in-the West”
at first blush to be a statesman

of the
first class.
Mr. Doolittle having plenty of leisure has
been thinking about the corruption oi our
seems

political system

and the abuses of

suffrage

which have led Mr. Lowell and other pessimists to fear that the Republic has seen its
best days and to brand it as the “land of the
broken promises.” The retired statesman

suggests several remedies, which, though
clearly empirical and intended to ameliorate
symptoms rather than cure the disease by
the use of the specific, education, seems to
us at least novel.
In the course of his reflections he is led by a strictly logical course
of reasoning to consider the great superiority
and deserved preeminence of a man of family as a political unit when compared with
the bachelor.
The man who is married,
says Mr. Doolittle in effect, is better than his
unmated brother, first, because be represents
two or more persons instead of one; second,
because he has twice as much at stake in
good government as a bachelor; third, because he knows twice as well what is good
for society; and fourth, because he, as king
of his own family, has been traiued to govern.

The emperor Augustus, wishing to encourage marriage, harassed the unhappy celibates
of his glorious reign with taxes, fines and
other annoyances.
Mr. Doolittle, thoroughly imbued with the more humane and enlightened spirty.of modern times and giving a
hearty assent to the doctrine that a government of rewards is always to be preferred to
a government of punishments,
proposes to
encourage the Benedicks instead of teasing
tne bachelors. In a word, in the happy Doolittleian era, if it ever comes, the married
man or the head of a family is to have two
votes.

What say you, often rebuffed, always defeated, but never discouraged advocates of
suffrage for woman, will not this do? Does
not this plan incidentally meet your case,
too? Incidentally, we say, for it is clear that
nothing was further from Mr. Doolittle’s
thought than you claims. You have often
been
told
that
your
complaint of
taxation without representation is idle because, forsooth, your husband, father or brother casts his ballot as your representative.
But you have ever held that this vicarious
expression of your will is extremely imperfect and unsatisfactory because though the
husband or father may by chance represent
you, he is quite as likely to represent his employer, his political leader, his special and
priyate interests, his rumseller or the Devil.
But now he is to have another vole on purpose for you in the express capacity of your
representative and proxy. Is this not all
that any fair, amiable and well-dressed woman
can ask ?
But this is a critical and gainsaying generation. No sooner is the eloquent voice of
Doolittle hushed, than cries are heard, loud,
shrill and reproachful, rejecting the dual ballot solution and setting at naught Mr. Doolittle’s “four points.”
To the first the unappeased woman will
say, with that redundancy ol emotion and
sentiment and that utter lack of reason
which is characteristic of the sex: “How is
my preference for hard money adequately expressed by my husband’s two votes for ioflaton ? Shall I and my sisters make good speed
in our crusade against rumselling by our poor
inebriate father's two votes for the free rum
candidate? Shall I successfully protect my
property, which came to me from a deceased

The Machias Republican is a little abrupt
with its contemporary the Union. It seems
that the ballots of two of the Democratic
candidates for county offices were printed
with initials or other errors instead of the
full names.
The Union thinks that all of
the ballots thus cast should be counted as
though they contained the full name. This
is good Republican doctrine. Not to count
them when they were intended by the voters
for those men would be to take advantage of
a technical quibble to defeat the will of the
voter. But here the editor of the Republican steps in and quotes history to show
that Mr. Drisko, the editor of the Union in
1874, contested the scat of the Machias Representative oujtbe most frivolous technicality
and failiug, drew $138 from the state treasury as compensation for his attendance while
claiming the seat to which it was evident he
had not the pretext of an honest claim. It’s
the other ox now, that’s what’s the matter.
Still the editor of the Union sets himself up
as a model, a reformer and such.
Had thoso of the Fall River operatives
who were unwilling to accept the terms of
the mill superintendents contented themselves with lying idle and permitted those
who wished to work to do so without molestation they might still have commanded some
sympathy from respectable people, for some
of the conditions insisted upon by the superintendents were harsh and apparently unjust.
But their assaults upon operatives who chose
to go to work, conpled with their threats to
burn the property of the mill owners has deprived them entirely of all sympathy from
the public and made the superintendents firmer in their demands than ever.
Unfortunately for tbfi operatives at the present lime
mills are as profitable when shut down as
running,and prospective profits, which oftentimes constitute an important factor in such
contests, are entirely out of this controversy.
The operatives have everything to gain by
tbe opening of the mills and the owners have
nothing to lose by keeping them shut up.
xx
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Schurz’s speech and can understand anything
as modern as the
English language he has
probably discovered what* a bank is. Up to
Tuesday night a bank had been to him nothing but a chest or a coffee pot or a stocking
where money was tucked away to keep it
from burglars. Under thi3 definition it is
not surprising that he advanced the proposition that money in bank is no money at all.
The old gentleman falls into a good many
absurdities from mistaking the age of the
world in which he is living.' A perusal of
this year’s Almanac should precede his lectures on

political economy.

The Massachusetts Republican State Convention will be held to-day. The contest for
the nomination seems to lay between Mr
Rice and Dr. Loring, though Cha.les Francis
Adams has quite a following and may be serviceable as a compromise.
Ot the pledged
delegates Rice seem to have a plurality but
therefore a large number unpledged whose
preferences can only be guessed at, so that it
is impossible to predict with any degree of
certainty who will receive the nomination.
Mb. Fulton and his deacons have had
over the call of the latter
for a church meeting for
the 5th of
October. He denies their right to call any
such meeting and the deacons are as strong
as their pastor in asserting that they have
such right. Fulton’s latest announcement
is that he was placed in Hanson pulpit by
the hand of Providence and that there he

another fracas

means

to

stay.

Reports from various distributing centers
indicate an unusual and quite unexpected
briskness in business.
Merchants are purchasing quite liberally and the work of forwarding goods to the West and elsewhere has
been urgent. The only trouble now is the
uncertainly respecting the mischievous work
of demagogues and that want of confidence
of which Mr. Schurz speaks.
Drawing a jury in a legal manner in the
District of Columbia seems to be a difficult
piece of business. The Grand Jurv bv
whom Iho original safe burglary indictments
were found turned out to be illegal, and now
the jury who recently found the new indictment in this case also proves illegal, and
the new proceedings are likely to fail.
The Indians of the Indian Territory have
just harvested six million bushels of wheat.
This is done by thirty tribes who a few years
since were bellicose wanderers of the plains.
This tells something either for the peace policy or the power of the untutored red-skin
to rescue himself from barbarism when that

husband, by

power is turned in the right direction.

ations and the consequent high taxation ?
At the second, the poor woman who supports an imbecile husband and six children
with her needle or by taking iu washing,
while the man is the nominal “head of the

We are informed that the business ct the
Maine Central the past three months has been
better than duricg the corresponding months
in 1874 and that the road is earning sufficient
money above its running expenses to easily

my
destitute, spendthrift
brother’s two votes for extravagant appropri-

family”

and has his two votes on account of

his double “stake iu

good government” will

smile sadly but speak uot.
And what shall the good woman say to the
third, who is struggling against the demoralizing influences of a dissolute husbandt to
bring her children up in good ways and to
give them opportunity for education and preparation for useful lives. Will she concur entirely in Mr. Doolittle's theory that her husband knows twice as well as she “what is
good for society?”
And the fourth! Behold the henpecked
husband at the polls—he who is “trained to
govern”!—he who is “king in his family”!—
see him with hia two votes at the polls!
What shall restrain the laughter of good and
true men at his public assumption of the
state expressly authorized in view of his
functions as a “ruler”—as a “governor” 1
No I Mr. Doolittle’s theories must be taken with many grains of salt.
He has not yet
soivea me

sunrage question ana no must nit
upon some more substantial topic upon which
to become conspicuous or he will never cease
to be, as now, a retired statesman.
“Bbeebing too fine”
a

was

the comment of

gentleman from the country who attended

the State Fair and there witnessed the beautiful horses and colts. Now wasn’t the man
more than half right?
Is’nt the tendency to
breeding horses for the trotting course and fancy driving rather than to the breeding of hardy and heavy animals which are needed in all
kinds of business that gives wealth to a community? From a stand point of cost and
Value, is the State of Maine richer or poorer
for the great number of beautiful but small
horses that.it is rearing? Business requires
heavy and hardy horses; but will any one tell
us to what part of the State a
purchaser can
go to find such animals ? It is admitted that
there is a call for a large number of drivmg
horses and that now and then one brings a
large price, but all the people owning or raising horses in Maine cannot afford to keep
them for light business or pleasure driving.
As a people we get along as we do by hard
work and it does seem that a majority of us
require beasts of burden rather than fancy
ones.
This, however, is an open question
which will bear public discussion.
Thebe doesn’t seem to be any lack of candidates to succeed Secretary Delano. The
names so far mentioned
are Armstrong,

formerly Congressman trom Pennsylvania,
ez-Senator John Scott, Wayne McVeigh both
of the same State, ex-Governor Dennison and
Judge Taft of Ohio, Clinton B. Fiske of Missouri, Assistant Secretary Cowen and Commissioner of Internal Revenue Pratt. Scott
is said to have been offered the office and declined and Assistant Secretary Cowen says
that McVeigh is not the man though he

does’nt tell who is.

pay the interest on its

obligations.

Last spring a savings bank in Maine
turned up its nose at Maine Central bonds
and took instead those of the Eastern Railway. Like the Democratic party, the bank
people above named desire a change, but the
cry is too late._
Current Notes.
The Hon. Joseph Medill is mentioned as
Republican candidate for Governor of Illinois next year.
The Toledo (Ohio) Catholic Review says:
“That the Catholic vote should be cast solely tor the Democracy at the coming election,

undoubtedly true. It is the only possible
hope to break down the school system.’’

is

That the North Carolina Constitutional
Convention is not altogether aimless in regard to reform is shown by the recent passage of an ordinance limiting the pay of
legislators to four dollars a day, for a season
of six days.
Two more prominent Ohio Democrats have
deserted the inflation standard.
They are
Represenntative-elect Payne, ol the Cleveland
district, and John Todd, eldest son of the late
Ex-Governor Tod, ot umo, and me ricuest
iron manufacturer In the Mahoning region.
The New York Times says that good
judges estimate the Dumber of votes by which
Mr. Seward will lead his ticket in that city
at from 5000 to 10,000, while the rest of the
Republican candidates will not fail to profit

by their colleague's popularity. This is owing to the grateful remembrance of Irish voters of I he liberality of Mr. Seward’s lather

toward them.
It seems to be forgotten by the majority of
the Democratic party that we have had a paper currency before “based on the credit of
the nation.” In May 1781, a dollar of Uni'ed
States money issued in 1779 or earlier, was
worth one-fifth ot one cent. That is what

expansion

leads to.

Mr. J. W. SimontoD, agent of the New
York associated press, publishes a letter in
answer to the criticisms upon the press reports in connection with the suspension of
the Bank. of California. He declares that
evidence will be submitted in a few days
which will show conclusively that the associated press reports of the California disaster are more than justified by the facts.
Ex-Senator Schurz is about to become one
of the richest men in the country if the inflation organs are telling the truth. They
declare that he is in the pay of the German
bankers, the Rothschilds, all the national
banks, Wall street, and the Repub'ican State
Committee ot Ohio. Aud the strange part
of it is they all agree he is no kind of a
speaker at all.—New York Tribune.
Rev. H. C. Tilton, who has been nominated
by the Temperance men as candidate for
Governor of Wisconsin, will decline the
honor, for the very good reason that while
“he continues to be a staunch and efficient
advocate of the temperance cause, he does
uot believe in the fanatical policy of delivering
the state over to the worst enemies of the
cause, which would be the result of dividing
the Republican vote by his remaining in the
field.”

ASSAM,

IN

ADVANCE

Senator John Sbermau, of Ohio, writes to
the Wilmington (Del.) Commercial that ho
considers that the provisions ol the law passed
by Congress last winter for the resumption
of specie payments are well adapted to attain
the desired end, If faithfully carried out. lie
says: “My feeling has always been that we
must reach specie payment before we can
reach steady prosperity—that is not a pleasant
process, but that the dificulty in the way is
exaggerated.” He adds: “The law ot last
winter, though not the best way, yet is the
best way attainable. Congresss would not,
and will not pass a more direct act of resump-

tion.”
_____________

Aroostook and the E. & N. A. Railway.
To the Editor of the Press:'
It is to be haped whoever may hereafter have
the control and management of the consolidated K. & N. A. Railway, that the importance to
the railway itself, and to the state as well, of

extending its connections by opening new lines
of railway to become feeders to tho trunk line,
will not be lost sight of. This railway, as every
one knows, stretches from
Mattawamkeag to

Vanceboro,

a distance of abont 56 miles along
the base as it were, and at points just touching
the great Aroostook couutiy, but without penetrating or approaching within even striking distance tbe most populous and richest portions
oi that teeming country.
By means of the New Brunswick and Canada Railroad, which it intersects at McAdam

abont six miles eastward from Vancean imperfec and an exceeding pre
connection with the Atoostook country
at Houiton.
Precarious because it has it only
by the grace and f tvor of the N. B. & C. road,
whose policy it is to discourage in every way
the diversion of the traffic from its own line.
Of course it is for tbe interest of tbe N. B. tic
C. road, as it is also for tbe interest of Saint

JuuctioD,

boro, it has

carious

Stephens

aul Saiut Andrews, the two points
where it touches tide water, that the rich traffic afforded at Houiton shcnld not he drawn off
at McAdam for Bangor and the West over tbe
line of the cousolidaled road, heDCe it is not to
be wondered at that the management of the N.

B. & C. road should be disposed to discriminate
they do and have always done in favor of

as

thp.ir

own

road,

to

ilia flariona

inintv and

nrA.

of the consolidated road.
For these very teasons the couatctiou is im-

juilice

perfect aa well as precarious, but if the cousol'dated road owned and controlled the whole lioe
to Houlton, the connection would still be imperfect

because it only touches Houlton, a desirable point to be sure, as it is a rich, prosperous, business like and influential towu, but situated as it is on the extreme eastern border of
the county, the vast resources and business of
the interior of the county are not reached by It.
There are, to speak within bounds, full forty
townships of the choicest agricultural lands
lyiug northwardly and westwardly from Houl-

tou, some of them settled in part, others wholly
unsettled; thus situated, too remote from
Houlton to be materially benefiied by its rai’.
way connection.

Enterprising parlies
ing the importance and

in St. John, appreciatvalue of the Aroostook

feeder to railroads, and aided and
have
extended a lioe of railroad from Frederickton
up the valley of the St. John river to the mouth
of the Tobique river, tbence across the Saint
John to the boundary of Maine, and are now
rapidly pushing their way into the town of
Fort Fairfield and onwards towards Caribou in
the full hope and expectation of carrying away
over their road to Fredericton and to St. John,
the trade ana the productions of that very
richest section of our state.

country

as

a

encouraged by a sagacious government,

Thus it is seen that at two points the shrewd,
men of New Brunswick bave

energetic business

penetrated by their railroads the Aroostook
country, for the purpose, of course, of securing
its trade, diverting its business, and thereby

enriching tbemsslves.
legitimate, to be sure,

All this is perfectly
but detrimental nevertheless to the best interests of our state, and
likely to be especially damaging to the businea9
and prospects of the consolidated road unless
these plans can in some way be met and counThis can be effectually done, it is
teracted.
conceived, in one way, and m one way only,
and that is by an indepeudent line of railroad
from some point on the line of the consolidated road northwardly through the beart of
Aroostook county to Presque Isle, and perhaps
in time still further onward to some point on
the St. John river, at the northern boundary of
the county. The distance from Presque Use to
Mattawamkeag is said to be not more than 85
to 90 miles, and the route an easy and feasible
Once open this line of road with a branch
one.
at the right point to Houlton, and the danger
of divergence of trade and business into New
Brun wick would be at an end. as the Arooa-

Bangor aud the West for its market, aud is
likely to seek it in a foreign conntr> unless
tempted to do so by some such thing as cheaper
transportation or better terms of trade. As all
Dot

the elements essential to tbe building up of a
rich and prosperous community are to be found
in tbe Aroostook country, tbe urgent want is
cheap transportation to a market, and this, a
railroad as proposed, would supply. Under its
quickening influences population would be increased, pioductiou would be enlarged, tbe resources of every kind wonld be developed and
an increasing tide ol traffic would flow over it
and from it to tbe consolidated E. & N. A. R.,
enhancing the business and tbe earnings of tbe
latter road, rendering almost certain its ultimate success, by making it tbe channel through
which a large and valuable trade between ’be
Aroostook country,tbe upper St. John and Bangor and other commercial towns alODg tbe line
of ihe yet to be bnilt Bay Shore and River railroad would most assuredly find its way.
The consolidated road is prostrate now—financially it is under a clond, at d reconstruction in that regard has become necessary, and
possibly ils management may pass into other
bands. However this may be. tbe importance
of this liDe into Aroostook should be kept steadily in view by those who succeed to its control,
and agitation and discussion shonld not cease
until what is ODly a scheme now Bball become a
reality. Other feeders to the consolidated road
X.
will be considered in another article.

Houlton Letter.
The

Cattle-show—the Coart, etc.

Houlton, Sept. 25tb, 1875.
To the Editor of the Press :
The Annual Cattle Show and Fair of the
Aroostook County Agricultural Society has
been held in Honlton on Thursday and Frida;
of this week, with unusually favorable weather
for tbe season, and good success in every re*
spect.
Tbe most noticeable feature of the Cattle
Show was tbe increased display of neat stock,

compared witb horses over all former exhibitions of this society, and particularly those
of some years ago—an increase which argues
well for a growing wisdom (among our farmers
and promises greater prospective success, especially as most of tbe stock showed good
as

blood, and among it
ber of

were

found a

good

num-

thoroughbreds.
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135 heads, being 10 bulls, 20 oxeu and steers,
and }05 cows and beifeis; of hoises 70, being
30 roadsters and 44 draft—of sheep 53, being
11 bucks, 21 ewes and 21 lambs. Also were a
few swine and some 40 fowls on the grounds.
E. Merritt & Sons of Houlton entered 24 head
of cattle and the largest number in an; one

lot, Including twenty dairy cows. Wentworth
Fall of Houlton showed a dozen of his improved grade Durhams and won with them numerous first premiums as usual. Frank C.
Nickerson of Linneus, John II. {Weed of Littleton and Zephaniah I’aijts of Hodgdon were
other principal exhibitors and rewarded with
first premiums. The {Society’s fine thoroughbred shorthorn

bull,

“Star of

Meedling,” pur-

chased from Howard & Ellis of Faitfleld last
spring, was adjudged tbe first place in his
class. And following him was a thoroughbred
yearling bull “Champion of the East,” owned
by George F. Slipp of Hodgdou and purchased
by him from Parkbursl’s Maysville herd, toheifer,
gether with a beautiful thoroughbred
“Alice 2nd,” from tbe same herd.
a
nice JerMuch attention was attracted by
months old, with her
sey betfer only sixteen
twin ,calves, seven weeks old, by her side, all
owned by George McGiuley of Houlton.
Among the horses, a handsome Clydesdale
stallion was shown by Jarvis H. Kttcheu of
Monticello; Georg* McGiuley of Houlton had
the best matched pairs both of roadsters and
draft horses. John R. Slipp of Houlton was
adjudged the best family horse, and also tbe
best roadster tnd breeding mare.
Dudley
Shields of Linneus had the best |draft horses,
and John Hogan of New Ltmeriok and Chas.
F. Williams of Houlton had fine horses and

colts in several classes.
William P. Kinney and John R. Slipp, both
of Houlton had the best docks of sheep and
lambs
Isaac Barker, Andrew Porter, Charles
E. Gilman and Jabez Young all of Houlton,
were prominent exhibitors in all departments.
The Fair on Friday was very full iu every
description of ladies’ work, both ornamental
and housewife. Tbe rolls of homespun attested that tbe accomplishment* of former

are not forgotten in Aroostook, at least try
tbe mothers, while the daughters show equal
skill in mole moderu fabrications. Among
pictures, a faithful fac simile in oil of the
residence of Ur. J. Donnell of this village
showed at the same lime the cosy attractions
of the home and at the same time the artistic
talent of tbe only and youthful daughter. A
large picture iu due worsteds. “The Euglisli
Postboy,” done by Mrs. E. E Gilman of Houlton, was a marvel of skill aud patience, aud
the mystery ot its execution was only explained iu part by the fact that it was wrought
during a protracted sea voyage.
The Houltou Dairying Association showed a
dozen big cheese; specimens of the kind they
have been making during the successful seasou
of their first year’s operations. Mrs George
McGinley and Mrs. Columbus Dunn of Amity
were the ckampiou butter makers this season.
Fiue and scrvicable wagons were exhibited
by Silas W. Tabor, aud sleighs by Edwin F.
Doyle both of Houltou, aud farm wagons by
J C. Bachelor of Linneus, all proving Aroostook’s ability to supply well her needs in these
respects, by home mauufacture.
The display of fruit and vegetables was rather small, hut there were good in the various deHoulton
partment. John L Swantou or
showed the greatest assortment, comprising
tourteen different varilies of vegetables.
The address was given by Rev. Kobt. R. Me
Leod, Unitarian minister of Houlton, whose
theme was “A plea for the wider education
for farmer,” illustrating tbe their opportunities
for cultivation of the miod, and the satisfaction and advantages that came from ac (Uiring
knowledge, new aud old. It was an earnest
and practical appeaT.
S. J. Court, with Judge Virgiu presiding,
has been in session here the past week, but is
limited to a ten davs fitting iu order that the
Judge may reach Machias where he is assigned
to hold court beginning the first Tuesday of
October. The Grand Jury have been having
an
interesting week, and have continually
manifested great anxiety for the presence of all
persons supposed to have information as to the
whereabouts of ardent fluids. At first considerable reluctance was shown iu attendmg, but
the invitations of the court officials became so
very pressing, and Judge Virgiu made so very
pointed remarks on the danger of disregarding
official summons, that this first bashfulness
was suddenly dispelled, and it is understood
that the jury were able to day to present a
goodly number of indictments.
Houlton Academy is having a full attendance and success under ibe charge
of W S.
Kuowlton A. M. Principal—Charles E. Williams A B. teacher of Classics and Miss Faunie E Madigan, teacher of French.
H.
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Photograph

of the President.

other human being that is civilized enough to
wear a hat.
A mau iu the plainest black, a very broadshouldered, strong-built mau, melted away in
the crowd of carriages of the line, aud I for
the first time in my life.had seen a president
of my country. Dogs, horses, whisky-bottles—
all that picture was demolished. I even looked
in vain for the cigar as he drove hack by us,
after half an hour, for it was not. Yet I afterward noticed, not to enter into detail about
trifles, that the cigar is the rule when driving
The sandy beard is a bit gray, hair thick and
black, the face full and the very picture of
health and composure, ard tbe nian may safely count on a quarter of a century of rest upon earth after his retirement.
How we met, how I came to he so Uouored as
to sit with the great captain and talk with him,
under his roof of lauds and scenes we were
equally familiar with in Oregon, and all that,
would be very interesting indeed. But here I
shall draw the line. The rnau’s cottage is his
castle, and it shall not be invaded. All the
pleasant little things that passed under the
President’s roof arc sacred. But the satisfaction I felt on finding this mau one of the simplest and siucerest, the purest and the best
of men 1 cheerfully share with you who have
pride aud patriotism to glory in our country’s
renown and the honor and the
good name of
her great men.
Do not make a mistake here. I have no favors to ask whatever.
I opposed the election
of General Grant as President and shall oppose
him again, if there be occasion, because ours is
not a military government.
Since we are a
peaceful, pastoral country,caring notbiug about
1 do
arms or armies, save iu au emergency,
at
not believe in always
having a military manher
our head.
But I <o glory in my country,
and
her
and
achievements
great
men,
great
this mau now at the head is certainly one ©f
the very greatest that have been given her.
If aDy mau should go through a great park,
throwing stones and mad at the most beautiful and the best pieces of marble and doing all
in his power to deface them and make them
look vile in the eyes of all men, what would be
thought of him? And yet that man is very innocent compared to the writer who defames a
living man whom the country has set in a high
place. Marbles cau be replaced; hut great men
come seldom upon earth.
Besides that, they
are human and can suffer.
I take, perhaps, a -ort of savage, certainly a
perfect satisfaction in saying to the Old World,
and saying also to that under hemisphere, that
this man uow at the head of our common state
sr ems to me, so far as I could see, to be one of
tbe most noble aud perfect men in the world.
It was my fortune during tbe past five years
to meet with, iu one way and another, about
all tbe heads of the great powers of the Old
World, and I am free to say that I saw nothing
iucid

BY

JOAQUIN MILLEK.

“That’s Grant’s race track.”
The man who said this—the tall, bony sovereign whom we had picked up somewhere out
ol the sands of New Jersey that morning in the
dowu trip—jerked his head over bis left shoulder toward a high board fence to the right aud
then, stooping a little, spuried a stream of amber, or tobacco-juice, at the blinking eyes of a
little wooly dog that had climbed upon the
platfurm aud was smelling us a welcome to
Long Branch. Alter that, this tall and angular citizeu, who seemed to be perfectly at home
and to know just what he was talking about,
took his carpet bag by its two cars, swung it
over bis shoulder, and again
jerking his head
toward the tall board fence,started away ou the
of
toward
the
hotel.
crowd
the
edge
I bad gone to Long Branch almost solely to
see.tbe President of the Great Republic—the
great man whom my people had placed at the
head of my country. Even the board fence,
you see, under the circumstances, had to me a
great interest. I stopped, stood there, contemplated it, and wondered if the coat of white
washing and the singular advertisements had
any possible significance. I suppose I had as
well stood in the sands of Africa and looked in
the face of ihe Sphynx. With my intense imagination, which is a curse, 1 always picture
men and scenes so vividly that, even after 1
have seen the real, the picture which t had in
I
my miud stands out the clearer of the two.
could nuw see the President perfectly well in
my mind, back ihere behind the high-board
fence, horses, dogs, whiskey-bottles and all.
Aud then had I not seen all these in the
glorious wood-cuts of the patriotic and refined
(?) prints of America always during my years
of travel in strange lands? Have not these energetic illustrated journals with a noble desire
to dignify their country in the eyes of the civilized woild, sent tbeir artistic wood-cuts into
every bauk aud hotel of the Continent? Have
they not thus set up the man whom the people
have chosen to stand at the head of the Great
Republic, before all the world during all the
years of my wandering, as a sort idiotic adjunct
to a levee of bull pups?
Why. then, could I not see this second fiddler who reveled and made merry while the
people groaned under accumulated debts aud
disasters? There he was, in my mind’s eye:
Nero with bis catgut, Caligula with his horse
and other senators, silting back there between
his two bull dogs on the high platform, with
bis legs crossed, and chewing away in a sort of
satisfied drunken cannibalism at the corpse of
a ci^ar that had just died from the fumes of

whiskey!

That is truly the picture which I had of the
President of the noblest and most ennobling
land upon earth, as I took my way to the hotel and turned my head now aud then to take
a look at “Grant’s race-track.”
X wonder if it ever occurred ta certain disappointed and disaffected men that right here in
this connection lies one of the finest points of
houor in or outside of the books.
“Ihe Queen. God bless her!” The first
time I heard that expression and saw the perfect aud manly respect which ihose Britons
paid to their country through their sovereign,
as they lifted the first glass at
dinner, was on
the waters of Oregon, in a little British manof-war, and years and years ago. Yet I shall
never forget it.
Aud whenever and wherever
I see it—and that is whenever and wherever X
a
see
true < Englishman
aud
gentleman
abroad—I, too, itel like rising to my feet and
“The
God
ble-s
her!”
for 1
saying
Queen.
know that X am in good company, with quiet
aud brave and patriotic gentlemen, and men
who would not for the world, in my presuce, at
least, say one word against my country or its
representative.
lo stick

a

pin here

and

ment, I do not believe

stop

one

aDd think a mo
ruallv recall a

can

single great act or expression in the li'e of the
Queen oi Eugland. In truth, she seems to me
to have always been a sort of negative and
helpless, tbougb, no doubt, most aiud-hearted
aud well-Jisposed woman. But iu all the girdle
of the earth you wilt nothud one lady so universally respected and beloved as she. And all
that love and respect means a whole line-ofbattle ships. It is Nelson and Wellington in

It is Gibraltar. It is one of the strongin the British battlement.
Yet all this love and respect, out of which
comes this strength, is owmg not so much to
the simple virtues of Her Majesty, but to the
manly, decent bearing and resjiect of her subjects toward the common country.
I might urge a second reason for behaving
with, at least, tolerable decency toward the unfortunate man who happens to be set up as a
mark tor mud-balls, whosoever he may be. And
that reason is—though I fear this argument
will not be of much force or practical use in political America—that reason is, I say, we
ought to have in this land, professing Christianiiy, some little regard for the truth.
And, flually, did you uever reflect that it is
hardly manly to throw mud at a mati who cannot stoop to throw mud back at you? You see
that sort of practice, under such circumstances,
is very much like striking a woman.
I was an utter stranger and alone, and did
not at all know where I was to begin or how
to gratify what I deemed a laudable desire to
see the President of my country; but, aft ir being brushed down by the African, 1 descended
from my room and confronted the clerk of the
hotel with an interrogation.
Mr. Clerk walked up and down behind his
battlement, bristling at the month with toothpicks. He was the true non-commitial American hotel clerk, and did not answer me for a
loog time. He had two wooden tooth-picks in
his month already, and wa; eating away at
them as if he was a sort of centaur and they
were a kind of long oats that he was
very fond
of. I knew perfectly well he was wondering
and wondering as he walked up and down, and
now aud then dipped down into the little
trough and took another nibble ot oats, whether 1 was a Democrat or Republican aud really
believed In the third term.
At last the oracle spoke. “So, so!" said the
oracle, aud took another nibble of oats, lie
peeked at me mysteriously; aud I, to be sociable, peeked back. Then he turned to his ledger, looked up and down the lines, as a clerk
always will when be does not want to fled
anything; and, at last, having fully made up
his mind that it was all right and that my nod
meaut derision, he jerked up his head and
said:
“He always drives by in the afternoon—
wubn ce is sooer enougn.
Armed with a newspaper aud cigar, I lay in
ambush for ihe President in one of the little
canvas shades uy the roadside, along with a
Crowd of pleasure seekers, uulil nearly five
o’clock, when some one at my side said quietly: “There goes the President.” Perhaps it
was an old affair
with the others; but there
was no Commotion, no expression of go id or
ill-will whatever, if I may except the little boy
on the grass at the outside of the
awning, who
filliped a peanut-shell after the little one-horse
as
it
whirled
at a good pace up
open carriage
the long, level road.
He had passed within a few paces of us. In
fact, I had been looking at him for half a minute before l|knew that this was the President of
the mighty Republic and the great captaiu itiat
the world was in a roar of admiration over only a
few years ago. The face is a great face. There
is no doubt of that whatever. It is made up
of savage strength and gentleuess together.
Afterward, when I came to know and converse with this man, I kept all the time thinking of a favorite and famous lion in the gardens of London. This splendid beast was in
the habit of licking my haqd whenever I could
get the cross and cruel keeper's back turned,
and he would put his "paw through the bars,
and let me stroke it aud fondle with it till he
saw the
keeper about to turn round, and then
he would draw back and wrinkle up his trows
and look like a thunder-storm that was ready
to burst. In
fact, to finish the story about the
lion, he did burst out on that cross old keeper
one day, aud with a
single paw through the
bars scalped him to the shou
ders—took head
aud all.
To get back to the
The President
subject.
was driving alone,
holding the reins in a safe
careless fashion, as it hB waa uae(j to t[1(.m
and now and then ifting his hat to the
right
and lef. whenever there was any
recognition or
demonstration whatever, and 1 believe invariably to the ladies whom he met driving down
the beach. In the little knot of people with
whom 1 happened to be silting I saw but one
hat touched. I afterward discovered that this
only gentleman of our group was the French
barber.
Perhaps I had ns well sa/ it here as anywhere, that I do think the American has less
of Ipoliteness in his make-up—save, perhaps ou
the Pacific coast and the further South, where
there is a sprinkling of Latin blood—than any
one.
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same time simple and manly, than the hearing
and behavior of the President of the United
States, who, I am informed, has still for the
first time to visit “Grant’s race-track.”
Mine
was not a hurried visit at all, but extended over some time at Long Branch, and, if this
man’s every-day life is any key to his character, the country had ought to count itself very
proud, indeed, of this figure for its great gallery. I am perfectly aware, however, that I
know nothing at all about the political life of
the great captain, and it is possible be is even
as great a failure as an administrator as was
the Duke of Wellington. I can only say to my
people of the Great West, who have not an opportunity to see the man as he is or his life and
surroundings, that they must journey far before they find a simpler, a more gent'e and refined little household than that which our
President rules over in the cottage at Long
Branch. In his domestic administration he is
certainly a success, and a kinder father is not
to be found.
1 take the responsibility of piophesying that this will be the verdict of Time
upon bis administration of the affairs of the
common state also.
Gainsay it who will
In conclusion, I must say that some weeks of
about
the
where the President
Branch,
idling
was to be seen almost daily, seme
little intercourse with him, some conversation on knotty
it
to
me Congress only
subjects, which seems
succeeds in tying up tighter every time it
touches them, some close observation in that
gentle aud happy household, and all that, assures me that this man is not only a very great
man, as the world has long since said, but also
a very good man, indeed.—N. Y.
Independent.

Kcws and Other Items.
Col. John S.

Mosby

is going to practice law
Washington during the coming winter.
The board of trade before which Gen. Butler
has beeu invited to speak on finance is a new
institution lately established in New York.
The whole Bible is now printed in the Manin

darin

dialect,

China.
A limbless

which is the official language of

body

has been seen in the water
near Milwaukee, and it is surmised that it
may be Donaldson’s.
Ex Professor Hartt, of Cornell University,
has left Bio Janeiro to begin his survey of Brazil, which, it is believed, will require seven

years.
Professor E. D. Cope of Philadelphia has
found the fossil remains of a camel in New
Mexico. The animal was about the size of a

dromedary.
Westervelt was completely overcome when
the verdict of the jury was announced, and he
sobbed like a child.
His wife and children
joined their cries and lamentations with his,
and the scene was a most affecting one.
Mr. James Lick has fixed upon Mount Hamilton, Santa Clara county, Cal., for the buildng of the great observatory, for which he has
given the sum of Sf800,000. The building will
contain the largest telescope in the world.
Two hundred Hindoo pilgrims were recently
drowned at the Malabingam shrine on the Ti-

unevily frontier by the sudden flooding of the
torrent in which
dry bed of a mountain
they were bivouacking for the night.
It is hinted that the time is not far distant
when one of the fastest trains in tie world will
be run over the New York Central and Hudson
River Railroad and its connections. It will be
known as tbe palace car train, and none but
palace cars use! on it.
Senator Sharon of Nevada, the proprietor of
the Palace Hotel San Francisco, has offered to
the wife of the late W. C. Ralston, the use of
seven rooms in that building with private servants and a private coach and coachman, so
long as she may choose to use them.
Another boat race has been arranged between St. John and Halifax crews. It will be
double sculls, pulled by Brayley and Ross of
St John, and Smith and Nickerson, fishermen,
of Halifax, distance five miles, stakes $1000.
It is not decided where and on what day the
race is to take place.
A Pall Mall Gazette special from Berlin contains the following:
“Dean Susczinsky has

joined the Old Catbol'cs and married. The
Old Catholics were thus obliged to decide the
question in regard to priests’ marrying, and
decided it affirmatively.
The government has
resolved to protect Dean Susczinsky
enjoyment of his temporalities.”

in the

MINOR TELEGRAMS.
President Grant and party were to leave St.
Louis for Desmoines, Iowa, yesterday, vii

Quincy.

The Democratic and Republican committees
in Ohio have agreed that General Woodford of
New York, and Gen. Ewing of Ohio, shall meet
in joint discussion of the financial issues, commencing at Shawnee on the 30tb.
Mrs. Norton, wife of W. H. Norton, editor
of the Dallas (Texas) Intelligencer, died at St.
Luke’s hospital in Chicago, Sunday. She came
with her husband on the excursion of the Texas
editors, and had n arm taken off by the cars,
which run over her.
While digging a drain in Lowell yesterday
morning Patrick Sweeney was fatally injured
by the caving ot the bank.
He was entirely
covered and almost suffocated when dug out
Base hall yesterday Browns 5; Philadelphians 5.
The Hillsboro county agricultural society and
Nashua horticultural society opened their combined exhibition at Nashua yesterday under the
most

favorable allspices.

Alfred Grant of Dover, N. H., was kn teked
down Monday night and robbed of $40 and all
his clolhiog.
The new city governmentof Portsmouth was
inaugurated yesterday. The Mayor in his aduataoo
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been reduced $3000 last year, besides $300,000
Portsmouth and Dover railioad bond -, on which
the Eastern railroad has thus far paid the interest.
The amount of taxation for 1874 was
$145,289, and for 1875 it is lessened to $131,270.
The rate last year was 2.31 on $100, this year
2 02. The city affairs in all department are reported in good condition,
A passenger train from Haverhill to Georgetown was thrown from the track yesterday and
Charles Kidder, engineer, and \V. Taylor, fiteman, were injured.
I. Morrison Harris has accepted the nomination for Governor of Maryland.
The l aw's Delay.
28 —In the United States
Circuit Court yesterday Judge Miiler delivered
an opinion on the
question of merger, raised in
connection with the indictment of McDonald,
Joyce, Fitzroy and Beors, which charges them
with conspiracy to destroy public records, and
also with destroying them, the first offence being a misdemeauor and the latter lelony.
Tne
defence claimed that the lesser offence was
merged in the greater, and that the indictment
should have been for
felony and not for misdemeanor.
Judge Miller sustained the demurrer,
and the indictment was quashed.
There are
other indictmems against the same
persons,
however, which will come up in their proper
St.

Louis, Sept.

_

order.

In the case of

Avery

of

Washington,

an

ar-

gument was heard ou a demurrer based upon
an alleged contradiction in the
indictment, that
document stating that the defendant while an

afficer in the internal revenue bureau in Washington conspired with parties in another place
Far distant. The demuirer was overruled.
IHETEOROLOfllCAIi
PROBABILITIES FOR THE NEXT
HOURS.

TWENTY-FOUR

War Dbp’t, Office Chief Signal 1
>
Officer, Washington, D. O.,
September 29,|(1 A. M.) )
For New Euflald.
the Middle states and the lower lake
reglbn
clear or fair
weather, and a slight rise in temperature during the day, with
easterly to southerly winds and slowly falling barometer.

POLITICAL.

BY TELEGRAPH.
MATTERS IN

The HlamacbuiclU Republican Convention To-day.

MAINE

Worcester,

Co.

No. 1, accompanied by Johnson’s baud, arrived
here this eveuiug as guests of Gen. Berry No.
3, to take part in the firemens parade to-mor-

They were received by the Berrys aad
escorted to their quitters at the Lvude Hotel.
Agricultural Fair.
The Knox County Agricultural Fair opened
at Tbomaston to-day. Good show of field crops
and other prouducts and a prospect of an exhibition of average merit. Show of stock torow.

morrow.

in Iiitchfleld.
Gardiner, Sept. 28.—The house,ell and barn
of Thos. Laud of Litchfield, were totally deFire

stroyed by fire

25tli inst., together with
the household furniture, clothing and and a
Loss $2000. No insurlarge amount of hay.
ance.
It is thought to have caught from
matched in the hands of a child.
Sale of an Ice Don.e.
Stevens’ Ice Co.’s building and tools, chains,
&c., valued at§8,000, advertised for sale at
auction to-day, were purchased at private sale
this morning by Frank Stevens of PittstOD.
Fx-fiov. Perliom'a Appointment
Augusta,Sept. 28.—The Governor and Council will meet Oct. 5th, when the nomination af
Hon Sidney Perham as Secretary of State will
oa

the

undoubtedly

be confirmed and he
upon the duties of the office.

28.—The

will enter

MASSACHUSETTS.
The Fall River Troubles.
The Operative* Quieted Down.
Fall River, Sept. 28.—At a special meeting of the Spinners’ Association, held in Carroltou Hall yesterday, the following resolutions were passed unanimously:
Resolved, That a petition be sent through
the city to solicit the tradesmen and others to
sign in favor of the withdrawal of the conditions proposed by the employers, and a petition, if necessary, be sent to the State authori-

Resolved,

That we wish to act iu no selfifh
spirit toward our employers, for the following
resolution will put au cud to all petty strikes.
Resolved, That we are willing to’ give and
take ten days’ notice on all questions of wages
and labor, or otherwise we forfeit all pay belonging to us then due; and we expect the same
from them for instant dismissal.
The three committees are now in session for
the purpose of districting the city aud sending
out canvassers to obtain signatures to these
resolutions.
Everything is remarkably quiet around the
mills and in the streets
There was no interference with the help while going to their work
this morning.
A small police force was on duty around the
mills while the help was going to and from
their work
The militia are quartered this
morning at Armory hall and other points.
There seems not much probability that the
petitions of the operatives will meet with very
great approval by tbe more prominent trades
men, but the result is awaited with anxiety
by the operatives themselves
The Richard Bordeo mill is running 500
looms and the spinning department is full, except two men who belong to one of the companies of the 32d regiment now on duty, and
have been allowed to join their regiment. The
other departments are well represented.
The Fall River Manufacturing Company is
running about one half of the usual help in
each department.
The linen mills, Metaci met, Crescent, Meetanoe and others running
yesterday, have an
increased number to day, and the operatives
contiuue to come forward and signify their
willingness to sign and go to work.
The VVampauoag, Flint, and two Granites,
Merchants and others are still with not sufficient help to warrant their starting.
The operatives arrested yesterday for riotous
proceedings, were brought before Judge Blaisdell this forenoon. Evidence for the prosecution closed at six o’clock to-night. Court adjourned till Saturday forenoon. Men were admitted to bail in $100 each. All remains
quiet. Mihtary are stationed at Police Stations. Nearly all the mills runuing have increased the number of tbeir operatives.
It is
understood that the Chase Mill will open in the
The manufacturers declare that
morning.
they are indifferent whether they start up or
not.

Order of ^United mechanics.
Boston, Sept. 28.—The National Council

Order of United Mechanics held their 35th annual session here to-day, National Councillor
Wm. Forster presiding. Nearly every state in
the Union was represented. Reports show the
Order to be in fa flourishing condition.
Members over 70,000.

Bi«hwayman’s Confession.
New Bedford, Sept. 28.—On the night of
Kith of September, it will be remembered that
Dr. Sands of Newport, a well known physician,
was violently assaulted aud ro >bed.
Quite an
excitemeut was created at the time and a reward was offered of $2,500 for the arrest and
conviction of the villains. A short time after
the robbery, officer Dayton arrested due Jesse
D. Mkqhell, at Jay’s stable in this
city, for the
robbery of the horse and carriage, and during
the investigation of the matter came to the
conclus'ou that Mitchell was connected with
the assault on Dr. Sands
Since that time Mr.
Dayton has been workiog the case up with
officer Hammond at Newport, and to day they
had an interview with Mitchell at tne jail in
this city, when he admit'ed that he assaulted
Dr. Sands. His story is as follows: On the
n'ght of the 16tli he was strolliDg about in the
vicinity of Calvin’s stable and picked up a
stick about three and one half feet long and
passed two or tnree men before meeting Dr.
Sands. When he met the Doctor he hit him
once upon the bead so that he fell
against a
fence.
He tben rifled his pockets, getting
fifty-two dollars and ten cents, and left him.
Mitchell says he
had
been drinking and
wanted m .ney.
After the robbery he went to
a house and called
for a bed, and the next
morning hired a team and went to Fall Kiver,
taking the cars for Myricks where he passed
the day at the cattle show, returning at Dight.
The next day he hired a team, for the stealing
of which he was arrested.
A

WASHINGTON,

Republican

uomiuate a full list of
here to-morrow, and the
city tonight is full of delegates aud politicians.
There is an uuusual amount of caucusing and
canvassing going on. and there is every pros
The
pect of a lively convention to-morrow.
promiuent candidates tor Governor are Alex.
H. Rice, ex Mayor of Boston, Dr. George B.
Loring of Salem, aud Charles Francis Adams
of Quincy. A canvass of the situation tonight
seems to show that Loring is practically oufof
the race, and the contest will be between Rice
and Adams, and a third man whose bame dues
Prominent among the gentlemen
not appear.
whose names are mentioned are Charles Deand
Congressman Pierce of Boston.
vens, Jr.,
Rice will undoubtedly have a plurality of votes
ou the first ballot in the convention, aud there
is considerable anxiety to know whether the
support ot the delegates pledged to Loring.
Lieut. Gov. Knight will probably he renominated, though there are plenty of names mentioned. The principal candidates for Secretary
of State are Oliver Warner, the present incumbent ot the office, Henry B. Pierce of Aldington, aud William E. Blunt of Haverhill.
The convention will be called to order by Hon.
H. W. Clapp of the Boston Journal, in the absence of Dr. Loriog, who is chairman of the
Vice President Wit
State Central Committee
son will he permanent President, and
Senator
Dawes will he chairman of the committee on
There will he no work tor the
resolutions.
committee on credentials, as there is not a contesting delegation in the state.
Incendiary Speeches by so Called Labor
Reformers.
Boston, Lept. 28 —A meeting of labor reformers was held in this city to-night, to consider the condition of the Fall River operatives. The call for the meeting condemned as
oppressive and tyrannical the action of the manufacturers and denounced the action of Gov.
Gaston “in giving the whole power of the state
to enforce their tyranny.”
Inflammatory
speeches of this tenor were made by the chairman and others.
One speaker preferred Fall
River in ashes to a concession. Another “had
thrown stones himself and would like to do
Was glad glass was broken. Such
more of it.
outbreaks had a beneficial effect in arousing
the public to an appreoiation of the issue.”
The meeting was. prolonged to a late hour
A
series of pacific resolutions provoked angry opA set were
position and were withdrawn.
adopted iu their place in keeping with the generally expressed feeling of the meeting.
Sla'e Convention to
state officers will meet

Lrwiatau Firemen at KoclilnnJ.

Rockland,Sept. 28—Lewiston Engine

Sept.

THE TEXAS

STOfeM.

Further Particulars of the Destruction
of Matagorda.

Galveston, Sept. 58 —Advices from Brasher
dated Sept. 23, confirm the reports received
from Matagorda that the town is wholly washed away except four houses, which remain.
No lives were lost, the people saving themselves by clinging to the cedar trees in the viAt Columbia twenty houses were
cinity.
blown down. No lives reported lost.
One
man was killed at Chenango by a falling
tree.
Many plantations were damaged, some being
literally torn to pieces. Sugar and gin houses,
ferries and everything is partly or wholly
blown away. The losses caunot be correctly
reported.

The number of persons known to have lost
their lives between the peninsula and Bernard
is 57. One half to two-thirds of the cattle and
horses are drowned.
The bridge at Cedar
Lake is gone, and fen:es and trees are swept
away. There.is a man bere who drifted two
days and nights on a log. Later information
from Trinity river says that three schooners
are high and drytin the fields near the fork of
the Double and White bayous
In the Trinily
the water had swept over 12 feet above the
bank of the river. From the mouth to Wallsville the land is low and swampy.
The first
house above the mouth was formerly owned by
Dr. Plieaian, which was occupied by negroes.
The'house was entirely carried away and not a
vestige of it remains. There were nine negroes in the house and eight of them
were
drowned after remaining in trees from 10 to 75

hours.

Wallingsville
damaged. It will
At

every house is mare or less
take years to rebuild the
town.
From the present feeling it is thought
that not many will rebuild.
Mayo, who lives
half a mile above Wallingville, or Dorris Island, lost 1500 cattle and fifty horses. His
dwelling was only slightly injured. Mr. Lawrence, who lives about two miles above Wal'
lingville, lost 1500 head of stock. Among them
were forty horses.
His residence was very

badly damaged.

wern

ilisnnsutl

nf hv

rlamnsmo

of limitation by the act, 350 were heard
heard and decisions recorded, leaving the balance to be disposed of.
As it is simply impos
siblc to accomplish this amount of work, Congress will no doubt be solicited to take early
action. No money can bo paid cut until ail
the cases filed according to the provisions
of the act have been decided. H ben this is
done the court will certify its action to the Secretary of State, when payment will be made.
It is held by some that shoul l adverse action
be taken in giving the court more timo, the
work thus far accomplished may have to be reviewed if not presented anew.
Commissioner Mniith Willing to Resign.
The Commissioner of Indian Affairs said today in answer to the query wbetner he would
resign on the accession of the new Secretary of
the Interior, that while he did not feel it
would be incumbeut upon him to do so, he
would gladly tender his ressgnation should he
receive the slightest intimation that it would
be acceptable.
reason

THE INDIANS.
The Grand Council Postponed.
New York, Sept. 28.—A despatch from the
Red Cloud Agency says the commissioners
have decide I not to meet the Indians again
until they have determined what they will do,
and notified them last night that there will be
no council.
All the chiefs have been holding a council at
Spotted Tail’s camp to-day.
The Cheyenne chiefs,Wild Hawk and Standing Elk, visited the commissioners to-day and
said their fathers used to own all this country.
AH the head men of their tribe were now willing to sell it to the white men, and were only
waiting for the Sioux to make up their minds
The commissioners replied that
they were waitine for the same result.
The Standing Rock Indians start for borne
to-day, with beef for twenty days. Their a"ent
is authorized to
sign the treaty for them.
He
left yesterday for Cheyenne.
There is much turbulence among the
young
men, and frequent shots are fired around the
agency, night and day.
The Serapis has proceeded on her voyage to
Brindisi where the Prince of Wales is to embark for India.

diately.

London despatch to the Telegram says the
downward movement in consols there is owing
to rumors of war being imminent between Bugland and China.
A special from Veionu to the Times says
nothiug is known there of any uutimatum from
Turkey to Servia.
Tbe Dominion postal law goes into effect
A

28 —The 30th annual
fair of the Windsor County Agricultural Society commenced here this forenoon. The display iu tne floral, mechanics’ and vegetable
had, and the show of horses, cattle, sheep and
swine and poultry is on an extensive scale. The
number of people present was as large as usual
on the
first day. To-morrow will be the great
gala day of the fair.
Lancaster, N. H., Sept. 28 —The sixth annual fair of tho Coos and Essex Agricultural
Society opened at the Lancaster Riding Park
to-day. The entries of stock and horses are full
as numerous as at any previous fair of the society, while the show of dairy products is superior. A large attendance is assured.
The exhibition closes to-morrow.
Heavy Failure.
St. Paul, Minn., Sept. 28.—The laege lumbering firm of J. & G Robson of Umbra,
made an assignment to-day.
The liabilities
are stated at 81,350,000, and the assets
8330,000.

FOREIGN.
French Moncment to

Amcricau Indc-

l^uurutc,

Paris,Sept. 28.—A committee has been formed in this city, entitled the Franco-American
Union, with E. B. Washburne, American minister, the Marquis of Noailles an-1 M. Barthold
honorary presidents The object is to erect a
monument on an island in Long Island Suund,
during the centennial, to commemorate tbe
hundredth year of American independence. A
public subscription has been opened to raise
fuuds. Several deputies in the Assembly have
joined the committee, including Messrs. Oscar
De Lafayette, Edward LabouUye, Aisne Walewskiand Count De Tocqueyille.
Laboulaye
is chairman of the committee.
Forest Fires.
Paris, Sept. 28—Advices have been received
that extensive fires were
prevailing in the regions bordering on the province of Lavalle.
The latest report says the fires were devastating
the forests of Beniesdep and that the village of
Duirver was threatened. The flames had spread
across the frontier of French
territory.
Dissension Among the Carlist Leaders.
Madrid, Sept. 28.—It is reported that dis*
sensions have occurred among the Carlist leaders Doregarray, Mendira and Pernla, which
Don Carlos himself is unable to reconcile. The
Carlist leader Sammede has been defeated at
Catalonia.
Gen. Dorregary is ill. He has quitted Estella
and gone to the baths of Lorie, ou the Biscay.
The report is confirmed that Don Calos has
dismissed Geu. Saballs from his command to
tfhich Gen. Castells has succeeded. Alfonsists
continue to pu^h operations in the neighborhood of Oyargan and Hernani. A further contingent of 2000 soldiers will embark for Cuba
ou the 1st aud 2d prox.
Destructive Flood in Ireland.
London, Sept. 28.—A destructive flood occured yesterday during the great gale in the lowlands in the valley of the Lee. The river rose
several feet and inundated a portion of the city
of Cork ar d the country for miles about, occasioning immense damage to property. Similar
accounts have been received from other
parts
of Ireland and Scotland.
Financial Distress in Servia.

money market.
London. Sept. 28.—Tbe Daily News in

itl,

financial article has the following:
The condition of the German money market
has become most peculiar.
Accounts from
Berlin speak of the extraordinary tightness of
The minimum in the discount
money there.
luiuntii
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up to the hank rate of discount, aud the with
drawal of bullion from the Bank of Prussia
has been on such a scale as to raise the
txpec
tation that the Bank rate of discount is to be
advanced. Germany is carrying through a
great transformation in her money system, and
this tightness is the price paid.
In addition to
substituting a uniform gold standard for the
varying silver standard which formerly existed,
an alteration which will come into
operation on
New Year s day next, aud a uniform system of
the token money. Government has simultaneously altered the whole of the currency and
bankers' legislation
It is the foree-oino"
changes, the pinch of which is now felt.
The Lincoln memorial Tower.
Rev. Newman Hall, in the presence of a select company to-day laid the crowniug stone of
the Lincoln Memorial Tower,
adjoining the
new Surrey Chapel.
The tower is designed as
a memorial for the abolition of
slavery” and a
bond of brotherhood between
England and
America.
The Proposed Address lo Prince milan.

Belgrade, Sept. 28.—The address

in answer
to Prince Milan’s speech, proposed
by the minority of the Skuptscbina, has not been published. It is ascertained however, that it
demanded the immediate declaration of war with
Turkey, the reform of Bureaucratic abuses a
wholesale dismissal of officers, aud the ab’soI ite liberty of the press
Vessels Wrecked on Pfluce Edward’s Island.
Halifax, Sept. 28,-The gale on Sunday
mghi and Monday was severely felt at Prince
Edward’s Island. Three vessels were wrecked
near

Charlottetown.

The Guibord Case.
Montreal, Sept, 28.—In the Guibord case
to-day, the Grand Jury, after a lengthy deliberation, found no bill agaiust the fifteen persons accused of participating in the cemetery
riot.
Destructive Eire in New Brunswick.

St.John, Sept. 28.—Travis Rivers Mill at
Head, together with a considerable

Boar’s

bush rye.
Shipments—10,000 bbls Hour. 62,000 bush wheat,
000 bush coru, 0000 bush barley, 0000 bush oats.
Detroit, September 28.—Flour steady with moderate demand; City White Winter 6 50.
Wheat is
inactive and 1 (a} l$c higher; extra 1 37; No 1 White
Michigan at 1 24$; No 2 White Fall at 1 16; Amber
Michigan 1 27. Corn is dull; No 1 Mixed at 67c.—
Oats are steady and unchanged.
Barley—Canadian
2 30 @ 2 40; State at 2 15 @ 30. Mess Pork at 23 5().
La»d—prime kettle 14.
Receipts for two days—1000 bbls flour, 33.000 bush
wheat, 1000 bush corn ,5000 bush oats, 5000 bush bar-

Exports.

Sclir II E Sampson- 210 bags of
HALIFAX,
shorts, 241 do bran, 435 bbls oa'meal, 1850 bbls flour,
14,400 galls reflneu oil.
ST JOHN, NB. Schr Clara—207 old iron rails.
NS.

Foreign Imports.
HALIFAX, NS. Steamer Chase—72 boxes canned’
goods to J F Liscomb.

to G

demand.

SPECIAL

York,September28.—Cotton steady; Middling upandsl3$c.
New Orleans, September 28.—Coiton is quiet;
Mid mng uplands 13c.
New

1

Second Call.
15 Portland, Saco & Portsmouth R. 80
Dusion oc Aiaineitauroau.»i 12}
IVew York Stock and money marker.
New York, Sept. 28—Evening.—Money easy at 1J

on call,closing at 1\ pel cent..
Foreign
Exchange dull at 479 for prime bankers 40 days
sterling and 483 for demand. The customs receipts
to-day were $308,000
Gold opened at 116}, advanced to 117 and closed at
1103.
The rates paK for borrowing were 3-64, 1-32

124

I

Atlantic & Pacific Telegraph.
19J
were the quotations for Pacific Rail-

Sardinian.Quebec.Liverpool.Oct

Central Pacific bonds int.
106
Union Pacific do....1034
Union Pacific land grants.1013
Sinking Funds
90j
Missouri Pacific..
Atlantic & Pacific, preferred..,* 10
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2

a
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CLOTHING.

choice line ot

Baring opened
AUTCmN

AND

DRESS

WINTER

NO. 13

the

elegant

and

new

MARKET

.tare

SQUARE,

Opposite Oltl City Sail,

GOODS,

I

prepared

am

show one of the finest and best

to

stocks oi

SILKS. SHAWLS,

MEN’S AND BOYS’

—AND—

CLOTHING AND FURNISHING GOODS

LADIES’

East of New York, and with fair and square deal
to win the patronage of all that will favor
with a call.

COSTUMES.

ing I hope
me

NEWS,

NO TROUBLE TO 8HOW GOOD8.

EASTMAN BROS.,

PORTLAND.

Prices to suit the times and compare favorably
other houses.

584 CONGRESS STREET.
sezu

B.

ntf

lAROASOA,

No. 13 Market Square, opposite
Old

City

J±VTEn<TJ^,
—OB—

To the public or those
wanriog a Refrigerator. I
have not time myself and do not
employ agents to
nm round and drum
up Customers, hut sells my
Goods at Manufacturers prices, and will
simply say
it they will call at Howell &
Morse’s, 20 Market
Square, and see my Refrigerator in full opperation
before buying, it will be to their
advantage, as the
proof of the merits I claim for it are all there and
speak tor themselves.
my!7sndtf
F. MERRILL,

eous.

Schs G F Baird, Starkey, and Clara, Maloney, St
John, NB—lohn Porteous.
Sch Fair-View, Lewis. Wiscasset—Chase Bros.
..SAILED—Barque N M Haven.

Chicago Cattle Market.
Chicago,Septem oer 28—Cattle—receipts 4000 head;
the
stead and rather easier;
Texans at

shipping 4 00 @ 6 65; stockers 2 75 @ 4 00;
2 50 @ 4 00; shipments 2040 head.

MRS. C. HOYT

changed.

BE*ID£NCE,

J.

26~@ 128 for~fto’2 Milwaukee: *134

@1 36 for No 1 Spring; 117 @ 1 40 for new and old
Winter Red Western; 1 00 @ l 05 for sound new;l 18
1 42 for and old Amber Western; 1 30
@ 1 50 for
0 White
Michigan; 1 65 for a small lot ot extra
choice old Milwaukee; also 12,000 bush ot hard No 1
Milwaukee to arrive within htteen days at 1 36. Rye
quiet at 89c for Western; 90 @ 92c for State. Barley
is in buyers fiiuor; 2-rowed State 1 04; 4-rowed 1
20;
choice bay at 1 35. Barley Malt unchanged. Corn—
receipts of 108,692 bush; the market is *c better with
a fair export and home trade
demand; sales of 252,000 bush; 68 @ 69*c for steamer Western
Mixed; 70
@ 70*c for sail do; nearly all at inside quotations; 65
@ 67c for damaged and heated; 71 @ 71*c lor high
Mixed and Yellow Western.
Oats—receipts 59,880
bnsh; the market is active and about lc better; sales
98,000 bush; 36 @ 55c for Dew Mixed and White, including White Stare at 50 @ 55c; Mixed Western at
40 @ 47c; White do at 48 @ 55c. Hay firm and
unchanged at 75 for shipping. Hops are heavy at 10 G)
14c for yearlings of 1874’s; I2@15 for new
crop of
1875. Coflee—Rio steady and in fair demand ;cargoes
at 19 @ 21*c gold; 19* @ 22*c gold ior job lots. Sugar
is quiet and steady at 7| @ 8*c tor fair to good refining; 8*c tor prime; 140 buds Muscovado on the basis
of quotations; refined in fair demand, partly exported, at 10* @ 10gc for standard A; 11 @ 11* for hard
grades. Molasses is nominally unchanged. Rice is

men.)

PORTLAND,

O—Ar 23d, ship Rosie Welt, Welt,
Francisco.
FERNANDINA—Cld 18th, brig Addle Hale, Sheppard. New York; sch Whitney Long. Hayes, do.
PORT R JYAL, SC—Ar 25th, sch Clifford, Brandon, Charleston.
Sid 25th, sch Clara G Loud, Thompson, Boston.
CHARLESTON—Cld 22d, schs Brave, Googins. for
Newark; Clifford, Bragdon, Port Royal, SC, to load
San

es, Sc.,

Louisiana and Carolina. Petroleum is quiet and about
steady ; crude at 6} ® 8c; refined at I4c; 5000 bbls of
refined resold on earTy delivery at 13 15-16; cases at
17} @ 18}c; Naptha 11 @ lljc. Tallow firm at lOJe.
Navai Stores—Kosiu is firm at 1 75 @ 1 85 for strained. Turpentine is firm at 33}c tor Spirits. Pork is
heavy; sales of 500 bbls new mess on spot at 22 75;
seller for October at 21 80 @ 22 05.
Beef Is dull
Cut Meats dull; middles steady at 12} tor Western
long clear; sales ot 40 boxes city long clear at 13c
Lard is lower; sales 200 tcs prime steam at 134; 700
do seller October at 13 13-16; 500 do buyer October at
14; 750 do seller all the year at 12}: 250 do re-seller
twelve months at I2|. Butter unchanged at 15 @ 25c
for Western; 22 @ 30c tor State, Whiskey dulland
lower at 1 20; closing sellers at 110}.
Freights to Liverpool—market is firm; Cotton per
steam at 0-32 @ 5-16d; do sail 3-16d; Corn per steam
at 7d; Corn per sail 6}d; Wheat per steam at 7}d; do

SCHLOTTERBECK
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Blake
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Mity standish, Higgins, Bath;

die Fuller. Henderson and E
Matthew Kinney, Smith,

A

w

nan

vmlV'brlgAAu9lio’
VV,a.ubit?’
PortSpencer,
du Pai*

Boston*'

and

Ad-

Hayes. Smith, do:

1

I

FALL

}

24th,

sch

Sea Breeze, Freetby,

22(11

Bch

Fio,Ma- *piiumi>8°n'

^^‘HaVEN—Ar
! leiriman, Ulouceder tor New

25th. brig L Staples,

York ; sch9 Addie
odd, Corson, and Jas S Pike, Dow, Calais for Pbilaelphia; Rosina. Kelley, Windsor, NS, tor NYork;
Hallowed,trom Wbltiug for do; Kate
i litchell. Eastman,
Gardiner for do; M E Thompson,
( '***iey» Portland lor
Petersburg, Va.
Ar 26th, schs Etta
May, Dix. frn Elizabethport for
] loaton; Alaska, Thorndike,
Hoboken for Portland;

JLaughton,

Estate

G. R.

Temple Sts.

lungwort!

WORT,

PRBSONAL NOTICE.—Notice

is

Vermont

as

Lime, cheaper and odorless.

HOWE

hMt

solution!

&

AGENTS,

die woods,
oea,
-1

indigo, cochi.
«fc*LAMLISiE8.
___dly

_Celebrated Double

remedy for removing Tan,Pimples,
doth, Blotches, Freckles and Eruptions from the
»kin, rendering it soft and fresh and imparting to it
MABBLE rUBITY.
sure

Elastic

Spencerian
8TE KL

PRICE FIFTY CENTS A BOTTLE.
Prepared only by A. G. SCHLOTTERBECK A
, /0., Apothecaries add Chemists. 303
Congress street
)ne door above Brown, Portland. Me.
ma27sndtf

DR. BICKNELL’S

as

Bette,

Nos. It, 12,13 India, and 32
Central 9ts„ Boston.

Sehlotterbeck’s Moth and Freckle Lotion.
safe and

well

Use in

GOODWIN,
GENERAL

hereby

York._oc29snly

A

Copperas,

BEST FOR DYE1N«,
THE
DISINFECTANT known.
Chlo.

that all officers, sailors and soldiers,
bounded, ruptured or injured in the late Rebellion,
jowever slightly, are entitled to a
pension, and
-nousands of pensioners are entitled to an increased
ate. Apply immediately
through Dr. E. B. JACKsON, Late Surgeon U. S. Navy, No. 4 New Cham>ers St., New
pveni

DAVIS,

Real Estate and Loan Agency,
BROWN’S BLOCK___-'peodly

bave used

and find it to be the
Best Cough medicine I ever nsed.
R. Y. BARBOUR.
of OWEN <£ BARBOUR.
Portland, Sept. 22, 1875.
Sold by all Druggists.
__ma22sntf

25th'8ch Mountai“

“n?mB0o^nn,erPOrt;
RIYER-.r

Real Estate Securities, paying 8 to 10 per
Investments in Real
in Portland and Vicinity, if
judiclotislj
made, are the best and safest modes of employing
capital. First class securities always on band. Interest and principal collected without charge. Guarantees perfect title and ample security in all its
Real Estate Loans.
Real Estate Investments and Improvements made on commission
and on shares. Bankable paper bought and sold.
cent, interest free ot Taxes.

WAV’S CO.mPOIJNOSVBFP OF
LUNG-

^illiam.’partrklge.Hotokei
^th
g?wRYoTkL_A^

NEWPOKT—Ar 25th, sebs Mansfield. Achorn
Senator Grimes, Philbrook,’
SaUwa' Kell(*' , 0“*

Cor. Federal and

luncwobt,

Barbadoes; sch
Spariel, Cross-

ddSmhbl

PORTLAND, MAINE.

820,000

n

Retail, and ammunition
of all kinds.

apr26siieod6m

Fassed through Hell Gate 26th, schs
Grace Cushng, Hamilton, trom Hoboken for
Oliver
lameson, trom New York lor NewProvidence;
Haven
PSmnh, warren.
810'’ Sheruiau' and
SM
sch AdrUn, Merrill, New York.
2Wb’ “cb Nathl Holmes, Torrey,

1

my26’7ldtf

7 Shot
and 100 Cartridges $5.
v
ReTolyer
oi all kluda.
Repairing
B* “AVIS, Portland,
-00
me.,

tor Boston.
Maggie
NEW YORK—Ar 26th, barque Mulyey,
Proteus. McCalder,
Ltsbon 42 days; schs Maggie Bell,
Hall, Richmond;
Pacific, Perry, Windsor, NS.
Also ar 26tfi, schs Harry*
from
Frcd-Oardiner,
Windsor, NS ; S P Hall, Smith, Brunswick, Ga;
Wm Pickering, Patten, Ellsworth.
Ar 27th, schs L B French, Trask, Jacksonville: H
Prescott. Merriman, Virginia; Emma Arey Hall
Georgetown, DC; Olive Avery, Gott, Providence.
Ar 28th, brig Pedro, Small, Azua; sells
Como, Lews, Jacksonville; Carrie S Webb. Homan, Jacksonville; Marion Draper, Meady. Alexandria,

sail 7}d.
Chicago, September 28.—Flour is dull. Wheatdemand chiefly speculative and prices higher and the
market active; No 2 Chicago Spring at 110} on the
spot; l 07} seller for October: 1 06} seller November;
No 3 do at 08c; rejected at 87 @ 87Jc; No 2 Minnesota 115}. Corn Is firmer and held higher;No 2 Mixed
at 56c on spot; 54} @ 54jc for seller October; 48c bid
seller for November; 45}c seller all the
year; rejected
at 53} ® 54c. Oats are very firm and holders
asking
higher prices; No 2 at 37c on spot; 36}c seller September; 3IJc seller October; rejected 20c. Ba'ley is
and
steady
unchanged at 118 on spot or seller September; l 02} seller October ;90}c ® 1 00 seller for November. ltye is easier and in good demand. Pork
in tair demand and lower at 23 25 on spot; 22 15 ®

beat assortment In the State, comlatest improvements, called

and

uwa

trom

Quincy; Franconia, Leavitt, Boston; Ida L, Parker, Rock port.
Below 27th, schs Quoddy, from
Windsor, NS: S D
"art, from Portsmouth; M A Folsom, from Frank-

—

all the

J. F. NERRILL,

by

Pickerel, and Smelt, Sporting and
Blasting Powder at Wholesale

25th. barquo Ada Carter, for Caibarien
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 25tb, brig Premiss Hobbs,
9Ch

OIJu,lohue- Warren,

largest

THE PEERLESS.

Breech and muzzle Loading, Rifles. Hr.
TO'T«"i Fishing Tackle for Trent,

Sid

<)a3

ne

It is unsurpassed in
Simplicity, Ease of ManBjemrnl, Durability, DryneM and Puritr
7
•f Aira.d ECONOMY of ICE
WnolesaiN and Retail at Manufacturers* Prices.
Cheaper than any other. Can get a better article by
baying of manufacturer or agent. Don’t tail ot belDg convinced of this fhet before buying.
corner of Cros. aod Fore
tu,
under Commercial House. Manufactory Bear of
No. lO Cron Street.

GUNS

Bueksvlile

8C',a

1

bining

SUKG-ICAL INSTRUMENTS' To Loan on First Class
mortgages
SOI C’.ngre.. St.. Portland, Ole
in Portland and Vicinity
ui/v/vg wiunu.
in
Sums to Suit,
apul-BIUOail

S°“ton: A'meda, Smith, Savannah.
Jo™
Cld ?;£row£U;
25th, sch J T Manson, Manson, Boston.

Portsmouth*01

In all Styles, Grades and Sizes.

A CO.,

Manufacturers of and Dealers

Specialty.

and Fowl

REFRIGERATORS !

Electric Batteries,
Trasses, Supporters, Crutch-

to

n

of the beat Breed? on
nano in their season; «*lso, Eggs for Setting
dtt

hand and made to oide~.

Repairing promptly attended

Abby Ellen

Smith.

Hal Bird, and Feather,

HF'Fancy Pigeon?

ELECTRIC BATTERIES TO LET.

Island, (ordered
Bangor )
ALEXANDRIA—Ar 24th, sch Arrnida Hall, Hall.

ior new

on

LEAVES, &c,

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

deformities,
Appliances
Elastic Hose and Belts,

WILMINGTON—Ar 23d, brig Neponset? Strout;
RICHMOND, VA—Ar 23d, schs L & D Fisk, Baker, Boston; Winnie Lawry, Spear. Windsor, NS.
Ar 24th, sch E C Knight, Iluntley, New York.
NORFOLK—Ar 24th, barque Antelope, Simp3on,
Turks
to

Fisk, lm Boston; Etta

ARTIFICIAL EVES,

Surgical Instrument Manufactory.
line of Surgical Instruments, Mechanical
tor

N

BALTIMORE—Ar 25th, brigs
Pert Royal. SC; Mary Bartlett,
Hattie «1 Buck, Woodbury,

CROCKETT,

A lull

for Boston.
Ar 23d, sch Mary Collins, Collins, Bristol. Me.
Ar 35tb, sch Hattie L Fuller, Smith, PhiladelDhia

Boston lor Georgetown.
Ar 25th, schs AW Fisk,

Bird., Animal*, Dear Bead., Fi.be., Ac.
prepared, Stuffed and Mounted to order.

Stop that Conch.
Dr. Morris’s Syrup of Tar, Wild Cherry and Horehound will cure a cough in one halt the time necessary to cure it with any other medicine. There is
positively no pulmonary disease that it will not cure
or greatly alleviate. For all cases of
hoarseness,loss of
voice, coughs, croup, bronchitis, asthma, and whooping cough it has no equal. We never knew a person
who had used it but that recommended it to others.
We are prepared to guarantee every bottle. Please
call and inquire about it. Trial size 10 cents. For
sale by A. S. Hinds, Preble House; T. G.
Lorlng,
Exchange and Federal Sreet; C. L. Holt, 653 Congress St,; C, B. Woodman, Saccarappa; Dr Keen,
Gorham; and E. P. Weston, Fryeburg. J. W
Perkins & Co., General Agents,
oclOeodtf

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 18tb. ship Sumner R Mead,
Dixon, Port Blakeley tor Calcutta, (put iu for more

dim

WILLEY & TYLER,
TAXIDERMIS18,
16 Temple Street Portland, Maine.

NO. 8 CASCO ST.

s<=25__sn3m

of

own

New York City.

85 Commercial Street-

boat.

coa9t

S.

its

BROTHERS,

sepl

Warranted three Bn.hel. to the Barrel,
and for sale by

the schr Brutus, of
lost with the vessel
when she sunk oft Boon Island, were picked up by
ship Defiant, from Kennebuuk, and taken to New
York. They bad been in their boat eighteen hours
when rescued. The schr was from Boston bound to
Bangor, and experienced a gale the same day she left
and sunk at midnight, the crew escaping in the boat.
Capt Babbidge owned one-half the vessel and was
insured.
Sch Mary Collins, Collins, at Charleston Sept 23d
from Bristol. Me, reports, during the gale 18th inst,
carried away fore shrouds, split sails, aud sustained
other damage.
Sch Aneroid, Talbot, at Charleston from Bristol,
Me, reports, in tho gale of the 18th, lost jib aud stove

Wellington was driven ashore on the
Jamaica during the hurricano Sept 8th.

GREENS

APPLES.

MEMORANDA.

on

98 SOUTH STREET,

NICE MICHIGAN APPLES,
Packed in the Orchard.

Capt Babbidge and crew of
Islesbi-ro, who were supposed

Sch

LUST

seP8___sndim

riman. Machias,
Ar at Boston 28th, barquo Fannie H
Loring, from
Baltimore.

Domestic Markets.
New York, Sept. 28 -Kvemng.—Cottou market
steady, |c decline: sales 1135 bales; Middling uplands
at 131c; tor ward deliveries 1-32 @ 1-16
lower, later
months unchanged.
Flour—receipts 8792 bbls; the
market is 5 @ 10c better lor shipping grades with a
fair export demand and steady; sales
24,500 bbls;
Superfine Western and State 4 90 @ 5 40; extra Western and State at 5 60 @ 5 90; choice at 5 95
@ 6 50;
White Wheat Western extra at 6 40
@ 7 45; extra
Ohio at 5 60 @ 7 25: extra St Louis at 5 55
® 7 75;
Patent Minnesota extra good to prime at 6 50
@ 7 65;
choice to double extra 7 70. including 46.000 bbls of
shipping extras chiefly at 5 60 @5 80; also 980 bbls
extra mill flour prices within range; market
closing
firm tor shipping grades; Somthern flour 5 60
@ 8 75.
Rye flour is iu fair request at 4 25 @ 5 60. Cornmeal is steady at 3 50 @ 430.
Wheat—receipts 121,753 bush; the market is 1 @ 2c higher with a little

taste. Give it one trial and let it stand
merits.
For sale by grocers generally.

formerly M. Ella Bouncy.
will receive a number of pupils on tbe Piano-Forte

Portland; schs Andrew Nebenger, do; A E Willard,
Bangor.
Ar at Cienfuegos 25th, barque E H
Herriman, Her-

GRITS.

Superior to Oat Meal; entirely free from all bitte

_J.

[FROM MERCHANTS* EXCHANOE.J
Cld at Philadelphia 28th, steamer Hercules, for

Live Hogs strong and active and 10 @ 15c higbe?;
light at 8 75 @ 8 50; heavy at 7 90 @ 8 40; extra 8 90
@ 9 25, mostly 7 90 @ 8 30; shipments 3700 head.
Sheep and Lams—demand is fair, firm and un-

OATES

CARD

A

BELOW—A deep three-master with coal and a two
master with plaster.
CLEARED.
Sch Hattie E Sampson, Buuker, Halifax, NS—Jno
Porteous.
ScU Nettie, (Br) Britt, St John, NB-John Port-

jeans
repellants were in fair request, aud
flannels and blankets were more active. The jobbing trade was active but prices ruled low.

Hall.

rept22d3m

mackerel.
Sch J F Carver. Robinson, Bristol for New Bedford
Sch Rosa Carter, Herrick, Bluehill for Boston.

ings,

22 30 seller Octobcr;l8 70 seller for all the
year Lard
in fair demand and lower at 13}on spot or seller for
October; 12 seller all the year. Bulk Meats are in
good demand at full prices; short ilb middles at 121short clear middles 12}.
Whiskey quiet and steady
at 115}.
Freights—Wheat to Buffalo 2}.
On the call of the Board In the afternoon—Wheat
was strong.
Corn is higher at 55}e seller October.
Oats steady with a moderate demand at 36}c seller
for Septemer; 32}c seller October. Pork is I lower
Lard unchanged.
Receipts—0,000 bbls.lionr, 139,000 bush wheat, 162
000 ash corn, 92.000 bush oats. 38,000 bosh barlev
y’
12.000 hush of rVe.
Shipments—3,000 bbls flour, 193,000 bush wheat,27DOO bush corn.49,000 busu oats, 15,00 oust.
barlev,0000
busb rye
St Louis, September 28. -Flour is ouiet and unchanged. Wheat higher; No 2 Red Winter at 1 63 ®
1 64 for cash; 1 65 seller September; 149 seller for
October. Corn firmer at 52o cash; 40}c seller Octo-

MOORE,

janl4

Sch Queen of the West, Barbour, cruise,—80 bbls

light and medium work were closed out by jobbers at
low figures. Ginghams. dre«s goods and felt shirts
were active and firm
Hosiery moved slowly. Fancy
cassimeies were in better demand and some large
sales were made at a concession in
price. Overcoatand

luquxijr

OWEN &

gers and mdse to John Portons.
Steamer City ot Portland, Pike, St John, NB, via
Eastport tor Boston.
Sch K W Denham, Denham, Boston.
Sch Sea Flower, Buuker, Cranberry Isles.
Sch Neptune, Bunker. Cranberry Isles.
Sch Clinton, Stanley. Cranberry Isles.
Sch Utica, Thorndike, Rockland—lime to C AB
Morse & Co.

Dry Good a Market.
New York, September 28.—The Bulletin’s weekly
ot the New York dry goods market
says:
There was a liberal package demand tor staple cotton production, and woolen goods were more active
in first hands. Cottou goods were
lower; Peppereil,
Lonsdale, Masonville, Fruit of the Loom White
ltock, Hope, Blicks one and other sheetings and
shirtings were reduced in price. ColtOD flannels
and cheviots were active and strong. Prints were in
steady deman-1 from first hands, and heavy lines of

cluiwj

95c each.

at

CONGRESS STREET, CORNER BROWN.

TUESDAY, September 21st,

Steamship Chase, Bennett, Halifax, NS—passen-

1

10 Doz. Shirt Fronts

re-

with

review

Northwestern;

cent* each.
is

WILL OPEN

Tuesday, Sept. 98.
ARRIVED.

UT.

ana

We offer a few lot* of Good* damaged
by water <iuring the burning of Jordan
marsh Sc Co.’s store last week.
50 Doz. Gents Pare Linen Hdk’fs at
30c each, very fine, never before
less than 50c.
95 Doz. Ladies’ Hem Minch Hdkf’s at
35c each
90 Doz. Ladies’ Hemed Hdk’fs at 11

EASTMAN BROS.

MiBiat’ire Almanac.September 39.
High water.11.15 AM
I Moon sets.
PM

Providence Print Cloths market.
Providence. September 28.—The printing cloths
market was quiet and pricea
nominally for standard

quiet

"Damaged Goods,”

Sun rises.5.54
Sun sets.
.5.46

MARINE

eod6m

We also offer 10 Dozen Gents’ Black
Silk Ties in three Widths, at
69, 75, and 87c each.
These Goods we had made to order from
the very best quality silk and offer them at
above low prices, which just covers the
coot, to close them out at once.

Oct 2
2
2
Pereire. New York.. Havre.Oct 2 ;
City of Merida.... New York. .Hav&VCruz..Oct 5
WyomiDg.. .New York. .LiverDOol.Oct 5
Scythia.New York.. Liverpool.Oct 6
City of Richmond New York. .Liverpool.Oct 9
Baltic.New York. .Liverpool.Oct 9
Elysia.New York. Glasgow.Oct 9

^

ST.

P, O. DONNELL.

Jy23

USOrford Street, (near Cheston WEDNESDAY
EVENING, Sept.
29tn. A lull attendance is
requested, as business of
great importance will be transacted.
sep288nd2tPer order ot Committee.

York. .Liverpool.Oct
Ethiopia.New York. .Glasgow.Oct

large as last week; sales were made at about £c
lb decline; sales or choice at 10 25
@ ll 00; extra at
9*25 @ 10 00; first quality at 8 50 @ 9 00; second quality at 6 50 @ 8 00; third qualit} at 5 00 @ 6 00.
Sheep and Lambs—Receipts 8144 head. The transactions show a decline of }c
lb on Sheep and
Lambs, but the trade was very fair; we quote sales
of Sheep in lots at 2 00 @ 2 75 each
;extra 3 00 <ffi 5 00.
Spring Lambs at 5 @ 7Jc lb.

EXCHANGE

96

M. H. REDDY.

at No.

Adriatic.New York. .Liverpool. Oct 2

Watertown Cattle market.
Watert°wn, Sept. 28—Cattle Market.—Receipts
457 bead. The supply of Cattle this week was
nearly

market is

quested
nut Street,)

of Berlin.New York.. Liverpool....
City
Helvetia.New

__

115

CLASS OF ’74.
of '74, P. H. S

of the Class
Everytomember
meet

DEPARTURE OP STEAMSHIPS.
Name.
From
For
Hate.
Atlas.New York. .Hayti, &c.Sept 29
Accapulco.New York.. Aspinwall.. .Sept 30

The following
road securities:

UI

Hcmember Ibe IV..,

ElizabetbjSept.

Illinois Central, ex-div. 97

vault

JST'PLEASE CALL AND EXAMINE OUR
GOODS AND PRICES BEFORE PURCHASING.

au7sn>'Jtw3m73 Free St„ Portland Me.

In this city, Sept 28, Patrick Quinn, aged 49 years.
[Funeral services Thursday forenoon at 9 o’clock,
at his late residence. No. 6 Freeman street.
In Dresdon, Sept. 28, Mr. Abiezer S. Kemp,
aged
72 years 2 months 10 days.
In Cape
25. Mr. D. F. Rogers, aged
42 years 3 months. [Transcript please copy.
In West Bath, Sept. 11, Dea. Gershom
Hyde, aged
81 years 11 months.
In Topibam, Sept. 16, Harriet B. Johnson, aged
76 years.

..

as

Where (hey will keep constantly
on hand Goods ot all kinds for
men’s and hoys’ wear, which will
be made up in first-class style at
We hope,
very moderate prices.
by strict attention to business, and
fair dealing, to receive a fair share
ot business.

NOTICES.

DIED.

Erie..
Erie prelerred...34
Michigan Central....
,,,54
Union Pacific Stock.
70
Lake Shore.
'53a

Wabash.
ef
Chicago & Rock Island...* ..'. .'.'.M." 'l07|

NEARLY OPPOSITE THE POST OFFICE,

Inhalation,

In this city. Sept. 28, by Rev. E. Y. Hinks, Chas. A
Eaton and Miss Annie C. Millet, all ot Portland.
In North Windham, Sept. 27,
by Rev. W. H. Trafton, Almond Jordan ot North Windham and Miss
Nina Mains ot Casco,
In West Baldwin, Sept. 22, by Rev. D. N. LeHugbe,
Chas. S. Guptill and Miss Fannie Hovey, both of
Baldwin.
In Rochester, N. H., Aug. 28, Henry W. Park and
I
Emma L. Gleason, both ot Mexico.
In South Durham, Sept. 18, William Campbell and
Miss Sarah A. Hawkes.

The lollowmg are the closing quotations of
Stocks:
Western Unic~i Telegraph Co—ex div.76
Pacific Mail.36|
N Y Central and Hudson R.conBOlidated, ex-dv. .102

391
54
341
623

No. 96 Exchange Street,

A great amount of
suffering may be prevented
by the use of Dr. Morse's Medicated Inhalations.
In Throat Disease it will
relief In a lew
minutes. It is a sure preventive of Diphtheritic, a
disease which has caused so much anguish and bereavement
It renders breathing easy. It arrests
the progress of disease in the lungs, removes tubercles by absorption, prolongs life and keeps the
patient comfortable in hopeless cases, and effects cares
in curable cases.
C. MORSE, M. D.,

HARRIED.

The following were the closing quotations of Govsecurities;
United States coupon 6’s, 1881, coup...123}
United States 5-2o*s 1864, coup.1193
United States 5-20’s, 1865, old....1193
United States 5-20’s, 1865, new ex-coup.1193
United States 5-20’s, 1867 do...1203
United States 5-20’s, 1808 do.
12l{
United States now 5’s.
1184
United States 10-40 couoon.k,, 117}

Northwestern....,,

The undersigned have formed a
copartnership and leased the Store

give

ernment

&

2XTBW

HASKELL, I Selectmen of
FRED’K. HATCH,
} Cape Elizabeth.
Cape Elizabeth, Sept. 28,1875.sep29dtd

advancing

Chicago

(I&w4m3fi

same.

Kidney diseases, dropsy and all diseases of tbe
urinary organs can be cured by tbe use ot Hunt's
Remedy. Thousands that have been given up by
physicians to die have been cured by Hunt's Remedy,
Try it.
sep29deod&wlw

and 1-64 per cent, per diem. The Assistant Treasurpaid out to-day $72,000 on account of interest and
$43,000 in redempiion oi bonds.
Clearings at the
Gold Exchange Band were $18,938,000. Government,
bonds were firm. State bonds dull. Railroad active,
the leading features having been the Pacific issues;
Centrals
to 106; Union 1st to 1034; Laud
Granrs to J01| and Sinking Funds to 90|.
The stock market to-day was strong, the leading
feature has been run up; in Pacific Mail the price
having advanced from 3i| @ 36J, on rumors that the
company had disposed of some ot its wooden side
wheel ships tor $750,000.

ex.J......

482 & 484 Congress St.,
se2

THOS. B.

er

THE YARD.

Orin Hawkes & Co.,

Cape Elizabeth

export

PRICES.

CL0THS_ BY

Notice is hereby given that a town meeting wl.l be
held at the Town Hall on TUESDAY, October 5th,
at 3 o'clock P. M., to see if the town will finish
rooms in the attic of the Town House, and lease the

Liverpool, September 28-12.30 P. M.—Cotton
quiet; Middling up’ands at 6|d; do Orleans at 7$d;
sales 8,000 bales, including 1000 for speculation and

@ 2 per cent,

Style,

AT—

CUTTING TO ORDER

Piease tell the people that you saw their
advertisement in the PRESS, the circulation of which, per month, exceeds 100,000.

European Markets.
London, September 28—12.30 P. M.—Consols at
money and account.
London. SeDtembet*28—12.30 P. M.—American securities -United States 10-4o’s, 104|; new 5’s, 1041;
Erie 14f.

—

REASONABLE

93 15-16 for

ao

Currencv 6’s

—AND

(4POKEN.
Sept 10, lat 50, Ion 32, ship Emerald Isle, from Livfor
New York.
erpool

uplands 12|e.
Mobile, September 28.—Cotton weak; Middling
uplands at 12$ (g 12$.

IN

First Class

Hoboken.

Young,SSligo.

@ 40g ; rejected 25 (a) 35c. Rye at 60 @ 80c.
Charleston, September 28.-Cotton easy; Middling uplands at 12§ (§j 12|c.
Savannah, September 28.—Cotton quiet;Middling

38

25.do. 23*
45.do.... 24
25.do. 24*
170.do. 25
50.do. 25*

Nuperb ii^ortiurDt, from wilrh we aie
prepared lo make every deftcriptiou of

—

Texel 11 Lb inst, barque Lillian, Rumball. New Orleans.
Ar at Stettiu 22d inst, sch Etna, Sawyer, NYork.
Sid fm Liverpool 25th inst, brig H B Cleaves, Cummings, United States.
Ar at Penarth 27th inst, sch Charlie Morton, Pike,
Calais.
Ar at Queenstown 26th inst, barque Wetterhorn,
Rich, Portland. O
Ar at Callao Aug 28, ship Genevieve Strickland.
Gammon, Rio Janlero; 30tb, Ella S Thayer, Gilmore,
Liverpool.
Sid Aug 14, ship Wm Leavitt, Griffin. Pabellon.
In port Aug 27, ship Geneva. McLoon. wtg.
At Pabellou de Pica Aug 12th, ships Loretta Fish.
Carney; John Bryce, Morse; Alert, Littlefield, and
Sontag. McGilvery, Idg.
Ar at Aspiuwall Aug 24, brig David Owen, Chadbourn, Boston.
Ar at Windsor. NS, 24th inst, schs S M Bird, Merrill, Boston, (and sailed 25th for Alexandria); Bonetta. Clark, Portland; Vineyard, Rosebrook, Boston,
(and sailed 25th for Philadelphia.)
Ar at Pictou 27th inst, brig Fannie H Jennings,

Indianapolis,September 28.—Flour at 3 50 @ 7 75.
Wheat—new at 90c @ 1 30; old 1 10 @ 1 35. CornEar at 57 (5) 58c; Shelled at 56 @ 61c. Oats—No 2 at

Roston Stock I.ist.
[Sales at he Brokers’ Board, Sept, 28
25 Eastern Railroad. 23
25 .do. 231
5.do. 24

!

TROWSERINGS !
A

New York.
Sid im the

dull and lower at 1 14.

W

SUITINGS

FOREIGN PORTS.
Ar at Sydney NSW, July 11, barque Herbert Black,
Peru.
Treat,
Arat Cape Town, CGH, —, barque Etta Loilng,
Loring. London.
Sid fm Lisbon 13th inst, barque Ironsides, Tapley,

demand; No 3
Michigan 1 26;

ST .JOHN, NB. Br Sclir Nellie—900 bbls flour,100
do oatmeal, 211 bags bran, 8550 galls refined oil.
ST JOHN, NB. Br Schr G F Baird—153 tons old
iron rails.

WINTER OVER MINES!

PORTSMOUTH-Ar 25tb, sch N Berry, Winslow,
Port Johnson.
Sid 26th, schs Andrew Peters, Cook, Calais; Fred
C Holden, McKea, Deer Isle,

28.—Flour is steady and in moderWheat steady and in moderate deWhite Wabash atl 25; No 1 White
No 2 at 1 14; Amber Michigan on spot
and for October 1 27 jseller November 1 30; No 2 Amber Michigan at 1 09 No 2 Red Winter at 1 35; No 3
Red 114; rejected Red 92c. Corn dull; high Mixed
at 60c seller October. Oats
dull; No 2 at 38c; Michigan 38c; rejected 31$c.
Freights to Buffalo dull at 2$ asked, 2$ offered; to
Kingston 4$ tor Corn.
Receipts for two days—000 bbls flour; 23,0:0 bush
Wheat, 4,600 bush Corn, 19,000 bush Oats.
Shipments for two days—0.000 bb s flour, 13,000
bush Wheat, 8,000 bush Corn, 20,000 bush Oats.
Cincinnati, September 28. -Pork in fair demand
and market firm at 22 21$ @ 22 25. Lard quiet; Sum131; Country kettle at 13$e. Bulk Meats in fair demand and firm; shoulders 8|c; clear rib sides at 12$;
clear sides none here. Bacon is firm and m fair demand; shoulders 9}c; clear rib sids 13$ & 13}, latter
extreme price; clear sides at 134 @ 14. Hogs are in
good demand at full prices; good grades scarce;good
light to medium heavy at 7 7o @ 8 00; good to extra
butchers 8 20 @ 8 4; receipts 1000 head Whiskey is
ate

—

Tue & Co.

Mary. Magee.

for two days -3000 bbls flour,15,000 bush
wheat, 000 bush coru, 9,000 do oats, 0000 bush bar-

Portland Wholesale Markets.
is a decided firm
feeling in provisions of all kinds or an active demand,
Granulated Sugars are steady at life and Coflee at
lOJc. Flour sells rapidly at the current prices. Kerosene Oil is very Arm at 11c.
Corn is a little oft in
the demand.

Fall Over Coating,!

SALEM—Ar 25th, brigs J A Dovereux, Higgins.
Baltimore; Kaluna, Roberts, Eiizabethport; schs H
Curtis, Curtis. Philadelphia; Mary Means, Parker,
and L A Boardmau, Howard, Port Johnson.
Ar 25tb, schs Georgietta, Curtis, and Wm Flint,
Pendleton, Port Johnson; Montrose, Allen, do; Wm
Todd, Wood, Eiizabethport; Wm Duren, Doyle, and

ley.
Toledo, Sept.

Tuesday, September 28.—There

_MISCELLANEOUS._

Eiizabethport.

ley.
Shipments

FINANCIAL AND COM MEKCIAL

uuu

A

quiet

134.
*
Freights quiet and unchanged.
Receipts—4,000 bbls hour, 154,000 bush wheat, 0,000
bush coru, 00,000 bush oats, 0000 bush barley, 0900

200 Mormon apostles are erecting a church in
Out.
At Kuowlton, Queber, an old man named
Welch attempted to murder his wife yesterday
morning with an axe, when seeing his ton
coming he turned aud shot at him. The son in
seif delence shot his father dead.
The wife is
not expected to live.
The Victoria Foundry at Leeds w is totally
destroyed by lire Iasi evening. The loss is
estimated at 820,000, and 1500 pe-sons are
thrown out of employment.

Daily Domestic Receipts.
By water conveyance—1000 bush cornmeal

Eva May. Andrews, Georgetown for do; WH Sargent, Sargent. Elizabeth port for Portsmouth; Statesman, Eaton, Port Johnson tor do; Jacbin, Getcbeil,
Rondout tor do; Ella, Drisko, Baltimore for South
Bristol; H A DeWitt, Mauson, New Bedford for
Gloucester; Caroline Knight, Rhodes, South Amboy
for Bath; Zampa, Sanborn, Machias for New York.
Sid, brig L Staples; sch Lottie Ames, Margie, Alleghanian, Hudson. Mary D Wilson. W B Darling,
Maud Webster, A S Emery, George Gilman, Maggie
Marsters, Isaac Orbeton, Leonora, Susan, lioweua,
W E Barnes, Com Kearney, M E Thompsoj, Agues,
Wm Tice, and others.
BOSTON—Ar 27th, schs Abbott Lawrence,
Handy,
Weehawken; Jane. Mayo. do.
Cld 27tb, sells Henry, Falkingham, Sand River NS;
Elizabeth, Dickiuson, Richmond, Me.
Sid, barque A C Bean; brig Abby Watson.
Ar 28tu, barque Fannie H Loring, Loring, Baltimore; schs Cassie Jameson, Jameson. Baltimore;
Hattie Card.lMoore, Seaford, Del; Etta May, Dlx,
Eiizabethport; Mauua Loa, Sanborn, Weebawken.
Cld 28th, sch Bertha J Fellows, Smith. Pembroke.
DANVERS—Ar 24th, sch Sarah P. Wes^colt, from

No 2 at 55c.
Oats excited and higher; No 2
opened at 37$c and closed at 38|c. Harley unsettled
and excited; No 2 Spring opened at 1 15$ seller Septen ber; 1 06$ do October; closing at 1 18 do September; 1 07$ do October. Rye is steady; No 1 at 75c;
No 2 nominal at 73c. Provisions are
and firm.
Mess Pork 23 00 @ 23 25. Prime Lard quiet at 13} @

London,

Foreign

I

firm;

Friday.

St. Paul Railroad.
St Paul preferred...

Agricultural Fairs.

More Legal Tenders to be Retired.
Washington, Sept. 28.—The Secretary of
the Treasury has given directions for the retirement of $394,584 of the outstanding legal
tenders, that amount being 80 per cent, of the
national bank circulation issued during the
past month. Until further orders the outstanders will be $573,941,124.
Notice to Mariners.
The light house board gives notice that hereafter there will be sounded during the thick
and foggy weather on the Pollock Kip light
vessel off Chatham. Mass., a twelve-inch steam
whistle, giving during each minute a blast of
five seconds duration, followed by an interval of
22 seconds, then a blast of 3 seconds, followed
by an interval of 30 seconds.
Delano’s Successor.
Much anxiety is expressed everywhere to
know the name of Delano’s successor.
Up to
noon to-day the Department of State had no
cummunication to make, nor was toere any information on tbe subject at the Executive
Mansion.
Court of Commissioners o< Alabama
Claims.
The Court of Commissioners of Altbama
London, Sept. 28.—The Morning Standard
Claims will meet to-morrow after the summer
has a special telegram from Vienna containing
the following:
recess, when it is expected all the judges will
Servia is in a pitiable condibe present. The Court, under the act of Contion.
The next semi-annual taxes are to be
was
to
remain
in
gress,
existencejone year after collected a month earlier than usual because
the six months had elapsed, during which
the state coffers are empty. Great uneasiness'
claimants to the Alrbama award were allowed
prevails among the militia because they are
to file their claims. Tbe Cohrt commenced
prevented two days|weekly from tilling the
bat
tbe
as
fields.
July 224,1874,
In some districts there have been tuhe was
President,
authorized, prolooged its duration, by proclamults aud rebellion. The demand of the Servian merchants for a respite from their bills
mation, six months, which will expire Jan. 22,
1876. The next Congress may give it an addi
causes bitterness here, the creditors
being prinj
tional time in which to hear the claimants, as
Some papers demand the
cipally Austrians.
the time allotted has been insufficient to decide
intervention of the government.
upon The 1382 cases Which were fllefl Of Tbes#1 Tightness in the Kerman

About 175

cable auuouuce that it is interrupted in shallow water. The repairing ship goes out imme-

Chicago & Northwestern preferred.

Woodstock, Vt., Sept.

ber; 43 @ 43Jc seller Nov. Oats dull; No 2 at 39c for
cash and seller Septumlier. Harley quiet and unchanged. live is quiet and unchanged. Whiskey
quiet and unchanged at 1 16$.
Receipts—4,000 bbls hour, 45,009 bush wheat,0,0000
bush corn, 7,000 bush oats, 14,000 bush barley, 1000
bush rye, 000hogs, 1257 cattle.
Milwaukee, September 28.—Flour is quiet but
firm. Wheat firm ; No 1 Milwaukee at 1 20; hard at
1 23; No 2 do 1 17$ on spot and seller September;
seller for October 109}. Corn scarce and nominally

quantity of lumber belonging to Mr. Gibson,
was
burnt Sunday.
A hundred men are
tbrowu out of employment. The mill was insured for 816,000 aud the lumber fur 81,000.
Foreign Notes.
The authorities of the Direct United States

”1

a,l denier* in Niaiirnerf.
"a,e,
or the convenience
of those who may wish to tf v
bem. Sample Cards, containing one each of the 15
lumbers, will be scut
by mall on receipt ot £3 cts.

iTlson, Blakemaii, Taylor

& Co.,

138 It (40 llrnuil sure.«, New Y.rk

SVRl'P,

8peod3m2p

lEF-Sold by all Druggists lor the cure of
Bowel or
Complaints, Dysentery, Diarrhoea, Cholera
^1
lorbus, Colic, &c is purely

^raTFt

opiaU, highly aromatic, a powerful
tonic,
leasant to the taste, and
guaranteed to give lmme
■ate relief. Prepared
only by Edward Suttox, of
I royideuce, R. I.

KENDALL & WHITNEY.

umrner

article ot

vegetable, wlthqut

ile

FOR SALE BY

a

!

»e9_lmla
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THE

PRESS.

A Fine

WEDNESDAY MORNING, SEPT.29, ’75
TOE PRESS
May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of Fessenden Bros.,
Marquis, Brunei* Co., Andrews,
Wentworth, Moses, N. B. Kendrick, and Chisholm
Bros., oil all trains that run out oi the city.

Biddefmd, of Pbillsbury.
Saco, of L. Hodgdon,
Waterville, of J. S. Carter.
Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
Lewiston, of French Bros., and Stevens

At
At
At
At
At

& Co.

CITY AND VICINITY.
flew Adrerifaemenia To-Day.

bridge’s enterprise,

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Party.

Wanted—C. A Beekford.
Reader—C. C. Waterman & Co.
Wanted—A Partner.
For Sale Cheap—Howell & Mo: so.
Lost—Account Book.
Lost—A Pocket Diaiy.
Benj F. McKusick—Horse Shoer.

Miss M. G. McGuire.
To be Let—Wm. H Jerris.
For Sale or to Let—Mattocks &
Furnace for Sale—R. P. Scales.
To the Ladies—Miss Scales.
To Rent—A Convenient Rent.
Legal Notices—1.

Fox.

ccllent and novel entertainment that he offers
them. The composition—the details of which
will be more fully described in the notice of
the performance of this evening—presents
many points of interest. It does not aspire to
the rank of an oratorio, either in design or
elaboration; the music is comparatively light
and coutaios no special technical difficulties,

The Manhattan Medicine Company vs Nathan
Wood et al. Motion for injunction to restrain defendants from using a trade mark in glass bottles
with twelve panel shaped sides, having on five of
such panel sides, the raised words and letters “Atwood’s Genuine Physical Jaundice Bitters,” Georgetown, Mass., blown in the glass, “and labelled with
a light yellow printed label entitled “Atwood’s
Veg^
etable Physical Bitters.” etc. After a lengthy hearand
ing
discussion, the court granted a preliminary
injunction against the sale ot Atwood’s Bitters, put
up as in exhibit A. filed by plaintiff or in similitude
of exhibit No. 1. These exhibits are twelve panelled
bottles, with the name blown in the glass, and containing the ye'.low label described in the bill.
Butler—Chase.
Webb—Clifford.

Superior Court.
1875—8YM0NDS, J.,

PRESIDING.

Tuesday.—The following are the amount of fines
and costs paid to-day:
Patrick O’Malley, nuisance.$431 00

Paine, nuisance.
Paine, nuisance.
Michael Chancey, nuisance.
Michael Joyner, nuisance.
Michael Joyner, nuisance.
Michael Hogan, nuisance.
J. F Boardman and Simeon K. Yeaton,
Abner
Abner

343
393
340
304
383
291

53
81
62
49
82
50

nuisance. 653 10
Charles Adams, nuisance. 435 92
James D. Moore, nuisance. 293 09
Cornelius Connelly, nuisance. 325 21
Martha Hague, common seller. 106 21
J. H. Hoffman, search and seizure.
79 22
Michael Clancey, search and seizure. 66 67
Michael Joyner, search and seizure.
69 63
Michael Jovner, common seller. 142 06
Frank McGiath, search and seizure.
60 59
Hugh Doherty, search and seizure. 64 30

To-day (Wednesday) the
tions in civil

court wilt

entertain

mo-

cases.

MLuncipal

Court.

JUDGE KNIGHT PRESIDING.

Tcesd ay.—Thomas

Morrisey.

Larceny.

Ten

days.
Edward Finity.

Intoxication.

Fined $5 with

costs.

Brief Jottings.
The ushers of the Army and Navy course
will officiate at the performances of the opera
of Belshazzar.
Herr Von Bulow, who, with Liszt and Ru-

benstein, stands at the bead of living pianists,
proposes to give a concert in Portland on or
about Oct. 28tb.
Messrs. V. C. Hall and Wm. Irish of Windham, have sold their fast trottisg colt “Little

Fred,** (by Phil Sheridan) which won the 2.40
parse, Tuesday, at the State Fair, trottiDg the
third heat in 2.36, to W. F. Richards of GaidiThis colt promises to make one of the
ner.
fastest horses ever raised in the state.
The Cumberland Temperance Association
will hold its aouual meeting at the Methodist
chapel at Woodford’s Corcer next Thursday
afternoon and
a

rill street

c

ment
of Portland;
Repeated experiments
have proved that Italian Opera stands at best
upon a very insecure footing in America. The
great lyric artists, who from time to time visit
us, carry away with them a good share of our
currency; but the great expenses attending the
removal of an opera troupe from city to city,

the chorus and minor artists that are procurable
only in the largest cities; and the consequent
costliness of tickets that precludes many genuine music-lovers from attending the performances, naturally render the opera in America a
luxury supported by tne few. If we are to be
a musical nation, we must learn to depend up-

ourselves, importing occasionally artists to
add to our own singers who form the basis of
the stock companies. Recognizing this fact as
he does, there is very good reason to hope that
if Mr. Stockbridge’s enterprise receives the

on

cordial support that it merits, he will—retaining the ezcellentsoloists and chorus that appear
in Belshazzar—present operas from time to
time, His musical knowledge and taste will
guarantee good selections and performance; and
Portland audiences may hope to hear operas of

Mozart,
modern, performed by resident artists.

Clmarosa and

._____»r_

yesterday

noon, and the wagon was
completely wrecked.
The funeral services of the late Frank S.
Kennard will be held Wednesday afternoon at
2 o’clock, from the residence of his father, 269)

Congress street. Burial at convenience of the
family.
Look put for the eclipse this morning.
The steamer Chase is receiving a new smoke

as

well

as

those

more

The costumes and accessories of Belshazzar
have been designed carefully, and the scenic
effects are impressive. The cantata, in brief,
presents a faithful and lively picture of the
times and scenes that it delineates; and while
treated with the earnestness proper to its Biblical subject, is essentially popular in its variety
of effective and

pleasing composition. It is
unnecessary to bespeak for the cantata a large
and interested audience, and for Mr. Stockbridge and the composer, Mr. Butterfield—who
has himself superintended the final rehearsals
—cordial and appreciative support for their
successful efforis to present a refined and
unique entertainment.
A Little Scene.—It was in a railroad car
the Maine Central road, yesterday afternoon. Two ladies were each occupying a whole
on

seat, while there were a number of passengers
standing up for want of a seat. At last one
good natnred looking matron who was standing, walked up to one of the ladies aforesaid

quietly asked, “Do you pay for two seats.’
The answer came promptly that she did not.
Then she replied, “I wish to occupy this one,”
and suiting the action to the words she seated
herself beside her selfish neighbor, amid loud
laughter. Seeing the success of this lady, anand

other female who was standing made an attack
upon the cccupant of the other whole seat.
But the conquest here was not so easy. When
asked for the seat she was told that she had no

Officers Garland and Covell arrested a man
Fore street, last night, who weighed three
hundred pounds. They had to lug him to the
on

station too.

Accidents.—Yesterday merniDg Mr. Geo.
Hatch, teamster for Mr. Chase at the Boston
boat was loading his wagon on the wharf when
he fell backwards and down between the horBe
and the front of the wagon. The horse became
frightened and started to run, the wheel passing over Mr. Hatch’s arm. He was taken up
and complained of bis back and arm, but it

thought that he was not seriously injured.
Mrs. Peleg Staples fell down stairs Monday
morning and was seriously injured.
A son of Mr. Frederick Goth, the gunsmith
fell from a tree in Knightville Moaday afternoon and was severely injured.
Patrick Quinn, a driver for Bandall & McAlwas

lister,

was

thrown from

his cart on Chestnut

yesterday, and one of the wheels of the
wagon passed over him. He was taken to his
home in a feeble condition, and it was found
street

that his back

broke.
Yesterday morning Mr. Thomas McGinn is>
teamster for Mr. John Higgins, was driving a
team with a load of empty barrels when
they began to tumble off. One of them struck
the horses and they started to run away.
Mr. McGinnis was struck on tbe back of the
head with one of the barrels and thrown down,
one of the wheels of the wagon passing over
His head was
his ankle, mjuriDg it severely.

badly

was

cub

through

a

,11

_

flooring yesterday morning

and was

slightly braised.
A man was run over by a team at the
of Congress and Hampshire streets, and had
several ribs broken. He was taken to his borne

corner

on

Atlantic street.

Tieed of Life.- Yesterday afternoon, as the
Elizabeth ferry boat was about to leave
Custom House wharf, a rough and haggard

lookiug fellow, about 38 years of age, jumped
on board, but as promptly jumped overboard.
He made uo effort to swim, but at once went
The officers of the boat reached out
with a boat book and succeeded in saving him
as he rose to the surface.
He was taken up to
under.

the wharf, but did not thank thoie who had
As
rescued him, as he said he wanted to die.
it was feared that be would repeat the trial be
was taken to the station by officer Gribben. He
refuses to give his name but says he belongs to
the asylum at Togus. He came to this city to
attend the Fair last week, and has since that
time been on a spree, the effects of which
caused him to wmt to die.
Militia.—Col. C. P. Mattocks of

the

First

Maine Regiment has issued the following order
which will interest some one:
Any officer of this command that has not
complied with General Order No 4, A. G. O.,
dated March 29,1873, Par. 5, and General Order No. 0, dated April 24, 1874, extending the
time for procuring new uniforms, &c., to May
25, 1874, are requested to do so on or before
October 15,1875, or forward their resignation
will be
to the headquarters; otherwise they
summoned before a court of inquiry upon a
charge of disobedience of orders.
Real Estate Tkansfebs—The following
the real estate transfers recorded in thi

are

county yesterday.
Portland-Lot of land

High street frou
Consid
Robert Ingalls.
on

Charles \V. Siront to
eration not given.
Bridgton—Lot of land from Wm. Leavitt to
John Dennett.
,,
Lot of land from Gardner D. Holmes tc
'Sarah D. Holmes. Consideration $800.
_

M. D. Conway closes the course
with a new lecture on “Lon-

The Army & Navy course will ba announced
in a few days. The engagements will all be
made this week.
The Irish American Relief Association will
announce the
„1_i'«t__

names

of

their

lecturers

in

a

The Museum—A

good house greeted the
performance of the Willow Copse at the
Museum last evening. The parts were much
oetter taken than on the previous evening, and
and the entire audience was in sympathy with
each actor. Curtis was unusually funny and
kept the house in good humor throughout the
second

The matinee this afternoon will be
the play is just the kind to crowd

evening.

as

matinee.

a

The Journal says that Johu F. Yonog has
been offered $3000 for his three year old colt,
“J. G." This is the most promising one ever
raised in Winthrop.

-„

.—

Fair lo-Day.
Our readers should not forget that the cattle
show and fair at Cumberland Center takes
place to-day and to-morrow. The exhibitions
of the club have a fine reputation and every-

thing indicates
exception.

that the present one will form
It will be a ple-sant drive out.
If you go you Will never regret it.
no

An Evening School.—At the last meeting
of the school committee the matter of establishing an evening school was brought up and
discussed at some length, but no definite action
takeu. It is said that a competent teacher can
be secured at a very reasonable sum.
Such a
school would be a great benefit to a class of
young people who are obliged to work during
the day and only have an opportunity to study

evenings.
Fine Work.—The specimens of photography
shown at the State Fair last week by Mr.
Lamson, elicited the most flattering comments.
It was unfortunate that Mr. Lamson was not

assigned a more favorable position for the display of his work. Mr. Lamson is recognized
of the very foremost in the business and
has an extensive business.

as one

_

a

Base Ball.—The Beacons of Boston are to
go to Lewiston Thursday to play the Androscoggins, and on their return will play the Res-

Friday. The Beacons are composed of
about fifty wealthy young men who play for
pleasure. They pick out a different nine each

OXFORD COUNTY.

The Democrat says that Chas. T. Chase picked a fine crop of cranberries on his bogg in Dixfield, amounting to three or four hundred bushels.
Seth Brackett, a very worthy citizsn of Dixfield. aged about 80, committed saicide by
drowning in Webbs river, the 12th inst. Cause

general despondency.

The Andover cheese factory has closed for the
season, having made 10,000 pounds of first
quality cheese.
of Hartford, raised 52J
barrels of wheat from four bushels of seed of
the Lost Nation.
The mill of Moody Morse at Fryeburg was
burned Sunday night. Loss $2000;. No insurance.

The Democrat says that the potato crop in
that vicinity bids fair to be less than an average. Tie potatoes are not well grown or abundant. The large white worms, common at
times in this region, are found in great numbers in the hills, and many of the potatoes are
half eaten by them. The rot also takes a small
nercentace.

PENOBSCOT

COUNTY.

The Whig says that although there is a large
number of vessels in the harbor, freights are
very scarce. Lumber freights are scarce at the
following rates: Spruce, $162 per M. to Boston ; $1.75 to ports on Long Island Sound; and
$2 to New York.
Mr Charles Knowles of Hampden, who fell
from a team, recently, has died from the effects
of the injuries received.
that

the only good crops
in that county are hay and grain. Frost got
the corn and most of the late planted potatoes.
We call particular attention to the large and
and fine display of silver plated ware aud cuttlery at the new salesrooms of F. O. Bailey &
Co., Exchange street. The sale commences
this morning at 10 o’clock.
See auction column.

258 dozen linen handkerchiefs, slightly damwill be sold at about one half the usual
prices. Leach, 184 Middle street.

aged,

sep24—lw

_

Elmwood Collars! Oh, yes, that Is what
I wank You can’t put me off with cheap imitations.

Fred, why not buy the best collar in the
market?

The Elmwood Collar.

Carpetings.—Better b. y of B. Adams &
140 Exchange St.
sel6d&weodtf

Son,

Lyon’s Kathabion prevents the hair from
falling out or turning gray, renews it growth,
and gives strength and vigor. It is delightfully
perfumed, and makes a splendid dressing. It
is the cheapest and most desirable Hair Tonic
ever

produced.

Used

by the

elite.

only
aprl6eod dawly
Price

Schenck’s Sea Weed Tonic, for

icuicu

who had been

uuj

ouai)

aua

iiuou

iuo

mnuau

hateful implored her to take a
seat.
But no, she had not half punished her
foe, and she did not complete the chastisement
until she had called the attention of ever; one
ia the car to her selfishness, then she quietly
took a seat beside ber. Probably a more unhappy soul never travelled than this woman
was for the remainder of the afternoon, and

probably
seats in

a

so

she never will attempt to occupy two
railroad car again, while there are

standing.

Eastern Railroad. Its friends say its total
debt is but $11,000,000.
The Great Fails &
Conway bonds, of which something has been
said, are Dot tbe property of tbe Eastern Company, but really a guarantee, which, if enforced, would make the Great Falls & Conway
road the property of the Eastern company,,
Tbe Eastern Railroad has also an amount of
stock in the Great Falls & Conway Railroad

equal

to

$550,000,

and

$3,000,000 worth,

of outside property, beside this stock and the road itself. The statement that the Eastern Railroad
owns stock or bonds in the European & North
American Railroad is pronounced untrue by
the officers of the former company.
The attempt by certain parties to control the Maine
Central is said by some outsiders to be the oriOf the 35,000
gin of the company’s trouble.
shares of Maine stock, 5000 are owned, it is
said, by the Eastern, and 17,000 by friends of
tbe company, the balance being variously distributed. If enough of tbe 22,000 shares could
be obtained to secure a majority when added
to such as can be purchased outside, the management of tbe road will change. It is thought
that the office of General Manager will be abolished, that the salary of the President will be
reduced to $5000 and other sweeping measures
of reform introduced.
It is rumored by those who keep posted that
President Wooldredgo of tbe Eastern claimed
$3000 as a proper salary for Vice President of
the Maine

Central,

but Gov. Coburn and others were so bitterly hostile that it was not

pressed.

_

Aged Brotherhood Excursion.—The excursion of the Aged Brotherhood to the Notch
yesterday was a success in every particular.
The day was as pleasant as could be wished,
and the mouatain scenery was at its best. Tbe
party numbering some hundred and fifty left
tbe Portland depot at 7 a.m., and arrived at the
Fabyau before 12. remaining there about half
hour and then returning to the Crawford.
Many of tbe party visited the various points of
interest, others less active enjoyed themselves
in gazing upon the beautiful scene spread out
before them. Most of them returned last

evening but

a few stayed. Tbe whole party are
avish in their praises of the road, tbe scenery

spared

nnnrteav

no

nf enndnetnr Ttieliards.

paiDS to make the trip

an

who

agreeable

C. Morse, M D.

one.

K. of P. Excursion.—The Bramhall Lodge,
Knights of Pythias, turned ont in large numbers yesterday afternoon to visit Presumpscot
Valley Lodge at Cumberland Mills. The procession

was headed by the full Portland Band,
and marched directly to the Rochester depot,
where they embarked for the objective point.
On arriving at Cumberland Mills they were

by Presumpscot Valley Lodge and escorted
through the village,after which a fine collation
met

served.

the evening a ball was tenderThey left at ten o’clock and
ed to the guests.
arrived in the city a little before eleven o’clock,
highly pleased with their trip. They speak in
was

In

glowing terms of the hospitality
of Presumpscot Valley Lodge.

ol the brothers

Miniature Engine.—At the machine shop
of Quinn & Co.ron Commercial street, may be
which is a
seen a miniature stationary engiDe,
wonder. The whole machine is but

perfect

five inches in lengtbj the bore of the cylinder
is 5-8 of an inch and the stroke 7-8 of an inch.
It was made by the engineer, Mr. James Miliiken, who shows a great deal of ingenuity in
such work. The valve arrangement is perfect,
and the whole engine is an exact pattern ot the
one

in use in the

building.

Musical.—The Penobscot Musical Association will hold its twenty-eighth session in Bangor, commencing Oct. 12, 1875, and closing Friday evening, Oct. 15, under the direction of W.
O. Perkins of Bostou, assisted in the matinees
and concerts by an orchestra and prominent
soloists of the convention. Free return tickets
to those going by steamboats and railroads.

Gorham.

The Gorham and Standish Farmers’ Club
will hold its annual Cattle Show and Fair at
Gorham village on Wednesday, October 13th.

County Fair.—Attention is called to the
advertisement of the County Fair, which will
be held next week at the grounds of the West
Cumberland Farmers’ Club.
Rescue

Crew of the Schooner
Brutus.—The Boston Advertiser says that the
schooner Brutus of Islesborough, Me., Capt.
of the

Babbidge,

from Boston for Bangor, was passed
sunk off Boon Island, Maine, recently, and
fears bave been entertained for the safety of
the crew. Capt. Babbidge and the entire crew

arrived in that city Sunday from New York,
having been picked up at sea in an open boat.
Captain Babbidge- makes the following re-

the

Cure of

Dyspepsia, Indigestion, &c.
The Tonic produces a healthy action of the stomach, creating an appetite, forming chyle and curing
the most obstinate cases of Indigestion.
Schenck’s Mandrake Pills, for the cure of
Liver Complaint, &c.
These pills are alterative, and produce a healthy
action of the liver without the least danger, as they
are free irom calomel, and yet more efficacious in
restoring a healthy action of the liver.
These remedies are a certain cure for Consumption, as the Pulmonic Syrup ripens tho matter and
purifies the blood. The Mandrake Pills act upon the
liver, create a healthy bile, and remove all diseases
of the liver, often a cause of Consumption. The
Sea Weed Tonic gives tone and strength to the
stomach, makes a good digestion, and enables the
organs to form good blood; and thus creates a healthy
circulation of healthy blood. The combined action
of these medicines, as thus explained, will cure
every case of Consumption, if taken in time, and
the use of the medicines persevered in.
Dr. Schenck is professionally at his principal office
comer Sixth and Arch Sts., Philadelphia, every
Monday, where all letters for advice must be addressed. Schenck’s medicines for sale by all Drug-

d3t

TO

THlTjLADIES.

MISS SCALES,

having returned from New York

her

will reopen

at

rooms

9

4 & 5 FREE STREET,
ON MONDAY, OCT. 4TH.

sep29

SOMEWHERE

McKUSICK

&

where he will be please I to
new

name

of

hereby given that the subscriber has
been duly appointed Executor of the will of
MIRANDA ELWELL, late of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased,and has taken upon himself that trust by giving bonds as the law
directs. All persons having demands upon the estate
of said deceased, are required to exhibit the same;
and all persons indebted to said estate are called upon to make payment to
JOSIAH H. DRUMMOND, Executor.
Portland, Sept. 21,1875.
sep29dlaw3wW*

For Sale or to Let.
sold house No. 138 in the Hall Block,
on Pine Street, we now offer for sale or lease
house No. 142 in that Block, and No. 1 Carroll
Street.
MATTOCKS & FOX,
Counsellors at Law, 183 Middle St.
sep29dtf
IEP" Argus and Advertiser copy.

HAVING

’T'a

In a

W

House, No. 58 Pleasant Street, second
above High Street; ten rooms, Sebago water,
gas and furnace, rent $450. Also five rooms at No.
9 Neal Street, near Congress Street.
Rent $150.
Apply to WM. H. JERRIS.
sep29dlw*

BRICK

miss

m.

a.

McGuire

will be at her dressmaking rooms

THURSDAY, October 7th.
sep29

dlw*

Wanted,
PARTY with from $'2000 to $5000 to engage in
a manufacturing trade In this city.
Address
C. L. H., this office.
To a good business man we
ofier a rare chance.
sep29dtf

A

Wanted.
Bath, an Agent to sell Fieiscbmann & Co.’s
Compressed Yeast. Address,
C. A. BECKFORD,
502 Congress St., Portland.
sep29eod2w*

IN

A TkTJ'T? I Are yon idle? Do yon
AA Aj jA 1J JCj AA I want employment at $15
$20 per week? If so, address
C. C. WATERMAN &CO, Baston, Ma.i.
to

Wanted.
PARTNER with about three hundred dollars
to join me in a safe and profitable business to
be established in Portland.
Address, GEORGE
THOMAS, 662 Congress St.
sep29dtf

A

Lost
POCKET DIARY for the year 1875, useful to
the owner. If returned to the PRESS OFFICE, a suitable reward will be paid.
dlw*
eep29

A

A

To Rent.
CONVENIENT Rent for a small family at
NO. 41 LINCOLN STREET.
d3t
sep29

A

&

DITSON

CO’S

Music

Books

Constitute a perfect series, providing in the best
manner for every class in every School, Academy

and Seminary.

American School Music

In 3 Books, of which Book I (35 cents) is admirably
arranged for Primary Schools. Book II (50 cents)
and Book III (50 cents) for Grammar and younger
High School or Academy classes. Compiled by L.
O. EMERSON and W, S. TILDEN.

Lap

Specialty.

BSS,
Welded, Wrought Iron

WATER

PIPE,

National Tube Works Co.,

8 PEMBERTON

SQUARE, BOSTON, MASS,

I NDESTRU0T ABLE ENAMEL

men.

Captains Babbidge and Gilkey, both old

sea-

meD, say they never experienced worse leather
than that during their late unfortunate voyage.
The vessel was owned one-half by Captain
Stephen Babbidge and the other half by his
brother, Captain E. G. Babbidge, of the
schooner Mary Eliza, neither of whom had any
insurance on their iuterest, and thus lose all
they had in her. The crew saved nothing except what they stood in.

Maine Agricultural Exhibitions—1875
Cumberland Centre Farmer’s Club- Cumberland Centre. Sept. 29-30

Franklin, North—Phillips.Sept.

29-30
Peuobscot, North -Lincoln..Sept. 29-30
Piscataquis, West—Monson.Sept. 29-30
Somerset Central—Skowhegan.Sept. 29-30
Washington—Pembroke.Sept. 29-30
Androscoggin—Lewiston. Oct. 5-7
Cumberland—West Cumberland. Oct. 5-7
Oct. 5-6
Franklin—Farmington.
Frauklin Central—Strong. Oct. 12-13
Oct. 6 8
Hancock, West—Bucksport.
Harrison aud Otisheld Farmers* Club.
Oct 13
Oct. 5-7
Kennebec—Readtield Corner......
Knox, North—South Hope... Oct. 7-8

Lincoln—Waldoboro*.

Specimens can be

Saga<iahoc- Topsham.Oct. 12-14
Waldo- Belfast. Oct. 11-13
York—Saco. Oct. 12-15

STATE NEWS.
The Journal states that in one part of Auburn where there is no sewerage there are sevIn the immediate
eral cases of typhoid fever.
vicinity are vile sink-spouts and other indications of UDCleanliuess.
The Lewiston Journal says that the directors
of the First National Bank of that city have
just had one of Pillard’s time locks placed upon the vaults of their bank.
KNOX COUNTY.

Bobbins, the

wife of the author of the murder committed

on

seen

and obtained

on

aDplication.

»nl8WMF3m

Gregg Brick Machine.
OFFICE OF ISAAC GREGG, JR., & CO.,
108 South Fourth St., Philadelphia.
The undersigned are now manufacturing, and have
for sale, their Universal Brick Machine, ol the various capacities, as follows:—
Size No. 1, capacity 6,000 Bricks per day, Price *1,000
Size No. 2,
10,000
Price *1,500
Size No. 3,
20,000 «
Price *2,000
'•
Size No. 4,
Price *2,500
30,000
Stiff tempered clay of strong or weak qualities is
worked by it, and the Bricks are hacked up for drying directlv from the machine.
This macnine is very simple of construction.
It
can be managed as
easily as a hand-press, the moulds
being led separately and by hand labor. It produces
STRETCHERS and PAVfNG BRICKS equal to any
manufactured by hand, andean be adjusted to mould
FRONT BRICKS ior repressing. Circulars giving
full particulars will be forwarded to any address by
app'cation as above. Orders are solicited, and all
machines warranted to perform as represented.
ISAAC GREGG, Jr„ Sc CO.

!y7eod24t

Oct. 12-14

Oxford, So. Paris. Oct. 5-8
Oxford, West—Fryeburg.Oct. 12-14

The Journal says that Lizzie

Joints are connected by our Patent Sleeve Couplings, preventing all leakage.

Notice.
respectfully informs the Public
he has opened
THEthatundersigned
office for the sale
transfer ot Real
and all
an

Estate,

or

kinds of merchandise 1
have on hand now several lots and houses for sale in
the most desirable location. I have also the finest
and for building or plastering purposes.
Parties in
need oi the same will please call on
E. PONCE,
Boyd Block, Cor. Middle and Exchange.

*nrl3__d6miwU

Bonds for Sale.

(50 conts), by L. O. EMERSON is a capital collection
of School Songs for Common Schools.

High

The

School Choir,

($1 00) by L. O. EMERSON and W. S. TILDEN, is
fully equal to their last book, “The Hour of Singing,” which for some years has been the standard
book. The present work, like the other, U for High
Schools) Academies and Seminaries.

National

The

and Tune

Hymn

(40 cents) furnishes the best collection of Sacred Muopening and closing schools.
Any book sent, postpaid, for retail price.
OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DiTSON & CO., Ill Broadway. N. T.

sic extant for

d&w2w

se23

MORGAN & DOW, Auctioneers.

8ep23_d6t

Assignee’s Sale—In Bankruptcy.
order of the District Court for
Maine District, passed August 20th, 1875. and
m accordance with the
Bankrupt law, I shall sell at
public auction, at my office over the Portland Post
Office, on Saturday, the 2d day of October, 1875, at
eleven o’clock a. m
all the remaining personal
property of Jabez C. Woo'iman. Bankrupt, consisting of vols. 12; 13 and 14 of Pickering's Reports,
s Digest, 1 vol.. the
contingent interest of
Plpf®rin8
said bankrupt estate in tne family library of the late
Jabez C. Woodman, deceased, and Bankrupt’s in-

PURSUANT

WHY

“

Jumpers

teiest in

an

executions,

than 100

more

—FROM—

TO

Having been duly appointed As-

spec-

ialty.

signee

of the estate

of GEORGE

C* ROBINSON A CO., proprietors
of the

FALL & WINTER

SALE WILL COMMENCE ON

Wednesday, Sept. 22,1875,

Over 100 Ulsters!
HUNDREDS OF SPLENDH) SUITS!

at 9 o’clock A. M., and centinne
until the stock is entirely closed

All made equal to cnstom work and in
several instances far excelling it.

OWE PRICE TO ALL.

TO

TO

the

as

is

stock

ST.,

PORTLAND, ME.

ASSIGNEE.
_dtf_

se-'l

New

Atf

MAINE CENTRAL TICKETS
Lewiston,Augusta and Bangor less than regular

fare

W«

Millinery

«n

tpfniBg

u

rlrgoul Mae af

12

a.

Sept.

m.,

o’clock, Oct. 2nd.,
accru-

at the Fair.

SAMUEL

Grain Sash and
Trimming Ribbons.

WASSON,

DOORS, WINDOWS,
riRIKtt

fro

SHIP’S

Urn

undersigned is now prepared to furnish cut
r|!HE
X glass, either white or enameled in any quantity
and at the shortest notice.
The workmen employed are men of experience and
are as skilful as any in New Engladn, and all work is
warranted to give satisfaction.
Glass signs and tableware cut and engraved to auy
design of letter, name or wreath in the best manner.
A variety of new and original designs lor Door,
Ship and Gar lights, may be seen at my store or may
be had

on

application by mail.

Illy term* are
in the country.

as

low

as can

Paris

ap29

Exchange Street, Portland

dtf

JAMES L.
Formerly of the firm

WILLEY
of

Jones & Willey,

Fashionable Boot and Shoe Maker
No. 16 Temple Street,
OPPOSITE

ADAMS

REMOVAL,
NEW JEWELRY STORE.
O. H. LAMSOX,
removed to his

new

Jeweller,

and commodious store

NO. 301
MIDDLE
STREET,
Nearly opposite tae “’Falmouth.”
Where he will open for sale

a

fine

of

Ostrich Plumes,

Pompadours,

stock of

200 Middle St.

^MIDDLE STBEE-J,

PIjAISTTS
AT AUCTION.
sell
THURSDAY, Sept. 3#th, at
WE 10SHALL
o’clock A. M.,at Salesroom 17# Fore Street,
on

Ferns, Ivies, Begonias. Roses, Carnations, Heaths,
These

are

from the conservatory of Albert

Dirwanger, Monjoy Hill.

F. O. BAILEY Me CO., Auctioneers.
sep27
d«

Real Estate at Auction.
sell
THURSDAY, Sent. 30th, at 12
WEM.,shall
the story and
half House No. 27 Andera

Street, Contains 6 finished rooms- conveniently
arranged. Lot 40 x 80 feet.
$800 can remain on
mortgage if desired.
F. O. BAILEY Sc CO., Auctioneer*.
■e24d6t
son

MANUFACTURERS’
SALE

No. 3 Free Street Block.
»12w

eepl6

DRESSED PIKE LUBEIM

ST.,

BELOW V. S. HOTEL,

A full
d3t*

assoitment

DRESSED FINE

riiiEi

New Styles. Low Prices.

and 3
Sides.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

twa

siiEimiinvr

Also, all kinds of

Also the
Ladies’ Cozy Calling and Sewing Table,

SPRUCE

FOB SALE AT

LUMBER.

Long and Short, Dressed or Bough.
Cedar and Spruce Shingles, &c-, Ac.

STREET.

sep23dtt_ffM,

DAVENPORT.

Builders

are

invited to

call before Pur-

chasing.

DEVOS’S

BERLIN MILLS CO.

-BrilliaxvtOIL,

SAFE. ECONOMICAL. BEST. FOR SALE BY
ALL GROCERS. SAFE. ECONOMICAL. BEST.
For sale hy
CHAS. MCLAUGHLIN A CO.,
aul6eodifcw6mPortland.

Ammunition and Sporting Goods,

[

dlw

gep24
ANNUAL MEETING.

PORTLAND Sc ROCHESTER R. K. CO.
Stockholders of the Portland & Rochester
Railroad Co. are hereby notified that their Annual Meeting will be held at the office of the Company, at the Depot in Portland on Wednesday the
sixth day of October next at ten o’clock in tbe torenoon, to act upon the following business, viz:
1st. To hear the report of the Directors.
2d. To choose eleven Directors for the ensuing year.
3d. To pee if the Directors will authorize the sale
of Real Estate in Westbrook.
4th. To act upon any other business that may
legally come before them.
Per order of the Directors,
WM. H. CONANT, Clerk.
Sept. 2t, 1875.
se24dtd

THE

Wholesale and Retail.
G. L. BAILEY,
48 Exchange afreet, Agent for Du Font’s Pov.*-

WINDOWJFRA WES.

DEFAULTED RAILROAD DONDS

Don’t keep every body waiting for window frames
when you can get tbem at Burrowes Bros’., on
twenty-four hours notice. All kinds of house finish
on band or made to order.
Corner Cross and Fore Streets.
deodlm
gep20
PORTLAND, WE.

derMills. Revolver, at Reduced Price.
jy Please tell us where you saw this Advertise
au301seodtl
ment.

at the

Highest market Bates,
—

S.
se2

BY-

H.
BARROWS,
7 Exchange Place, Boston.
islm

DR. R. T. WILDE,
The Natural Magnetic Physician.
He Bhall lay hands on them and they shall he healed
Boons. 11 nnd 19 Fluent Block.
dtf
sed21

Cutlery !

SHALL

SELL

A UCTION
OUR

AT

STORE,

Nos. 35, 37 & 39 Exchange

Street,
AT

ON

10

A.

91.,

WEDNESDAY, September 29,
and caallnae the

Sale

Every Day

large consignment of

a

BURROWES BRO’S.

MBS. ADA H. EMERSON,
Will receive

a

limited number of pupils upon the

PIANO

-

FORTE.

RESIDENCE, 36 FREE ST.
References.
au!3

AND

—

Being a
from one of the
Factories in New
and sold
to close the estate.
Goods
consist of:—

Tea Sets, Waiters and Salvers,
Card and Cake Baskets,
Fruit stands, Berry Dishes,
Bouquet Holders, Vases,
Spoon Holders, Syrup Dishes,
Mum and Goblets, Ice and
Water Pitchers, Water Sets,
Dinner, Breakfast and Pickle
Castors, Wine Coolers,
Celery Stands, Napkin Rings,
Table, Dessert and Tea Spoons,
Medium and Dessert Forks,
Soup. Oyster. Gravy and
Cream Ladles, Butter,
Pie and Cake Knives.

Also, LARGE LINES OF

Silver Plated

Cutlery,

These' goods are warranted first-class, new and
elegant designs, and will be sold without reservation
or limit, ottering great inducements to dealers, hotelkeepers, saloon-keepers, and private families who
intend purchasing silver or fine table cutlery.

Ladies Invited to attend

SALES

the Sale.

ON~"eACH

<*P23__dtf
Saw

91111 and Clothes Pin Facat Auction.

MR. H. KOTZSCH'IAR.
MR. J. W. TUFTS, Boston.
lseoddtl

/•

SSIGNKK’S

District
IN BANKRUPTCY,
States, District of New
matter of E. H. TOLMAN

SALK.
Court of the United

Hampshire, in the
& CO., Bankruots, in
Bankrnnfov.
Notice is hereby given that pursuant to an order of
the District Court of the United States for the District ot New Hampshire, I shall sell
at public
auction, on the premises at Jackson Village, New
Hampshire, on WEDNESDAY, October 2TIth, at 11
A. M., the following described real and personal
estate of said
as unincumbered property
free from liens,incumbrances; viz. Six acres of land
in Jackson,Coos County,with buildings thereon.consisting of a two story Clothes Pin, Saw and
Mill.heated by steam, three dwelling houses and barn.
The mill contains an 80 horse power engine and
boiler but little used and in
order. Clothes
Pin
Saw,Shingle Machine, Planer,
two Bolting dactaincs,Box Machine, Lath Machine,
Pail Handle Machine, Turning Lathe, Copper Dry
Kettle, Belting and other
which will be
sold at same time.
Also the right to maintain a
dam at the Outlet of Junior Lake, and raise the
samejour teet, and to maintain an aqueduct from
said Lake to said Factory and the
dwelling houses.
Also another tract of land in said Jackson, known
as the Thomas Hill Lot; being lot number 4, in the
covered with hemlock,
Gridley location,
spruce and hardwood. The above property is situated at Jackson Village, in a heavily wooded country,
in the immediate vicinity of the Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad. The buildings were built in 1873.and
the machinery is new and in good order.
No better
opportunity to engage in this business can be found.
For further particulars inquire of the subcriber at
Conway, N. H.
Oliver P. Meserve and Joshua Trickey,at Jackson,
or James D. Fessenden, Portland, Maine.
HIRAM C. ABBOTT,
of E. H. Tolman & Co.
sep22dtf

bankrupts,

Shingle

perfect

Machinery,Board

Machinery,

heavily

Assignee

ICE.
CARGOES OF PURE
Farai.hed and Shipped hr

N. O- CRAM.
dec9'73todtt

Fireproof Roofing Paint.
The best and cheapeat Hn.w Oc Dari. Patent
Kansas Paint for Shingle, Tin and Iron
Roofs, also for cheap outside work, sold by the gallon
or applied by

Slate

J. N. McCOY & CO-,
IS Spring St., Portland,
ROOFERS AND PAINTERS

jv24_dtt
To Let
ot

Apply at No.
my24di»t

without board.

47 Dauforth Street.
A SUIT
rooms

*
C*
m

... ...

.-■

J';

DAY

AT 10 A. M. AND 21-2 P. M.

LUMBER
inch, Planed

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
At Prices to Sait the Times.

Comforter, and Feather*.

13 FREE

A3JO—

tory for Sale

FLAWED TWO SIDES,
Matched and Beaded, at

Large assortment of
Part.r Hull., Lounge., Chair., Nattrfuei,

Bought

WE

of

alls o

Furniture Bepuired.

—

Table

H. S. KALER&CO.,

Corset Store,

436 CONGRESS
Bep28

Table

&c.

AN EARLY INSPECTION SOLICITED.

ANDERSON’S
New York

OF

Silver
Plated
Ware

FALL. SEASON.

New styles received to-day at

HOUSE.

Mr. Willey has resumed buslncsj ss above, and Is
ready to serve bis old customers, and would be
pleased to meet many new ones.
Mr. Willey pays personal attention to the manufacture of Ladies' and CSeatl* men’s Fine
Boots and Shoes, and at prices LOWER than any
other maker tor the same quality of workmanship.
53T* Repairing done in the neatest manner at
satisfactory prices
Ju2dtf

and

assortment

Flowers,
Fancy Feathers,
Birds, Wings,

PANIERS M BIU.

be obtained

C. H. FAKLEY
4

large

French

did

8*25

a

Exchange Street, Portland.

FOR

m

part ot Parlor Suit in Black Walnut and Rept,
Marble Top Tables, Brussel* and Ingrain carpets,
Coal Stoves. Painted Chamber Sets, Feather Beds,
Hair and Husk Mattresses. Bedding. Extension Table, Chairs, Crockery and Glass Ware, Kitchen
Utensils &c.se23dtd

—

I, 1 1-4, 1 1-3, 3

CUT GLASS

SHALL SELL AT HOUSE NO 40 BROWN
WE Street,
the furniture
said house, consisting

Silver Plated Ware
Velvets,
Gros Grain, Diagonal
and Trimming Silks, TABLE
CUTLERY,
and
Gros
Plain, Fancy
consignment
largest
England*

will be in session at the Preble
from 9 o’clock

CO., Auctioneer*.

in

Black and Colored Silk

of the State Fair

Managers

A

During tlie Week.

ROLLINS, LORING & ADAMS,
No.

O. BAILEY

at 10 o’clock A. 91. and 9 1-9 P. 91.

BILL S!

HOWTO 4 BOAT TICKETS.

Jy3dtf_

F.

WHOLESALE 11 RETAIL.

STATE FAIR

The

&c.,

On WEDNESDAY, September &9,
at 10 o’clock A. III.,

JOSIAH H. DRUMMOND,

—

W.rce.ler, Springfield, Hartford, New
Haven, New York, Philadelphia, and
Washington at a redaction.

Carpets,

BY AUCTION.

AT

In all the desirable Shades lor the

—

sep22__dtf_

Furniture,

much less than the actual cost.

C. JD. B. FISK & GO.,

via all the Bail and Steamboat Lines.

—

Bailey

unusual oppor-

Tips, &c.,

Portland & Rochester Tickets

CYRUS GREENE, j Ag.|iznee8
I A0,#nees.
JOHN DENNIS,
A Co., Auctioneers.

F. O.

large and will be sold at

very

ly satisfactory.

baR

an

purchase Goods for the

to

coming winter,

St.

Boston, New York, Chicago, St. Louis,
Sau Francisco, and all points West,

harnesses

new

—

tunity

WE NEVER COME DOWN, but will
always take back goods, exchange them
or REFUND THE MONET if not entire*

Charles Custis& Co.,

—

occupied by J. L. Boston. This is one ot the largest
Stocks of above goods ever sold in this City.
Mr.
Boston was doing a jobbing and retail business, and
a
part of this stock is in original packages.
The fixtures consist of safe,desk, 2 large meat chests,
platform and counter scales, grain, sugar and tea
bins, measures, &c.. &c.
On Tne«day, Kept. 4* lb, at 14 IVK., in rear
of the Store—we shall sell 1 sorrel Horse sound and
kind,a fine business and road horse, 1 express wagon.
1 traverse runner pung, 1 express harness and 2

out.

Secretary.

RATES

SHALL

the Stock of Groceries and Store
WE Fixtures,sell
in Store, No. 132 Exchange Street,

SUPERIOR

Portland, Sept. 21,1875.

REDUCED

Monday, Sept. 27th, at 2 1-2 o’clock
P. M., and continuing at 10 A. M.
and 2 1-2 P. M., until sold,

—

1000 OVERCOATS!

—

Congress

BY AUCTION.
On

show to select

Also

jn9.Htt

—OF—

I shall proceed to sell their entire

irom nearly

233 MIDDLE

SALE

Groceries & Store Fixtures

stock.

ive now

oclkltf

ASSIGNEE’S

F. 0. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.

Cogia Hassan Store,

ENTIRE

has arrived, and

m.

*

$8.00 Each.

493

commencing at 9 o’clock a.
Consignments solicited.

on

a

50 Cents Each
—

0. W. ALLEN.

Regular gale ot Furniture and General Merchandise every Saturday at
salesroom, 17# Fore street,

Bouvardlas, Colcia-, Geraniums, Hanging Baskets,

We keep more Children’s Clothing
than all the Clothiers pnt together in
Portland.
Our Prices range from $5.00 up to as
nice a suit as you require.

ing

ALL QUALITIES,

(Offlcc is Eichaage Hire*!.)
V. O. BAILEY.

Ac., Ac

FOB —

All Ages and Sizes

F. O. BAILEY A CO,
Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
Salesroom 176 Fore Street,

notes, account*

and claims, a schedule of whicn may he seen by calling on the assignee. The creditors of the estate and
speculators are particularly invited to invest in this
sale.
GEO. F. EMERY-,
sep29d4t
Assignee of Jabez C, Woodman.

Sale.
Assignee’s
Clothing.

Children’s

OUR

to

50

to receive and audit bills

Watches, Jewelry, Silver Ware, Opera
(.lasses, Clocks, &c.

eodtf

on

A Splendid Winter Suit for $9.00
A Thick Warm Overcoat “
7.00
and
Beefer
5.00
Bough
Beady
“
2.50
Heavy Winter Pants
“
75
Walking Pants

29th., until

SWAN & BARRJV1TT
a
aug23

West Commercial Street,
The bouse is two stories,
good rooms with store on the lower floor; all
in good order and condition.
Terms at sale; one
hundred dollars will be required as a deposit by the
purchaser.
ieet
THELotis37£
and 37} feet deep.
with 6

we can sell

—

on

Tlae Hoasc, IVo. 37? West Commercial
Street, at 19 o’clock noon, to the
highest bidder.

Cost.

Overalls and

AUCTION.

We .hall *el at Public Auciiou,

SALES_

large

WEDNESDAY, THE 29TH OF SEPT.

Get everything at first

House,

iNCEnsrs

has

Portland Aid of Railroad 6’s.
And other Good Securities, by

A.T

—

THAT’S

d3t

House and Land

WE AVOID ALL MIDDLE

AND

The trade is invited.

Book.

Watch-Maker

Portland Municipal 6’s.

regardless of cost.
sep28

Cheerful Voices,

FREDERICK BUCKNAM,

A

GREAT

sold

We buy onr goods for CASH and sell
for CASH ONLY. We don’t have onr
books filled with BAD DEBTS.

Readers,

AUTOMATIC FURNACE REGULATOR

WATER PIPE

AUCTIONEERS.

This will be

For Sale Cheap.
SECOND hand piano in good condition. Good
quaker. Inquire of
HO WELL & MORSE.
sep29d3t*

port:

GOVERNOR.

Bankrupt sale of Cigars, of Key West,
and Imported and Domes1 ic Cigars. Sale every
day at 10 A. M. and 2 P. M. These goods must be

w4w39

School

AUCTION SALE.

sep29d2w

is

NOTICE

Regular Sales of Furniture, Groceries and Genera
Merchandise every SATURDA Y-, at Salesroom No.
Exchange street, commencing at 10$ o’clock a. m.
Consignments solicited and prompt returns made.
Portland, May 15th.
my!5dtf

13

than ail our competitors that we can
afford to UNDERSELL them and then
make money.

his old friends and

ones.

M. G. DOW.

MORGAN & DOW, 18 EXCHANGE ST.,

ELLIOTT.

gee

DOW,

SO MUCH LOWER

—

horse shoers.
Under the firm

Funny!

MEN

Has Opened a Shop 31 Pearl Street,

&

A. M. MORGAN.

Our neighbors say that we sell goods
so LOW that we can’t make any money.
The fact is that we buy our Clothing

Formerly of the firm of
ITIdLasick & Kcuuard, Preble St.*

seleod3dp& wlmn a

HEAT

Ain’t it

BEW. F. ITlcKUSlCK,

gists.

Left Boston, Friday, Sept. 17, for Bangor,
AND
vessel in ballast.
Experienced a heavy gale
from the WNW, same night, which lasted until about 12 o’clock, Saturday.
When about
ten miles SSE. from Boon Island, on Friday
night, the schooner sprung a leak, and at 11,
Throughly tested for the last four years, and is
same night, sunk, about five miles ENE. from
ottered with confidence, as a perfect remedy for the
the island. Took to our boat immediately, the
inconveniences, dangers and annoyances, arising
sea running very high at the time, and it was
from Hot Air Fiiraaces as ordinalily managed. It is
a sure remedy for the escape of gas or smoke through
with much difficulty that we kept our little
the house. It saves coal. It preven's clinkers aud
craft from swamping. We set signals of dissifting of ashes. It insures danger against fire irom
tress as soon as possible; several vessels passed
an over heated Furnace.
It saves care and time in
quite near but seemed not to understand that the management of the Furnace, and gives uniwe needed assistance, although in an open boat
formity of temperature with every change
and a gale prevailing. After being in the boat
of weather. In fact you have only to
supply the
coal and leave the Furnace to the care of the
for eighteen hours, and it half full of water all
“Governor.**
Attached
to
Brick
or
FurPortable
the time, the gale increasing and all hands
naces old or new, and warranted to give satisfaction.
bailing with anything that could be got hold of
All kinds of Hot Air Furnaces put in order, and
for that purpose, the ship Defiance of Kennerepaired at short, notice by
bunk, Capt. Frank N. Thompson,hove insight
and answered our signals of distress. This
was about 5 p. m., Saturday, Sept. 18.
The
ship lay to for an hour with her boat manned
No. 199 Fore Streetand ready to launch if we did not succeed in
reaching them. Fortunately we were able to
PORTLAND, MAINE.
the
when
we
taken
were
pull up alongside
ship,
I
deod3m
ang20
safely on board, and Capt. Thompson and his
officers and crew did all in their power to make
us comfoitable while on hisvessel.
Warm.dry
clothes were exchanged for wet ones; hot coffee and provisions were supplied in abundance,
and eveiy attention to our wants was given.
After being on the Defiance for seven days we
were all landed io New York, from whence,
S 33 A ML
through the kindness of Messrs. Henry W.
Loud & Co., of that city,.and the liberality of
the Old Colony Railroad Company, the shipwrecked men were sent free to this city. Mr.
W. B. Hazeltine, agent for the Bangor and
Boston steamers, furnished all hands a free
From One-half Inch to Fourteen Inches diameter;
pass to their homes in Maine, where they
in lengths from 16 to 20 feet.
headed last evening in one of the steamers of
Capable of Snuaining a Preassure of
the line. Both in New York and Boston we
l,OuO Iba. to the Square Inch.
received the greatest care and attention from
MANUFACTURED BY THE
all with whom we came in contact, the crews
of several vessels belonging to Islesborough
and St. George, Me., contributing quite a sum
of money for tbeir fellow-mariners, for all of
which Capt. Babb'dge and his crew return
their most grateful thanks.
and McKeesport, Penn.
The following is a list of the crew:
Stephen
COATED WITH AN
Babbidge of Islesborough, captain; Avery Gilkev. of same nlann. mare: Paul F. Halihidve of
Oldtown and Melville Young of Bangor, seaWARRANTED.

MORGAN

WE ME OUT OF THE OLD RUT.

LOST.

AUCTION

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants,
Salesroom No, 18 Exchange St*

d3t

between Custom House Wharf
and High St.,an Account Book (truckman’s account) along with Bill Book, on which are charges
againt different parties, Dr. to STEPHEN MoQUADE&CO. $5.00 are awarded to the finder by
leaving the same at
sep29d3t*
102 COMMERClALST.

WALDO COUNTY.

The|Age learns

B. P. SCALE*!,
Gait Block Commercial Street.

1

At£°.
sep29

many

for two stores. One of them is a'ready engaged by Anderson for a corset store, and the other is as yet not engaged. F. G. Paterson, real
estate broker, dias charge of the work.
Personal.
The friends of Ambrose White, Esq., Representative elect from Bncksport, will present his
name as a candidate for Speaker,

Furnace iu goed order.
A PORTABLE
APPly to

Last Saturday Chas. R. Elder, Esq., of Paris,
admitted as a member of the Oxford Bar,
after having passed a satisfactory examination.

stood beside her foe until the conductor came
along, when he inquired why she didn’t take a
seat. Now it was her tarn, and point-ng to the
occupant of the double seat she remarked that
she wasn’t satisfied with one seat but wanted
a place for her basket.
Of course the con-

Furnace for Sale.

SALES.

AUCTION SALES-

month,

was

Stephen E. Irish

don.”

crowded,

such a fearful manner that the muscles and
cords were laid bare.
Her face was terribly
cut by pieces of glass.

The great virtue of this medicine is that it ripens
the matter and throws it out of the system, purifies
the blood, and thus effects a cure.

and tbe

Cape

Riding.” Rev.
Decemter 8th,

The Journal says that Friday evening Mrs.
Frank Arnold of Augusta, had a very narrow
escape from a terrible death by burning.
While about her domestic duties, she was passing from the sitting room of her house into a
sleeping room, when a kerosene lamp which
she held in her hand exploded, setting her
clothing on fire and burning one of ber arms in

AUCTION

MISCELLANEOUS.

Please tell the people that
ycu saw their
Advertisement iu the PRESS, the circulation of which, per
exceed 1100,000,

temperance question.

Remodeling.—The billiard room in the
United States Hotel block on Congress street,
is being remodeled, and is hereafter to be used

an

*_1_T>

M. Gallaher lectures on “After cluuds clear
weather.” November 10th. Rev. Robert Collyer
lectures November 24th on “Salt.”
Dr. J. G.
Holland lectures December 1st on “Hobby

of the town.
At the annual election of the Junior class of
Colby, the following officers were elected:
President, F. M. Hallowell, Windsor; VicePresideDt, H. N. Haynes, Skowliegan; Secretary, C. D. Smith, Portland; Treasurer, J. M.
Foster, Waterville; Historian for class day of
’77, F. M. Hallowell.
There is a new interest in Gardiner on the

female waxed wroth, and in her heart she
wished her sister no good thing.
She quietly

The Eastern Railroad.—No real attempt
has yet been made to break tbe effect of the
Boston Journal expose of the condition of the

ance.

Barnum, the veteran showman; subject, “The
world and how to live in it.” On October 20th
Miss Lillian S. Edgartou will give a new lecture. John B. Gough gives a lecture October
27th on “Blunders.” Theodore Thomas’ Or
chest-a gives a concert November 2d. Kev. H.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

The Journal says that the dedication of the
newly erected school building at Farmingdale
will take place on Wednesday and Thursday
evenings of this week, on which occasion there
will be agrand levee and festival by the ladies

game.

place to put her basket, which was then occupying the disputed seat. Then the besieging

passengers

nightwas arrested for drunkenness. Yesterday morning she was released, but- was arrested again at night for making a disturb-

Lecture Courses.—The Mercantile Library
Association announce in another column the
The
programme for their course of lectures.
course will be opened October 13th by P. T.

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

Scehnck’s Pulmonic Syrup, for the Cube of
Consumption, Couohs and Colds.

The Eruekas of Hudsoo, Mass., have accepted the challenge of the E. P. Walker Engine
Company of Yinalhaven, in .this state, to play
them for a prize of $2000 on their conditions—

same

says:
“Few of those who are even frequent patrons
of the drama have any adequate conception of
the versatility of actors who attain celebrity in
the impersonation of leading characters, and
have but a vague notion of the exacting reMr. Murray
quirements of the profession.
has shown this week not only the versatility of
his genius, but the careful training of a painstaking delineator ot human character,—one
who penetrates the motives which move the
passions aud feelings ot mankind. As James
Edwards, in the beautiful drama of Decoration
Day, he infused into the character last evening
a tire and energy, and yet a pathos
and depth
of feeling which moved the audience to frequent applause, in admiration to the impersonation and beauty of the diction; the pleasure
of the jday was undiminished to the close. He
was ably supported by Miss Grace Lilian in the
leading female character, who had fully imbibed the spirit of the author’s meaning and
interprets it with a delicacy and feeling tbatat
once captivates her audience; nor is the spell
broken until the curtain descends and shuts
from view the sweet picture of a pure woman’s
love. Of the other members of the company
we can also speak with pleasure.”

the vessel Annie B., has applied for a divorce
from her husband, alleging that he has been
charged with the crime of murder, reciting the
fact of the trial, the verdict and bis commitment to the insane hospital
The insanity of
the respondent has been suggested, and a guarwill
be
cited to answer.
dian appointed who

50 cents.

stack.

provided the necessary arrangements can be
made. The trial is to take place at Portland
on or about the 6th of October,
Mrs. Pool, of Stafford block fame, was released from the Alms House Monday and the

Metropolitan Theatre.—Mr. John Murray will open his season of three nights at
Music Hall to-morrow evening, with a
new play entitled
“Decoratiotf Day.”
The
Providence Press in speaking of the piece

olutes

uuwtui

evening.

a_e__l

fugue

well scored; while the general tessitura of the work is such as to adapt it to the
capabilities of non-professional singers, and to
render it popular without being trivial.
Tbe representation of Belshazzar has, too,
another significance for the musical advance-

.e. Unlmno

TERM.

ex

ceedingiy

J. & E. M. Rand.

CRIMINAL

interesting,

above the average; the choruses are spirited,
and the orchestral accompaniments often ex

United Stales Circnit Court.
8HEPLEY, J., PRESIDING.
Tuesday —Joseph Tremble ys. Grank Trunk
Railroad Company et al. Bill in equity for relief by
reason of alleged
infringement of a patent snowplough. In the bill the company was described as
“The Grand Trunk Railway Company, a corporation
organized under the laws of the State of Maine,”
and not as “The Grand Trunk Railway of Company,” which is a foreign corporation. The hill was
rdered to be dismissed as against the corporation.

SEPTEMBER

the

variety and vigor of treatment, of which the
composer has well availed himself. The airs
allotted to the various dramatis personae aro
pleasing and expressive, some of them quite

AUCTION COLUMN.
Assignee’s Sale—In Bankruptcy.

TTnrrttna_SIig®_Strmif

and

passages or intricate counterpoint;
and will be readily enjoyed and appreciated.
The libretto has been compiled with much
care and compared with historical records in
order to render it as faithful to the Bible narrative as possible. It is very dramatic and its
scenes and characters afford scope for much

Kidney—Hunts Remedy.
NEW

Musical Entertainment.

A large audience will undoubtedly be present
at the performance of Belshazzar this
evening,
to evince tla°ir appreciation of Mr. Stock-

no

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
M. Lj A.—Lectures and Entertainments.
SPECIAL NOTICES.
Cape Elizabeth—Notice.

Wanted—A

CANTATA OF BELSHAZZAR.

THE

*

While

My Vanished

certain amount of salt is absolutely necessary for the health of stock, it by no
means follows that its indiscriminate use is
either needful or safe. Ou the
coutiary, salt
used in excessive quantities is
highly dangerous.
It then acts upon the stomach and intestines as an irritant
poisou, and cases of
death have occurred through permitting cattle and hogs to consume too much of it.
When stock are allowed free access to it, they
will take a small quantity
very ofteu, but if
denied a frequent supply, they become raven
ous for it. and are in
danger of eating it to
excess.
The safest way is to use a small
quantity regularly in the food; a quarter of
au ounce
daily being sufficient for a cow or a
horse, and fourth of that quantity for a hog
or a sheep.
If stock are salted o’rce a week,
no more than one ounce at a time should be
given to a cow, and a quarter of an ounce to
sheep or hog. It should also be given in such
manner that no animal should eat more than
its share. It may be given scattered thinly
in the eating trough with more safety than in
any other way, excepting when it is mixed
with the feed. Itegulariiy in its use is the
most conductive to the health of the cattle.
We find it neceesary to give this caution because some of our readers have been led to
suppose, very erroneously, that as salt is a
good thing, stock cannot have too much of

Past.

write on the tomb of my vanished past
This is the “nevermore;”
Here lies the suushine too bright to last,
This was the golden shore.
I will

This was the land of the poet ’s song,
This was the artist’s dream ;
Here were the flowers love dwelt among.
Here wa* life’s fairest gleam;
come down
below,
left God’s smile;
Yet now must the green grass over it grow.
It lived such a little while—

This

was a

And in it

heaven
was

Such a little while, like an island bright,
That has risen far out at sea,
Which on some morrow we find the night
Has changed to a memory.
A

memory mine, one that sadly thrills;
And oft times 1 wearily pray
That it may again, if it be God’s will,
Come back to my life some day.
But it cannot conic. Ob, my dead, dead past,
You are silent forever and still;
But the sunset glories that lade so fast
Shall arise o’er the top of the hill.
And I’ll touch the stone with a gentle hand,
And train o’er it flowers fair,
For I think, when 1 wake in that other land,
Perhaps you will meet me there.

THE FARM A3D HOUSEHOLD.
Ubokril l'ntill*.
the last number of your
looking
truly valuable paper, my eyes chanced to rest
upon the article upon the first page, headed
“Choked Cattle.” 'the reading of the article
led me to communicate for your columns the
following, which may be of interest to many
peosle raising or owning stock. I will communicate the information I wish to impart
by relating a chapter of my own experience
on the subject of choked cattle.
Some years ago I owned a beautiful and
highly valued Ayshsre cow. One day alter
feeding her with but carrots, 1 discovered
that she was choked and hadlv swollen
and
as I thought, in a very critical condition.
I
immediately called a man much used to
handling cattle to assist me. We tried all the
methods usually resorted to in such cases, hut
without success. She continued to swell till
it was deemed necessary to tap the animal.
This was doue with a common kuife blade
Iu

over

just forward of the hip joint. Tbe relief was
only lor a few minutes. All known expedients having failed, it was decided to butcher

the cow, aud the man went for his knife. In
a short lime he returned with his knife, but
bringing also a piece of tarred rope obtained
at a s'ore, with which he proposed to try one
more experiment belore taking life.
The
rope was about four feet long and an inch
and a quarter thick. Tbe rope was prepared
as follows: A small cord, like a common fish
line, was wound tight aud snug about the
rope from about half an inch from' one end,
covering about half an iuch of the rope and
fastened by being drawn under, in the usual
The end of the rope being cut square,
way.
was then carefully picked up with a pointed
instrument fill it was sott like a hair brush,
and laid over the winding so as to protect the
throat of the animal.
The rope was then
thoroughly slushed or greased with lard or
soft grease, when it was ready for use. Wilh
this instrument we again commenced operations, and in one miuute’s time the tiouble
was over, aud the cow saved.
Nothing ever
used for any purpose could be me re perfectly
to
end
its
than was this instrument.
adapted
A moment’s reflection will enable anybody to
see that such a rope so prepared, must be
just the thing for such a purpose. It is so
stiff as not to double or admit of any short
turn in the passage, and yet will bend readily
to favor the natural course of the passage.
And I assert that I believe, without a doubt,
that thus prepared it can be used in all cases,
with perfect safety and entire success. If every man having the care of a herd, will provide such an instrument, and keep it in a
handy place for use, the information I have
given will prove to be worth more every five
years, than the best Jersey cow in his herd,
while I shall be satisfied for giving the infor-

mation, by receiving a good, full bloody Jer-

sey calf.—N. E. Farmer.

What Kills the Babies.

In

article in the Science of Health, one

an
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pointed out. Many heads of families appear
to imagine that it would not he “respectable”
nor “genteel,”
if they fed their babies on
plain and wholesome food. The death-rate

“■

among infants in the cities of the United
Kingdom is low,not because of good sewerage
and cleanly kept streets, but is very largely
due to the fact; that children are brought up
on plain, simple, nutritious diet.
Among the
nobility of the three kingdoms, children are
fad upon such plain and wholsome food as the
operatives, artisans and traders of New York
and other American cities would net allow to
be placed on their tables. Infants and young
children are fed upon such plain and wholesome food as the operatives, artisans and
traders of New York and other American
cities would not allow to be placed on tbeir
tables. Infants and young children, in the
families of the aristocracy and wealthy manufacturing and commercial classes of Great
Britian and Ireland, are seldom, or never, allowed to eat flesh in any form. They are
chiefly fed upon faiinaceous food and milk.
Oat-meal porridge, mush and milk, bread and
milk, potatoes and milk, form the principal
food for children among the rich and “upper
ten thousand”'of England, Ireland and Scotland.
This is one of the most necessary reforms
demanded in the rearing of children in; the
United States. Plain and wholesome food
ought to take the place of beef, sausages, pies
and pastry, as.food for infants.
By adopting simple and nutritious food for
children, the mortality among those under
five years of age might be immediately reduced fullv fifty per ceut.
Babies are killed directly and lndirectlv by
drugs. If mothers and nurses could learn to
refrain from giving drugs to their infants for
every cause and no cause, a fertile source of
infant mortality would be removed. At present it is the habit to have recourse to drugs
and patent medicines for every fancied ailment of an infant.
Where a tepid hath or
warm outward application to the stomach

would allay

an

infant's pains without injur-

ing its internal organs and destroying i's
health, the mother or nurse seems to think
any -emedy of this kind too troublesome, and
P'efersjsome noxious syrup or other preparation from the drug store, which can be given
to baby by the teaspoonful, regardless of

consequences.
Uecreai:oii for Farmorii

We lately read in

an

agricultural journal

the recommendation to farmers, to take a
lew days of rest and recreation after harvest,
by going a fishing. This is good, but we
propose something better. We like recreation, but we never could gel time to go a
fishing, nor could we discover the great fascination in holding a pole and cord in the
water for hours, with the hope ot jerking
out occasionally a small animal with a sharp
hook in its tender mouth. Is there not a
better way for farmers to enjoy themselves
for a few days alter harvest? If they and
their children have any taste for science,
sketching, and* making natural histoiy collections, let' them hitch the horses to the
carriage and take a jaunt to the wildest
woods, rocks, and ravines for this purpose.
Collecting materials, pressing and drying
plants, sketching trees with twisted trunks
and roots, or wild rock scenery;
securing
the roots of wild flowers for removal to the
garden or uoor-way,—in all these and many
other amusements of the kind, there is a
great deal of intellectual fascination. Do you
saw won

havp

no

ao

Didifu

throngs.—Country

Gentleman.

ScratcheN—Carbolic**.
Below I give your readers a
recipe for
grease or scratches—what 1 know from actual trial to be the best, simylest and
cheapist
(Ido not agree with Dr. Wm. Horne): A
lew thin sbavins ot Buchan’s carbolic
soap,
dissolved in a table-spoonful of warm water,
a
small
with
ot
piece
after
the
applied
sponge,
long hair has been cut off and the sore thorThe
oughly cleansed with warm water.
aboveis sufficient for two feet, one application. Three applications a day are suficieut,
and in a week or ten days a cure will be effected. My mare was dead lame, and I cured
her in a week’s time. No physic need be
taken. The blood is not out of order, and
the disease is brought on by filthy stables, or
mud and bad grooming, want of care, &c.
Carbolic acid and carbolic soap are my specifics, where stock is concerned.
My cure
for a toothache is a small
of carbolic acid
drop
on raw
eotton, placed in the hollow tooth—
care being taken not
to swallow the saliva,
and not to touch
any portion of the mouth,
as
skin ofI- Irl fifteen minutes
LY‘,.take,th?
acie is cured forever in
that tooth.
ininooi6
If the above is useful,
you arc welcome to
it as you see

fit;

and I will
only add that
for bruises, sore backs and
galled shoulders,
if carbolic soap is used, or the
acid, a quick
cure is always effected.
And for scab in
sheep, I used this spring one quart of hot water to an ounce of eaibolic soap, dissolved
and applied when cold with a sponge to live
sheep. I went over the whole flock, 58 in all
beginning at their noses and sponging them
a 1 over.
I see no appearance of scab in the
fl 'ck at this writing.—Annapolis, Mil.,
July

6th

f. k. s.

0
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I have not found one

flavor, they were
partook of them to

spurious one. As to
pronounced by those who

be very savory and delicate. It must not be inferred that I recommend tan alone, but let a quantity be put in
a loose box, or
anyo'her suitable place where
a horse is shut up for a time, so that its manure is well
incorporated with the tan, and
use it when in a good friabie state, neither
wet nor dry; if too wet the spawn wiil not
run so well, and if too
dry the beds will not
keep iu bearing so long. My experience leads
me tc think that tan
will be much sought
after when its qualities are more known to
the mushrooom growers, for 1 believe it to be
superior to all droppings.—Charles Penford,
in Gardeners’ Chronicle.
Sulphur for Vowla.
There is no lemedy and assistant so easily
and cheaply obtained, so harmless to the
fowls, or so satisfactory in its lesultas sulphur. It being ia the system of animals to a
small degree, there is a greater affinity for it
than there otherwise would be. It can be
aamiuistered to the fowls by having it in a
small box, so that they can help themselves,
or by mixing it with their feed once a week,
or as often as there are indications of vermin.
Penetrating, as it does to every part of the
system, the parasites are quicklv aud surely
destroyed. Also gaocs are said to be prevented in chickens. Fowls need it more
than most animals, their feathers containing
between four and five per cent of sulphur.
Their eggs also, have a small quantity, which
is noticed by the discoloring of a silver spoon
when it comes ia contact with a boiled egg.
Applied exteanally to the fowls when on the
nest, to the nest itself, or mixed with the soil
in the dusting box, it is equally efficacious in
destroying vermine. To be used as a fumigator of buildings, it is neceseary to remove
the fowls, close the room or hous ■, mix a little saltpetre with the sulphur, in an iron vessel, aud apply a match to the mixture. This
should be done in the morning, and the
doors and windows opened in tbe afternoon
for a thorough ventilation.
Lard mixed
with sulphur in proper proportions and applied as often as it is necessary to the feathers or the neck aud back of young and old
turkeys is a very good safeguard against the
ravages of foxes.—Poultry World.

oUMMKK RESORTS.

DE WITT

HOUSE,

LEWISTON, ME.,
Corner Pine and Park Streets,
H.

It.

Or SELF

LIFE ;

PRESERVATION.

by the Chief Consulting Physician of
the Peabody Medical Institute, author of a
Treatise on Diseases of the Throat and Lungs, Physiology of Woman and her Diseases, a Treatise on
Nervous and Mental Diseases, late Surgeon U. S. A.,
etc., etc. It treats upon MANHOOD, how lost.how
regained and how perpetuated, cause and cure of
ExhauHttil Vitality, Imp'itcncy* Premature
Decline in Man, Spermatorihcea, or Seminal Losses
(nocturnal and diurnal). Nervous and Physical Debility, Hypochondria, Gloomy Forebodings, Mental
Depression, Loss of Energy, Haggard Countenance,
Confusion of Mind aud Loss of Memory, Impure
State of the Blood, and all diseases arising from the
H»rors of Voutb, or the indiscretions or excesses
of mature years.
“The untold miseries that result from indiscretion
in early life, may be alleviated and cuied.
Those
who doubt this assertion should purchase the new
Medical Work published by the Peabody Medical Institute, Boston, entitled ‘The Science of
Life, or Self Preservation* Price $1.00. Vitality
impaired by the eriors of youth or a too close application to business, may be lestored and raaDhood regained. The Institute also publishes * The Physiology of Woman and her Diseases
Price $2.00.
The best book of the kind extant.
Also aiioilier
valuable medical work treating exclusively on Men~
tal and Nervous Diseases’, more than two hundred
royal octavo pages, 20 elegant engravings, bound in
substantial mu>lin.
Price only §2.00.
Barely
enough to pay for priuting
London Lancet.
“The Book tor young and middle aged men to read
now.
is
the
of
Science
just
Life, or Self Preservation.
The author has returned frem Europe in excellent
health, and is again the Chief Consulting Physician
of the Peabody Medical Institute, No. 4 Bulfinch
Street, Boston. Mas*.—Republican Journal.
“Hope nestled in the bottom of Pandora’* box, and
hope plumes her wings anew, *iure the issuing of
ihese valu ble works, published by the Peabody
Medical Institute, which are teaching thousands
how to avoid the maladies that sap the citadel of life.”
—Phi fa. Eng.
It should be read by the youug. the middle
aged
and even the old
New York 'Tribune
“Let all get this great work on disease- of the nervous system, just published
by Peabody Medical Institute. It is as readable a^ a romance.”—Banuor
Daily Commercial, Jan. 12 1874.
“i his hook will put hosts of‘people on 'heir
guard against the terrible consequences of habits
which are directly calcula«ed to make a wreck of
human nature.”—Maine Standard Jan 9, 1874.
“It otters alleviation to the afflicted, it shows how
misfortune may besi be borne, how it« physical and
moral consequences may have >heir forces turned
aside and be rendered comparatively harmless.”-

WRITTEN

Chicago Times.

The above book contains 300 pages. l?mo bouud
in beautiful French cloth; illustiate*, Price
only
$1.00. Sent by mail, to .ill pans of the world,closely
sealed, postage paid, on receipt of pnee
sent
on
(^“Catalogue
receipt of 3 cent postage

stamp.

Address the PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE.
No. 4 Bulfinch Ss., Boston, Mass,, opp. Revere

House.
N. B.—The author
named

discuses,

can be consulted on
as well as all diseases

secrecy and experience.
P* hi.

Iron

in

tlie aboverequiring skill,

Blood.

HOUSE LOTS FOR SALE within

l.ci*

to

fections, Boils,

IIumors, Disease* of the
Kirin**}* and Bladder. Female
C'ou'*
plaints, Ac.
Thousands) Lave been changed by the use of this
remedy from weak, sickly, suffering creatures, to
strong, healthy, happy men and women; and invalids
cannot reasonably hesitate to give it a trial.
C'aution.—Be sure you get the “PERUVIAN
SYR* P” (not Peruvian Bark.) bold by dealers

generally.

32-rage pamplet, containing a treatise on Iron
medical agent and other valuable papers, testimonials from distinguished physicians, clergyman
and others, will be sent free to any address. SETH
W. FOWLE & SOJSS. Proprietors, 86 Harrison
Avenue. Boston.
ialSdeod&weowly
A

as a

Pr. Roberts’ Celebrated

Ointment,

CALLED
THE

$600, $1300

to

ten

Licnie

THE GREAT

to

$.1000
with the privilege

mid

three years

on

For Sale, with

without Furniture*
BRICK 2 STORY FRENCH ROOF
A No. 1 Deering Place, with 11 finishedHOUSE,
rooms,
in splendid order, possession given 1st October,.price
and terms reasonable. Apply to UPBAM & GARor

DINER, No. 7 Exchange street.

se21d2w*

for Sale.
THE Centrally located three story
-"Y brick house, No. 24 Brown street, 13
1
rooms.
Also a lino double lot of
land on Congress street, between
__.Neal and Carlton street, 60 by 122
teei. Also a good double lot, corner Congress and
Ellsworth street. The owners ot the above property
being about to remove from Portland, will sell on
very easy terms. Tho house will be to let, it not
sold by October 1st. Apply to WM. H. JERRIS, j
Real Estate Agent.
sepl3d3w*

ISuiiions,Bad Nails stud Chilblains
Treated without Paiu.

Dr. WELCH ami WIFE, of BOSTON,

English Remedy!
The Cordial Balm of

Valuable Real Estate for
Sale in Peering.
A two story double house and one
and a halt story store with about
35,000 feet of land at Morrill’s Corner.
For particulars inquire of
DAVID TOKRKY
1875.
selldif.
11,

Ayjjjjjl'ro
iriult

Deering, Sept.

House and Lot lor Sale.
commodious house and lot No. 68 Brackett
7475 square feel— tlio

THEstreet. The lot contains
house has fifteen
The

rooms
owner ot this proper
tv having no use for it will sell on very favorable
terms
Apply to WM. H. JERRIS, Real Estate
seild3w*
Agent, Cahoon Biock.

SAIjK—The Brick House No. 11
Deering Street, Portland, belonging to the
estate of the late Capt. William Ross.

MF'IR

CLEAVES,

NATHAN

Sept. 1,1875.

REAL

Executor.
se2dtf

Syri-

Surgeon Chiropodists,
Have taken Rooms at

No. 41J) Congtess Street, Portland#
SPECIAL ATTENTION TO LADIES.
Operations performed by MRS. DR. WELCH.
Don’t fail to get a box of Dr. Welch’s Bunion
Ointment. Parties treated at their residence per
selSdtf
order.

cuni

and Tonic Pills.

Notice to the Public.

Nervous Debility.
However obscure the causes may be which contribute to render nervous debility a disease so prevalent,
affecting, as it does, nearly one half of our adult population, it is a melancholy tact that day by day, and
year by year, we witness a most frightful increase ot
nervous affections from the slightest neuralgia to the
more grave and extreme forms of

rilHAT to save them from the venders of spurious
X medicines I have induced DR S. MARSHALL,
a competent and experienced physician, to open an
office in Portland, No B U nih «t., where all the
genuine remedies of the late Dr. J. CLAWSON
KELLEY can be obtained.
DR. MARSHALL
will be in constant attendance at the above named
office, where those suffering with Pulmonary Consumption, Coughs, Bleeding at the Lungs, Scrofula,
Dyspepsia, Cancer, Diseases ot the Liver, Heart,

Kidneys

Confirmed by sixty years’ experience to be for Scrofuia, Leprosy, and all t^kin diseases, ono of the best
alterative Medicines for
purifying the blood and asnature in all ter operations.
They form a
mild and superior FAMILY APERIENT tMlt may
be taken at all times without confinement or change*

s’stipg

b
diet.
Sold in Boxes at Is. ljd., 2s. 9d„ 4s. Cd., 11s. and
22s. each.
Sold by the Proprietors, BEACH and BARNICOTT, at their Dispensary, Bridport, England; and
by all respectable Medicine Vendors.
my5W2Ct
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Nervous Prostration.

NOTICE

WILLIAM LIBBY.
date.
Cape Elizabeth, Sept. 25.1875.sep27dlw*

Vaults Cleaned.
OKDERS promptly attended to by calling
at or addressing
R. GIBSON,
588 Congress Street

ALL

so21d2w*

Job Priula, of every
description nett
ly executed at thin Office.

ot all

Descriptions,

or

any other

disease, can consult him free of elmi ge from 9
o’clock a. m. to 9 o’clock p. m.
Cases which li ve been pronounced incurable by
other physicians are especially solicited Dr. Kebey’s
Medicio.es have reached and <ured hundreds -ot just
such cases. If a patient suffering with any of the
above diseases has any reasonable amount of nervous

strength remaining, he

can

be cured with these

remedies. S?e certificates of remarkable cures in
“Medical Adviser.”
I shall be in attendance at the Portland office
Tuesda s and Weduesdavs of the first and third
weeks of each month. Respectfully submitted to
the public.
Hr. S.tMLEL Elf WAISD*

It is of the highest importance, then, that Individ
uals should be able to judge for themselves by tbeit
own feelings, if and to what extent they are attacked
by this insidious enemy to ill-health, comfort, and
even life itself if left to run its course unchecked, by
the early and prompt application of curative remedies.

Debility

it to be

a

radical

cure

Consumption, bronchitis, Asthma, Catarrh, HuEruptions, Pimples, Salt Rheum, Scrofula,
Complaints, Rheumatism. Neuralgia, Dropsy,
Fema!? Complaints, t -yspepsia, &c., tVc.
Persons convalescing trom Fevers, Diphtheria, &c.,
will find this a i owertul auxiliary.
Personssufleringtro.n th* above complaints will
please call at the office, 3 ChIiooii It lock, where
they can obtain a copy ot the treatise on ••ITS
ACTION ANI) REsUI T»,>* free
Where
*lso may be seen a large number of testimonials from
residents of this city.
Office hours from 9 to 12 a. ra., 2 to 5 p. m
dtt
augtl

South street.

Also the three storied brick store.

street,

No.

183

Fore

occupied by Joseph Coolidge.

now

Also the lot of land’on the northwest side of Fore
street, being be lot between land owned by the
heirs of Isaac lllsey and brick store owned and occupied by Jerome B. Fickett
A Is-' the large lot ot land in the lear of the last
mentioned lot, and also in rear oi the brick stores
Nos. 187,185 and 183 Fore street.
Also the wooden store wich the lot on passage way
leading from Central wharf to Moulton street, being
the store and lot mw occupied by nryant & Burns,
Pump and Bl- ck Makers.
Also stores and lot on the southeast side of Fore
street, occupied by A. Huntington and by J. H.
Bond & Co.
Aleo the three-story brick dwelling bouse, occupied
by the subscriber. No. 77 State street, with laud and
stable, <fcc. The lot rs say SO feet on State street,
?j)d extends back say 150 leet.
Also four house lots on Anderson street, and two
house lots on Oxford street
All the above will be sold on favorable terms.
Two-thirds of purchase money can remain on mortgage at 7 per cent interest per annum.
Address the subscriber through Post-office BOX
983 for information.
FRfcD’K. FOX.

aug!2jdtt
For Sale or to Let.
fflHE lot and buildings formerly occupied by StewJL art & Melclier, on West Commercial St. An
excellent chance to start a manufactory. The mam
building is three stories high, 60x75, with counting
room and room for engine and boiler.
A spacious
slipd and good dry houses attached. The lot is near300
feet
&
MATTOCKS
ly
FOX,
square.
183 Middle St.
mySdtf
oni K

nuusc iui

residence, 15 Winter street. House of brick,
2$ stories, contains 12 finished rooms wth open
summer kitchen, woodhouse, etc., attached, good
cellar, Sebago water, large brick cistern, furnace, gas
throughout, healthy location, good sewerage, wide

MY

lot and pleasantly situated with plenty ot sunshine.
Will be sold at a bargain as I am about to remove to
another city.
CHARLES M. HAWKES.
Enquire of JOHN C. PROCTOR.

August 11th, 1875.

Patterson’s

G,

F.

dtf

Real

Estate

BULLETIN.
MONEY

TO

LOAN

class Real Estate Security, in Portland,
or vicini tv—Rents collected, taxes paid, etc., on
Commission. Houses bought and sold. Apply to F.
G. PATTERSON, dealer in Real Estate. Office 379J
Congress street, Williams’ Block, between Myrtle

ON

first

and Pearl streets.

Grocery

au28tf

Stand for Sale.

Is characterized by a general languor or weakness of
the whole organism, especially of the nervous system,
obstructing and preventing the ordinary functions of
nature; hence, there is a disordereil stat of the secretions; constipation, scanty and high-colored
urine, with an excess of earthly or limey sediment,
indicative of waste of brain and nerve substance, frequent palpitations of the heart, loss of memory, and
marked irresolution of purpose, and inability to carry
into action any well-detlned business enterprise, oi
to fix the mind upon any one thing any length of
time

There is

»reat sensitiveness to impressions,
though retained but a short time, with a flickering
aud fluttering condition of the mental faculties, renan individual what is
called a wbifThere must of
fle-minder, or tickle-minded man.
necessity be ii. each individual different symptoms,
according to his peculiar organization, habits, pursuits and temperament, which all serve to shape the
manner of the manifestation of their nervous disa difference as marked as are
turbances,
their physical peculiarities dissimilar and peculiar to
themselves. These differences, in the manner and
form of their manifestation, do not indicate ny
necessary difference to be followed in the treatment
of any case where disease has its origin in physical
injury; the same remedies being alike applicable to
the weak as to the strong; to the sturdy as to the
and durasickly, varied only in degree of
tion in the use of them in order to overcome the
disease. Nervous Debility, or what is generally
in its peculiariregarded as such, is as protean
ties as are the dreams of the shipwrecked mariner
who, in his struggles for safety, lies down exhausted
tor a momeut’s sleep upon the wreck upon which he
floats, with all the elements of destruction in mad
commotion around him, when the first instinct* of
his nature are a longing for a something solid upou
which he may find a standing place.
In some cases of this disease mere are paroxysms
or exacubations, with extreme debility apparent in
everything; often conditions of hectic in all its stages;
also all of the general symptoms enumerated, with a
local mani’estation of it more frequently apparent in
the facial nerves, though it may be in any other part
of the body, such as the thorax abdomeii or limbs,
with pains of a shooting, lancinating character. For
this condition an explanation is found in the feet that,
as the vitality of a structure decreases
by age, overexertion or too frequent excitement at improper

dering

commonly

constituting

quantity*

typed

no

part of the United States
Hotel, rcctntly occupied by M. Hogan, will be
let in its present condition; or will be divided to
This room being thirty-five feet square;
suit.
will make two excellent stores fronting on Congress
Street. Apply to F. G. PATTERSON, Dealer in
Real Estate, Williams’ Block, second east of City
Hall.
seplfdtt

T.HE

WfiYtferW

UIC

or Exchange !!
Situated in Bartlett, N. H.,on the
line of the P. & '». R. R., consisting
of 300 acres—100 acres intervale,
balance in
pasture and timber

lands. The buildings consist of a
one st ry house and barn 40x60
There are about
3000 cords of bard and soft wood
Will exchange
*or property in Portland—personal property or good
to
F.
G.
negotiable paper
PATTERSON,
Apply
Dealer in Real Estate, Williams Block, Second Block
East of City Hall.
se7dtf

VEGETABLE TONIC
which assists digestion ami thus stimulates the appetite lor food necessary to invigorate the weakened
or inactive organs, and gives strength to all the vital
forces.
■ T CARRIES ITS
OWN
RECOIL
MEN OAT JON, as the large and rapidly increasing sales testify. Price One Dollar a bottle. Ask
your druggist lor it. GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO

Boston, Mass., Wholesale Agents.

ee3d4\vt

MIRK TWAIN

A

Every family buys it.
Address, G. S. WALKER.

FORTUNE IN IT.

Svld by Agents.

»t,‘0 T1W

A

fll O TJl

DDAA ff?

This is to certify

A HJCi a All/xJA •tbat 1 bave been a
great sufferer from
CATARRH lor many years. 1 have tried all
remedies and have been treated by several of the
best physicians of New York and also at the hospitals. but all of no avail; they said
coull not be
cured and must die. My head ached continually,
and the discharge from my bead was very profuse
and offensive, the bones were corroded ami rotting

away, my senses of smell and taste were entirely
gone, my hearing badly affected, and my eyesight so
much impaired as to require the use of glasses; I
was unable to do anything, and was confined to my
bed a large portion of the time; when I commenced
using OR. lAIUK’S CATARRH CTKU,
and am to-day a well woman.
The discharge has
entirely ceased, have no headache, the senses of
taste and smell and hearing entirely restored, have
discarded the use of glasses, and I feel that I canuot
repay you lor what yon have done for me
Mus. Kate Hughs, 427 W. 3?d Street, N. Y.
The above can be verified by apA
lllEIl llUiiJj plication to Mrs Hughs.
henry reed & co.,
C43 Broadway, New York.
DUllLEi

rprr ropy T

was
petition
others,praying that Douglass street be laid out from
the line of Deering to Rufus Tibbett’s Brick yard,
will meet at the junction of said Douglass street,
wiili the line of the town of Deering, on SATURDAY, the first day of October, at 3 o’clock P M.,
to hear all parties interested, and then determine
and adjudge whether public convenience and necessities require that said street should be laid out, and
if they should so adjudged, will then and there lay
out said street and fix the damages as required by

)

I

Com.

[Laying

I

The Cordial Balm of

I

cum

and

CITY

pF

PORTLAND.

NOTICE
warrant for ibe
dance with

an

collection of the same.
ordinance of the City, a

Discount ot Five Per

In

Blood

Cent,

days

Treasurer and Collector.

pep2dtd

A. F. witm
Manufacturer of

VARNISHES
AND

And Dealer in

BURNING,

AND WOOL

OILS.
208

fori:

jne24

street.
d6m

man.

Strength

for Lewiston via Danville Junction
Leave t'ortland 1.05 p. m. for Danville Junc-

m.

tion, Auburn, Lewiston, Farmington, Waterville,
Bangor &c.
L*a»e Portland 1.10 p. m. for Brunswick, Lisbon, Bath. Rockland, Augusta, Waterville, Sknwbegan, Belfast, Dexter and Bangor A Pullman

days.

for

Connections made at Eastport
St. Andrews and Calais.
Connections made, at St. John

Parlor t nr is run with thistrain to Bangor.
Iieave Portland 5.15 p. m. for Dauville Junction, Auburn and Lewiston.
Leave Pori lama 5.20 p. m. for Brunswick, Lisbon, Bath and Augusta.
HaMNcncer Trains will arrive from Lewiston, Bath and Augusta at 8.45 and 8.50 a. m.
From Bangor. Dext-r, Belfast, Skowhegan,
Farmington, Lewiston, R.»ckland, &c., at 2.20 and
2.25 p m
A Pullman Parlor Car is run with
this train from Bangor.
From iugu-ta, Rockland, Bath, and Lewiston. at 6.16 p. in.
^i«ht Train from Ml. John, Bangor, «&c., at
1.45 a m.
Through Freight Train* daily to all points
on Maine Central. Knox & Lincoln, and
European
& North American railroads.

Kobbinston,

for Digby, Annap
Kentville, Halifax, N. S., Shediac,
Amherst, Picton, Frederickton, Charlottetown and
Summersidc, P E. I.
jgp“*Freight received on days of sailing untu 4
o’clock, p. m.
A. R. STUBBS. Agent,
olis, Windsor,

mar21

dtf

MAIL LINK TO

Halifax, Nova Scotia,
DIRECT?
rnmiecficn* to Prince Kdwart! In.
laud, t'ape RrHo?iana Hi. Jobun. [V.

With

PAYSUN TUCKER. Superintendent.
jui9dtf

The favorite Steamship “FALMOUTH” (built expresslv fo it he
A. Colby Commander
route)
will leave Railroad Wharf, foot ol
State St., every SATURDAY at
for HALIFAX, direct, making connec-

Grand Trank R. R. of Canada.
alteration in train*.

5 30 p. m.
tions with the Intercolonial Railway, tor Windsor,
New Glasgow and Pictou,” and steamers
or Prince Edward Is and;
also at New Glasgow,
N. S., w:th Lindsey’s Stages for Cape Bre.ou, ami
at Halifax with steamers for St. Johns. N. F.
{^-RETURNING will leave Halifax on TUESDAYS, at 8.30 p. m.
Excursion tickets to Halifax and return good until
October 1st, $10.00.
No freight received atter 10 a. m. on day cf sailing.
For further information apply to J. B. COYLE,
Jr., Franklin Wharf, or
P. S.—For the present the steamship “Chase” will
leave Portland on TUESDAYS at 4 P. JTI.
oct28dtf
JOHN PORTEOUS, Agent.

SUMMER

ARRA N GKMENT

On

and after Monday, June 21st, 1875,

Truro,

bec at 7

AHEAD

OF

ALL

Express from Lewiston

5.40 p.

—

Canada, Deit-on, Chicago, iTliInm.
kee. Cincinnati, St. Lanin, Omnbn,
Sxginaw, St. Paul, Malt Lake CitT.
Dearer, San Fran- inco,

Northwest,

and after SEPT. 16, 1875,
Steamer Henrietta, Capt. G.
LOW ELL, will leave Hnrpw17he-

THE

bengne, Little Cliebeagne aiul Long Inland.
Returning will leave Portland Pier', at 3 p. m. touching at the above landings. On Monday, Wednesday

points in the

West mill Soufli.
J C.FUKNIYAl, Agt

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in splendid

condition, is wen equipped
stock, ami js making the best

|

|

CO.

SEMI-WEEKLY LINE

«EW

—

Tickets sold at RedGced Rates I

On

STEAMSHIP

AKD

To

and all

^VIAINE

to the

YOllK.

with first-class rolling
connections and quickest time of any route from Portland to the West.
B3T"PITLLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING C A.RS are attached to the trains
leaving Portland at 7.00 a. m. and 1.20 p. m.
Baggage checked from Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examination.
The Company are not responsible tor baggage te
any amount exceeding $50 m value (and hat personal) unless notice is given, and paid lor at the rate o’
one passenger tor every $500 additional value.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent.

Portland, June 21.1875

jnel7dt

PORTLAND & OGDENSBLRG RB
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

in State Room $5, meals extra.
Goods forwarded to ana from Philadelphia, Montreal, Quebec, St. John, and all parts of Maine.
taken .at, the lowest rates.
Shippers are requested to St nd their freight to the
Steamers as early as 4 P. M »>n the days they leave
Portland. For further information
to
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J F AMES, Ag’t. Pier 38, E. R., New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can also be obtained at 22
ocldtf
Exchange Street.

Passage

GtSf’-Fruights

STEAMERS.

The Superior Sea Going Steamers

Body

VIA FACE RIVER AND NEW PORT,
New York .and all points South and West. Baggage checked to destination. The world-renowned
Steamers. Bristol mid Providence.
Trains leave Old Cclony Depot, comer Kueelund
and South streets daily at 4 30 and 5.30 P. M. (Sundays, Juue 27th to August 291b, iDilnsive, at 6.30 F.
M.), connecting at Fail Hiver with one of the above
Steamers. Ilah’a t elebrntetl Bautin engaged
for the season.
‘‘Only Forty-nine .Hilt* by
Rail.
Tickets, State-rooms and Berths secured at the
office of the line. No. 3 Old S^ate House, toraer of
Washington and State streets, and at Old Colony
!>epot, Boston, and In Portland at depots of Ft “ton
& Maine and Eastern railroads, and af Rollins
Adams, 22 Exchange St., and W. D. Little & Co.,
49* Fxcbange St.
J. K. KENDRICK Snpt. O. C. R. li.
GEO L. CONNOR, G. P. A. O. C. S. B Co.
L. H. PALMER, Ticket Agt., 3 Old State House
Boston.
jo30d3m

To

“eastern

STAGE CONNECTIONS.
At White Rock
daily for North Windham.
At Sebago Lake dally for Standish Corner.
At Baldwin daily for Cornish, Porter, Kczar Falls
and Fieedom.
At Brownfield daily for Denmark and Bridgton.
At Kryeburg daily for Lovell, Stowe and Chatham.
At Glen Station for Glen House.
NTEAiVIBOAr CONNECTION
with 7.10 a. m. and 2.10 p. m. from Portland at Sebago Lake for Naples, Bridgton, No. Bridgton, Harrison, Wateiiord and Mouut Pleasant.
Trains arrive in Portland in season for trains to
Boston leaving Pori land at 2.35 and 6.00 p. m. and
for Steamers leaving at 7 p. in.
Freight trains will run between Portland and
Fabyan’s daily, leaving Portland at 8.30 a.m. Returning, leave Fay ban’s at 7.50a. m.
J. HAMILTON, Superintendent.
Portland, Aug 9. 1875.
|y3dtf

Removing Morbid Sensibility, Depression of Spirits,
Dementia and Melancholia
$2.^0. Large size, $5.00. E’ach packaw
the Cordial Balm contains one box ot the Tonic rills,
woich maj also be had

RECENT

separately

at 50 cents per box.

TE8T(.T10NIAL§.

FR1NKLIN

USE

HU RE REMEDY.

Sold by Druggists generally, and
GEO. C. GOODWJN & CO.. Boston, Mass.
dlwt

sepiS_

EXPLANATORY

CIRCC-(Mfl fn

IU

LAB how$IO ro $500 invea-quU
ted in Nt«*ck Privilege*. has paid
TVQTJTJand will p*y Inrgv profit*. Rail- <bfAfl
I ILDJjroad Stocks, Bonds and Gold bought

q)JUU

Frewsbcrgh, Nov 12, 1874.
I have used the Cordial Balm and Syricum and J.oand cure for the
throp s Tonic Pills as a
use of ardent spirits and habitual
intoxication, and
find ihem actually specific in such cases.
I regard
them as most invaluable medicines, and nothing
could induce me to be without them.

preventive

JACOB MESERVE.

Tipton, Dec. 3,1874.
We take great pleasure n informing you of the
surprisingly beneficial results from the use ot your
English Remedy, The Cordial Balm of Syricum and
Lothrop’s Tonic Pills in a case of great Nervous Debility and Prostration, by a member of our family
who nad been uuder traatment by different doctors
for near.y three > =.ars past without any apparent benefit therefrom but your medicines have produced a
most wondertul change for the better, and the patient now enjoys comparatively exeelleut health.
MllS. HARRIET STURG1SS.
P. S.— We tell all with whom we are acquainted
who are similarly afflicted to try your medicines.
AGENTS

GEOIIGE C. GOODWIN & CO., RUST BROTHERS
& BIRD, SMITH. DOOLITTLE & SMITH, GILMAN BROTHERS, CARTER, HARRIS & HAWLEY, WEEKS & POTTER, Boston, Mass.
GEORGE L. CLAFL1N & CO., Providence, R. I.
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., Portland, Me.
TALCOTT BROTHERS, Hartford, Conn

For Sale by Druggists generally

POPULAR
lirfiTnnV
Jii&I lilt I

OF
MAINE.

for

143 Court Street,

MASS.

FARE

MT. DESERT & MAGMAS.

100 subscriber* per week.
Every
family m the State should possess a
For territory ami terms adcopy.
dress
B. B. RUSSELL. Publisher,
55 Cornhill, Boston.
sep28t4w

FARES AM)

ARK A NOE III ENT.

FREIGHT REDUCED.

over

WANTED

the ‘‘WIGWAM and WARPiTH or
Royal « hicf in Chain*,*’by Hon. A. B MeaSupt. of Indian Allairs, and giving a Com
plete and Truthful History ol Govt. Transactions
with the Indians for Thirty years.
Startling and
Thrilling Narratives and Adventures, in fact t e
The Leading Pamost wonderful bood or the Age.
Secure an Ag'eucy
vers are full of its praise.
at once if you want a good bu*ine**, of D. L.
GUERNSEY. Publisher, Concord, N. II. gep28*4w
For

c ha in, ex

BEST OF PAY FOR AGENTS.
To sell our Ntereoacopic Views, Cliro:nos.
Sewing Silk, ami I.i»*en Thread. Address,
D. L. GUERNSEY, Pub Ccncord, N. H.
sep28t4w

TWO TRIPS

Invested in Wall St., often
leads to a Fortune
Full
sent
free.
PEN Ml. ETON
Address,
particulars
A' READ, 65 Wall Street, New York.

4a

sep28

t4w
day guaranteed using our Well Auger A* Drill*. SlOO a mouth paid
to good Agents. Auger book free, Jilz
Auger Co., St Louis, Mo.
sep28t4w

BRICKS FOIt SALE.
Bricks

Delivered in any part of the city in quantities lo
suit purchasers by

F. W. CLARK
1038 Congress Street.
dtf

PER

WEEK.

The Steamer LEWISChar Ice
w TON,
Cup*.
P"-v ,!3r
Dccrina, will leave RailW---*-” ■w-fY^i
road Wharf, toot ot State St.,
«*■
every T 17 E S » A V
and FRIDAY EVENINGS. AT IO
O’CLOCK, For Rockland, Castine, Deer Isle.
Sedgwick, So. W. and Bar Harbors, (Alt. Desert,)
Joncsport and Macbiaaport.
Returning will leave Machiasport every ** onriay
nnd TliucMday .Tlorningi at A..‘iO. touebingas
above, arriving in Portland same night, usually connecting with Pullman Train, and early morning
Trains lor Boston ami the West.
For further particulars inquire at Railroad Wharf,

i=

i-f

NOTICE,

anc. aner
u r t b er Notice,

diuy
the

z,

toil. ana uu

M~irr

Bed and the Yellow Tickets
TO AND FROM BOSTON,
—

of

Tins

—

BOSTON A MAINE
Will be taken

RAILROAD,
on

all

THROUGH TRAINS
—OF

EASTERN

Monday, Sept, 27th, 1875,
will leave Station,
ot State Street,

Commeiclai.loot

rMurwuruiivn,

"miu,

uu-

niniifioru

ill

5.20 P. M., Returning at 8 00 A. M.
The 9.00 A. M Train from Portland connects at
Conway Junction with the 8.00 A. M. train from
Boston tor North Conway.
Trnins leave Portsmouth for Dover at 7.15
9.00, 10.20 A. M., 3.00, 5.40, 1.00 P. M. Returning
at 6.40, 7.50.10.15. 10.55 A. M., 4.10, 6 20 P. M.
Tne 2.00, A. M., 9.00 A. M. and 2.35 P. M. Trains
from Portland make close connections for New
York by one or other of the routes from Boston.
Passengers ticketed through.

The 8.30 A. M. Train from Boston arrives in Portland in season for passengers to take the cars of
the Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad, the Urand
Trunk Railway tor Montreal, Qu bee, and
all parts of C'anadn Kant; aud the Maine
Central and Knox & Lincoln Railroads for Augusta, Baugor, ttocklaud Belfast and
other points on these roads.
The 8.00 P. >1. Train from Boston connects with
Maine Central and European & North American
and Intercolonial Railways for Bangor. St.
John, Halifax and other points on these

Milibridge,

Portland.

Portland,

CYRUS STURDIVANT, Gen’l Ag’t.
mar20tf
5, 1875.

March

PORTLAND-&

BANGOR.

THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.
JP-ARK RKDUCED.
fast Steamer, CITY OF Rim r?ION S>,
Capt C. Kilby, leaves Railroad Wharf every
[Vlonday, VVeilncMlny uud Friduy Evening**, at IO o’clock.
For Bangor, touching at Rockland, Camden, Belfast, Searsport, Sandy Point, Bucksport, Winterport
The

Hampden.
Returning, will leave Bangor every Alonday,
Wednesday and Friday mornings at C o’clock, touching at the above named landings, arriving in Port-

and

land at 5 o’clock P. M.
Steamer “City of Richmond” connects with stages
at Rockland, and other landings, for neighboring
towns. Connect'* at Rockland with the Knox *&
Lincoln R. R., at Belfast with B. & M. R. K., Bangor with K. & N. A. and other Railroads.
Fare to Rockland $1.00, Camden.$1.50
Beltasi, Searsport and Sandy Point- 2.00
Bucksport, Winterport, Hampden and

Bangor. 2.50
CYRUS STURDIVANT, Gen’) Ag’t,
Railroad Wharf, toot of State St., Portland.
i
dt
Portland, April 17th, 1875

Boston 8.30 A. M.. Portland 1.10 p. M.

through to Bangor; also with t ain leaving Boston 12.30 P. M. and Portland 5.20 P. M through
to Augusta. Returning, leave Augusta 6.00 A.
M., Portland 9 00 A M.. Bangor 8.C0 A. M. aud
and Portland 2.35 P. M. for Boston.

•Pullman Sleeping Car Express Train. X. /?.—
This train runs Sunday but not on Monday.
tAccommodation Traiu.
tFast Express.
CHARLES F. HATCH, Geu’l Man.
GEORGE BACHKLDER. Sup’t.
June 21,1875.
Jne21tf
SALE IN BANK RI P r*
CV of the real and personal prop«rt> ot the
PENSACOLA LUMBER COMPANY, Bankrupt.
To be sold as an entirety. By order of the U. S.
District Court, the undersigned will tell at public
auction, by Adrian II. Muller
Son, Auctioneers,
on Friday, the 5th
day of November next, at 12

ASWlONEEm

o’clock noon, at the Exchange Salesroom, 111 Broadway. in the city of New York, all the real and personal property of tlie above named bankiu;>t, consisting of new steam saw mill, stores, blacksmith
and carpenter shop aud tools; 28 dwelling houses;
wharf and landing; 1 large stern wheel steamer;
9 lighters; platform scales: office and house furniture ; 6 tons old iron; 110 T rails; 6 tongue switches;
6 open sockets; 6 frogs; 1 bUTflO safe; 1 watt liman’s
clock; 14 jack screws; 2 slab cars; 1 wagon; 2 mule
harness; 1 mud drum:
carts; 2 double and 1
6 pairs iron car wheels; pile driver; 7 skitfs; 1 yawl
boat ; II lumber trucks; 1 grist mill; 5old iron boilers; 3 old engines; cetween 30,000 and 40.000 pine
logs in the booms and stream; about 10,000 acres of
pine land in the counties of Escambia and Santa
Rosa, Florida; an undivided half imerest in
all timber on 4,500 acres iu the county of Escambia, Florida; 45,466 57-100 acres of pine land in the
county ot Escambia, Alabama; an undivided half
interest in 7, 688 acres pine land in said county of
Escambia, Alabama; I store at W hiting. Alat> »ma,
Mill, houses, etc., situated at Molino, 23 miles north
of Pensacola, cn Pensacola and Louisville Railroad,
whose tracks run into the mill vard. The attention
ot capitalists and lumbermen is invited to this sale,
which is peremptory, and embraces ail the property,
real and personal, of the Pensacola Lumber Pompauy. lerms—ten per cent, cash ou day 01 sale:
40 per cent, within 30 clays; 50 per cent. In six
equal
promissory notes, with endorser, bearing interest at
7 per cent, and payable in 3, 0, 9.12, 15, and 18
months from the day of sale, secured by mortg tge.
For full inventory,description and particulars, apply
to the undersigned, at his office, N*>. 50 Wall street,
New York or to Adna C. Cann, Esq., Molino, Florida.
C EDGAR S.M 1TH, Assignee,
William R. Darling, 50 Wall Street, New York.
Solicitor lor ..ssignee.
01 Pine Street, New York.
se25dtnov5

single

hereby given,
NOTICE
been duly appointed and taken upon
of the estate ot
is

THE—

RAILROAD.

July 21, 1874.

v22tl

Boston & Maine
RAILROAD.

that the subscriber has

himsell

the trust of Administrator

CHARLES F. HA TCH, Gen. Manager.

If

THE $50,000 BONANZA.

nell

Sl.OO.

Passengers by this Line are reminded that they efoi table night’s rest and avoid tlie expense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late
at night
Tickets and State Rooms for sale by D H. Young'
No. 266 Middle street.
Through Tickets to New York via tbs various
Sound Lines, for sale at very low rates.
Freight taken as usual.
J. B. COY'LE, JB..General Agent.
octlS74
cure a com

SOOIEK

handsome octavo vol. illustrated.
Now ready. One canvasser is taking

400,000

fcPECIAH,

Every

A

AGENTS

professionally

G- EDGAR IOTHROP, M. D.,

BOSTON

AliBOTTS

Wanted
Town.

a

Dr. Lotliron may be consulted
mail free of charge, Address

mtl3

deposits subject to sight draft. Backwater A:
(>. Ranker* and rtrolnr*, No. IO Wall
Street, Snr Yorw, P. O. Box 4 *17.
sep28t4w

on

Agent*

WHARF, Portland,

Daily, at 7 o'clock I*. 71., and INDIA
WHARF, BOSTON, daily at 5 P. 71
(SnmlajM excepted).

Wells’ Carbolic Tablets,
PUT UP ONLY IN RLCE BOXES.
A TRIED ANO

FORKNT CITY AND JOHN BROOKS,
will, until farther notice, run alternately as follows:
Leaving

——__

A5 D ALL THROAT DISEASES,

Vigor to the Mind

railroad.

Portland for Portsmouth and RomIou at
*2.00 A. M., 10.00 A. M„ and 12.35 P. M, Returning leave
BomIoii for Portwraonth and Portland at
t8.30 A. M., 112.30 P. M.. and *8.00 P. M
Leave Portland for Cape Elizabeth. Near
borough. Went Nlcnrboroiigh,N)aco, Hid
deford, Kennebunk, Well* North Berwick. "onlh Berwick Junction, ConEliot and Kitccry at
way Junction.
19.00 A. M..2.35P. M.
For Naeo, Kiddeford, Kennebunk, Wells,
North Berwick, Houtb Berwick Junction* Con way Junction, Eliot and Kilter y at 19.00 A. M. and 12.35 P. M.
For Hnco, Biddelord
Kennebunk, Conway Junction, Kittery and Port-month
at *2.00, tO.OO A. M., and 12.35 p. M.
For Cape Elizabeth. Ncurborougb, Went

On and after Monday, An?. 9,1875,
and until further notice, Passenger Trains will leave
Eastern and Maine Central Railroad Station, Portland, foot of State Street, as follows:
For Sebngo Lake. Frvvburg, No. Conway
Ci invonpM, Fnbyan’s anil all intrrme
itiate Station* at 7.10 a. in. and 2,10 p m.
Returning Train* will leave Fnbyan’M at
7.30 a. m. and 2.00 p. m.; No. Conway at 9.10 a.
ii.. and 3 45 p m.; Fry* burg at 9.35 a. m and
4 15 p. m.; Baldwin at 10.20 a. m. and 4,56 p.
in.; *ebago Lake at 10.55 a. m.aud 5.30 p.
m., arriving in Portland at 11.40 a. m. and
6.15 p. m.

Eastern Railroad.
FOB

R. R.

roads.
The 12.30 P. M. Traiu from Bostou connects at Portland with the Maine Central Railroad for Augusta, Both a»*d Lewiston ; and on MONDAYS. WEDNESDAYS aud FRIDAYS with
the steamer for Eiistport nntI Ni. John. A
Puliuinii Parlor Car is run with the train

York.

COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS,

be procured of BARNES BROS.

FALL KIVEK LINE,

On and after
Passenger Trains

nCI’Ol A’S' FOOT OF INDIA ST.

dly

8_

can

Street and at the Depot
J. M. LUNT. Sum. P. & R.

Auburn at 2.20 and

and

Passenger "Offices
U EXCHANGE ST,

HA KPS WELL,

and Saturday will touch at Cousens* Island each way.
For particulars inquire ot Captain on board or
STEPHEN RICKER, Agent, 131 Commercial St.
dtf
may

Exchange

mvltf

m.

Accommodation from South Paris at 6.45.

President.

touebiug at

CIT'Tk'keta
28

Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 8.45 a m.
Mail from Quebec, Montreal auu the WTest at 2 p.

O T II E R 14.

a. m.

London.
Fare from Portland or Westbrook Junction to
New fork nnd Ktiurn, I I Dollar"
Seats in Drawing Room Car s and State R*Kiras on
tbe elegant Steamers City ol Boston and
City of
New Yoik. can he secured in advance, at BARNES
BROS’., 28 Exchange street, from 9 a. in., to 1 p.
m., and at the Depot, from 2 p. m until train time,
and of the Conductor on the train.
Steamers leave New York from Pier 40, North
River, foot ofCaual St., at 5 p. m connecting at New
London with Steamboat train leaving at 5 a. in., and
arriving in Portl ind at 1.18 n. m.
Close connections made at Westbrook Junction
with trains of tbe Maine Central Road to and from

m.

Steamboat Express trains leave Boston from Boston & Providence R. R. Depot daily, except Sunday,
at 5.30 p. m connecting at stonington with the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and with the ele- |
gant and popular steamer Stonington every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York
alwnyn in advnr.ee of all other lines. Baggage checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston & Maine and !
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams’, 22 Exchange St..and W. D. Little & Co.’s,49* Exchange St. j
L. W. F1LKINS,
D.S. BABCOCK,

vrell at 8

YORK,

a. m.

Only Inside Konlc
Avoiding Foiut JwditEi.

FOK

NEW

arriving there early the next rooming in amnle time
for morning trains South anil West.
5^“No change of cars between Portland and New

Trains will arrive as follows:
Express from Quebec, Montreal and West at 8.30.

tin*

Gen. Passenger Ag’.t, New York.

a. m.

Express train at 1.10 p. m for Auburn and Lewston
Mail train for Island Pond, 'stopping at
all stations to island Pend,)* connecting with night
mail train for Quebec, Montreal and iHe West»t
l. 30 p. m.
Express train for Auburn and Lewiston at 5.10
p. m.
Accommodation for South Par's at 6 p. m.

FOK NEW YORK,

*>,
This is

will run as follows:
train 6.30 a. ui. for Auburn and Lewiston.

Express

Express train lor Island Pond, Montreal aud Que-

AND

Yew York Stock Exchange,

mailed free to those desi ing to speculate. Address
ALEX. FROTH IN OH AM & CO.,
Bankers and Brokers,
Opp. N. Y. Stock Exchange. 12 WALL ST. N. Y
ma26
deodly

WEEK !

They impart.

leads to many

thousanda of dollars profits.
Comprehensive explanatory circulars, containing
detailed statements and quotation prices of all stocks
dealt iu at the

TttSPs”PER

On and after MONDAY, June
14, the Steamer New York, Capt.
E. B. Winchester, City ol Portland, Capt. S. H. Pike, and New
Brunswick, Capt. D. S. Iiall,

Every placed befor the people, and are warranted
o he the most Powerful Alterative ever
originated by

Everywhere.
Invested in Stock Privileges in Wail St,

titt

A Steamboat Express Train with Drawing Room
Car attached leaves Portland at 2.30 p. m. daily,
Sundays excepted, for New London, connecting with
the Steamers of the Norwich Liue same evening for

Night Pullman Train from Ronton leaves
Portland 12.35 a. m. for Bangor. Cilais, St. JoLu,
Boulton, St Stephens and Halifax.
Pnn*engi‘r Train icave* Portland 6.15 a.
m for Brunswick, Lisbon, Bath, Rockland and Augusta.
PaHHcngrr Train lenvfN Portland 7.00 a.

STJMMlFCIi. ARRANGEMKNT S.

ISOSTON

WHOLESALE

MACHINERY,
SPERM, LARD,

ami St. Johu, Digby
Windsor ami Halifax,

THREE

TIME.

Commencing June 21, 1875.

Eaatport, Calais

until further notice leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 6
P. M., and leave Pier 38 Fast River, New Yoi'<, every MON DAY and THURSDAY at 4 P. M.
The Eleanora is a new steamer, just built for this
route, and both she and the Franconia are fitted up
with fine accommodations for passengers, making
this the most convenient and comfortable route for
travellers between New York aDd Maine.
The<e
steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven during the
summer months on their passage to and from New

Medicine

accor-

will be allowed on all taxes paid within sixty
from the date of the commitment thereof.
H. VV HEKSEY,

C7~Ticke!s can he procured of BARNES BROS.
Exchange Street, turn at imuepot.
j. M. LUNT, Sunt.

Portland & Worcester

CHANGE_~OF

apply

Price

Treasurer’s Office, \
J
September 1, 1875.
is hereby given that the Tax bills for the
year 1875, have been committed to me with a

points South and West.

EllllPsiili

Will

Medicines unrivalled for their wonderful properties
and remarkable cures of all Nervous Complaints.
Their eflS« acy is equally great in the treatment and
cure of Cancers, Nodes,
Ulcers, Pustules, Pimples,
Tetter, Fever Sores, Ringworm, Erysipelas, ScaldHead, Barbers’ Itch, Scurvy, Salt Rheum, Copper
Colored Blotches, Glandular Swelling, Worms and
Black Spots in the flesh, Discolorations, Ulcers in the
Throat, Mouth and Nose, Sore Legs, and sores of
every character, because these medicines are the
very best

London wilh*u

New

my3

Steamers Eleunora and Franconia

Tonic Pills,

to

B.‘iO P. tl. for €4oibnua.
N team boa I bxpreM Train leu re* .Y«*\v I ondon Irom Norwich Line Steamer ats 5 A. .fl.,
and from WorcrMier at W A. Jl., connecting
at
WcMtbrook Juurliou with afternoon
trains going Hast over tne Maine Central Road,
and arriving in Portland at 1.18 P. M.
Exprena Train •cave* VVoimlcr nl4..‘i3 P.
connecting with Express trains leaving
Albauy at 10 A. M., and New York at 10.U0
A M. arriving in Portland at 10.43 P. M.
Through tickets are sold in Portland, and baggage
checked through to Nashua,Manchester Concord,
Lowell, Worcester, New York by Norwich line,
and Springfieid Route, an: l to all important
28

$100

Lothrop’s

sep23dtd

TAXES FOR 1875.

RAILROAD.

through

goes

rImage of car*. connecting with Nirnmerm
of ihr Norwich Line lor
Qf**w York, arriving there eafly tl>o next morning in time for
the morning trains South and West.
J.OO P fl for KochcHicr nnd Way *lnlionn connects at icorhenirr with trains for
Alton Bay atui Woiiboro.

leaving

out

J

Central

Maine

Line of Steamers,

Syri-

on

New
Streets.

RAILROADS.

_sel5d4wf

aww.

R. M. RICHARDSON,
SAM’ L. WATERHOUSE,
J. J GERRISH,
LEMUEL M. LOVE JOY,
LYMAN M. COU3ENS,
ISAAC D. CUSHMAN,

The Peake’s Islantl Steamboat
S*Co.’s steamer will leave the end
of Custom House
Wharf for
fc—■nw-i-i—fmffl Jones*
landing at 0 A. M. and
3 30 P. M., returning at 0.30 A. M. and 4 P. M.
Fare down and back 25 cts. 10 single trip tickets SI.
dtf
se4
iiB—s

in Stock Privileges in Wall St. Books
anil Circulars telling, “How -tls done,” sent free.
Address Baxter & Co-, Bankers, 17 Wall St.,
New York,

is

new

and

On and after JIuuday, September 27,

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

TO

CITY OF PORTLAND.
on

to

B. HA!?If»*OX. Agent,
l<ong Vl linrf, Komioii.

TO

For the Islands.

WM. P. CLYDE & CO., GcnT Managers,
12 So. Delaware Avenue, Philadelphia.

_d4wt

PROFIT ON

Passage apply

or

n53-iy

janll ly

ready for Canvassers.

Now tlirn is the lime to
get Territory. Don’t stop to experiment on other
books. Take one you know will sell. Prompt action
will give you choice ot field, and Golden Returns.
Get on the course at once and you will win. Outfit
costs nothing, everything furnished. Send in your
names, afad towns you wont, or for circulars at once.
Address, AMERICAN PUBLISHING CO., ITartroFD, Ct.
selftHwt
Just

Freight

K.

ATONINGTOW- LINE

A NEW BOOK BY

TEN DOLLARS.

PASSAGE
For

the rate of

R. R.,and South
of Commission.

PASSENGER TRAINS FROM PORTLAND ;
f.50 A. Ifl. for IIocbe*l«*r, lYa»bua and
H'urceMter connects at Rochester with down
trains on K istern and Boston & Maine, Roads
at Nawhun w tli Kipms Train tor Ixiwell
and Boston, arriving in Boston at 1.30 p. M.;
connecting at % ye Junction with lxpr«»n
'■ •ain for Fitchburg and lluonnc Tuii
and arriving at Worcester at 2.10 P.
nel
M.. c nnecting with trains South and West.
2 :*i» |* j|,
in boat Siwrfw) Train with
Drawing Room Car attached, connects at
We»ibi'ook J niK tioa with trains of Maine
Central Road from Bangor, Rockland, Lewiston,
&«.; at Kocli«'«i<r with down trains on Eastern and Boston & Maine Roads; at Epping
f'»r Manchester and Concord; at' Nnahua for
Lowell and Boston; at W#rccater with Nigh
train for Springfield, New haven ami New York

Portland.

established itself as a perfect regulator and
for disorders of the system arising

ENGLISH REMEDY $1,200
Invested

CITY ADV ERTISEMENTS

hereby given that the Joint Stan ting
Committee
NOTICE
Streets, to whom
Laying out
referred the
of B. H. Hu-ton and

Freight for the
by connecting lines forwarded free

Running between Providence
and Philadelphia every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY gives
dire-1 communication to and from
Portland and all other points in
Alaine, with Philadelphia and beyond. Through
rates are given to Philadelphia and all points reached
by the Penn Central and the Phil & Reading R R.’s
and to all the principal cities in the South and -outhwest. No Wharfage. No commission fir forwarding.
Full mtormation given by jj. I>. C. MINK Agent,
29 Devonshire St., Boston, or J
h. COYLE, Jr.,

RflTTTP

new

Farm for Sole

Clyde's Iron

sure remedy

from improper action of the Liver and Bowels.
IT I* NOT A PH \ NIC. but by stimulating
the secretive organs, gently and gradually removes
all impurities, and regulates the entire system.
I
I* NOT A DIICTOKKD hittkkm,
but is a

a. m
one half

PIIILADELFIIIA,

JURUBEBA
has

sepl5

very
near SpriDg street, is offered for sale.
It contains nine beautifully finished rooms, and all the
modern improvements tor comfort, elegance and
health. The lot consists of 5000 square feet of nicely
graded and cultivated land. Inquire of HENRY T.
CARTER, 188 Fore street,
sepl4tf

f|HiiiffiTEnTlflr

II

GltE'lT

THE

Cottage lor Sale.
desirable Cottage on Thomas street,

THE

ami

i

which is

ROOM in the

uivi v-ooto

impeding,

GOOD Grocery Stand; well fitted up in everv
particular, with meat room, ice cnest, witn
mable slab. Fairbank’s improved scales, show case,

For Rent.

uvuIUT

diminution is the result of irritation, as by disease or
local injury, there is a general decrease of vital
stamina or power; the least shock or irritation may
act as a secondary cause, the inherent or primary
cause being some one or all of those already mentioned, In causation, however, there are a great
others on the list, such as scrofula, malaria,
many
blood and wasting diseases of all kinds, fevers, sexual
excesses and the man* forms of pelvic and all chronic
diseases, where there is great irritation; this, being
reflected to the spinal marrow, produces a depression
of that great nervous centre, from whence a corresponding degree of nervous debility is distributed to
all parts of the system ; a weakened condition follows,
obstructing and paralyzing the
functional operations of every organ, muscular and
mental, necessary to carry on the essential duties,
business or pleasures of existence.
This condition oi the individual, distressing as it is,
may, with certainty, be cured by

A

&c.; together with a five years lease ot building,
new.
2£ Story, with store on first floor;
tenement of four rooms ou second floor, with Sebago
water. Rent $340 per year. Price ot stand, stock,
&c., $400 Terms cash, or £ cash, and balance satisfactory notes.
Apply to F. G. PATTERSON,
Dealer in Real Estate. Williams’ Block, second
Building cast oi City Hall.
sep24dlw

i./uo

WHEREVER IT HAS BEEN TRIED,

Sat’d’y

Long Wharf, Boston, .1 p.m
Street Wharf, pfiila10

J nsurance

PORTLAND

same

foi the

&

sailing vessels.
West by the Penn.

will leave Railroad Wharl loot ol State St., every
and Friday nt6.00 p. ip. for
Eastport and St John.
win
leave oi. <ioun ana uusipon on me
iveturmag

CRATED OXYGEN TREATMENT!

cor-

now

From
rK

E. SAMPSON, Agent,
53Central Wharf, Boston,
E. H. ROCKWELL, Agent,
Providence. K.

Astonishing Developments.
Expeiience proves
following diseases:

Wed’s’y

^romPtoe
at
delphia,

iV

Boston.
Through bills of lading given by the above named
Agents.
Passage $15,00. Excursion Tickets $25.
For freight or passage to Norfolk, Baltimore, Washington, or other information apply to

uo2Jtt

Arrangement of Trains, commencing
May 8, 1875.

Lino.

W 8as»}"ijaj*«.

—

Boston.
To all points of North and South Carolina, by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coastline
G. II. Keith, Agent, 222 Washington street, Boston.
And to all points in the West by Baltimore «Xr Ohio
I*. 1L, C. A. Chipley, Agent, 219 Wasnington street,

(IGm

se21_

mors,
Liver

South streets,

AND

BLACKSTONK.
W>I. KENNEDY
ami McClellan.
Fioqi Providence every WEDNEUDA1
nn<l NATI RDAV.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Wa°bington and
Alexandriu by steamer Lady of the Lake and Jane
Aiosely.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, and Va. and Term. R. K. to all places in
the South, W. M. C*ark, Agent, 210 Washington St..

Monday, Wednesday

FOR SALE
brick dwelling house, with the large lot of
land connecied therewith, situated at the
THE
of Free and
and
numbered 27

Ste»inslii]i
Leave each port every

and NAII UDAY.
—

Portland & Rochester R. R.

—

IP11IL4DELP1II4

KtenniNtiip

our

Nervous

Freedom Notice.
Is hereby given that I have granted to
iuv minor son. Burton H. Libby, lull control of
his earnings, and that I shall not claim any ot the
same, nor pay any debts contracted i»y him after this

Spleen, Eruptions

Gout, Neuralgia, Hysterics, Apoplexy,

ESTATE

Is

PILUI,nE ANTISCROPIIFLAE,

and

Dropsy, Tumors, Asthma, Female Complaint*, Cos
tiveness, Dairhcea, Fits, St. Yitus Dance, Nervous
Prostration, Rheumatism, Impntency, Bronchitis,

AND

week.

RAILROADS.

MEKa_

BOSTON

I.INE

WM. CRANE.
JOHNS HOPKINS.
GEORGE APPOLD.
WM. LAWRENCE.
TUESDAl
fi’Toiu IIokIoii direct every

.-i-

Real Estate

Hii

8PKCIALTY!

n

First ( Iksn

.-

A

“POOR MAN’S FRIEND,”

confidently ffecommended to the public as an unfailing remedy for Wounds of every description, for
Ulcerated Sore Legs, even if of Twenty Years’ standng; Cuts, Burns, Scalds, Bruises, Chilblains, Scorbutic Eruptions, and Pimples in the Face, Sore and
Inflamed Eyes, Sore Heads, Sore Breasts, Piles, Fistula, &c.
Sold in Pots at Is. lid,, 2s. 9d., Us., and 22s. each.
Also Ills

Four tiuieti

DISEASES OF THE FEET

of buying.
SOLID WHARF TO LFAME,
On Back Cove foot of Franklin Street, convenient
to railroad and well adapted for a Lumber or Coal
MOSES GOULD,
Wharf or a Stone Yard.
55 North Stiect.
ee25d4w

the

Dropsy, Chills and
Feyprs C'hroni'' Diarrhoea, Nervous Af-

Chiropodist,

Continue* to visit Portland at
the UNITED STATES HOTEL,
on the
second week of each
'OiiNiOMe^^^huOiontli: next visit Oct.37 12th.
Trcniont
Room n Boston,
Stieet and 57 lemple Place. Located in Boston since
sei>2Cdlf
1840.

THIS

Broken-down, Cures
Djsocpsin, Debility.

STEAMSHIP

V
VoriSv

twelve minutes walk cf City Hall at prices from
FINE

$400

Haiti more & Washington

Norfolk,

iso n,

\

_9.3 Exchange Street,
$400—House Lois—$GOO*

uov2deodly.

PERUVIAN
SYRUP Vitalizes and
Enriches the blood, Tones
up the System, Builds up

I

v

sep28dl\?

Office hours, 9 A. M. to 3

the

drTken

to Let.

STEA

_

JOHN C. PROCTER.

A

SCIENCE OF

or

MEDICAL

rrillE Block of new. pleasant and sunnyjliouscs on
A Chestnut Street, with 7,000 feet ot land. The
bousees are new; containing 10 rooms each, with
oath room, water •losets, gas fixtures and fur.iace;
with all modem improvements in any first-class
house. It not sold by October 2d, will be let, $550
per anumn. A favorable opportunity to purchase a
first-class house iu the heart of tho city, on very
favorable terms. Apply to

WING, Proprietor.

first-class He tel in eveiy respect, arranged especially with a view to the wants
of the commercial and pleasure seeking
public.
marl3-<Jtf

MEDICAL.

ESTATE.

For Sale

ner

sorry for

ties and

use

the summer, aud of course there is some of
their manure incorporated with the tan. The
general heat which the tan gives renders it
one of the best materials that can be used for
the growth of mushrooms. When well beaten together w ith the horse -lung, and in sufficient quantity, I find the mixture more productive and lasting than the horse
dung
alone.
The beds are, in fact, masses of
clumps, with as many as from twenty to filty
in each, whith could be, aud were»ften taken
up whole. Some may ask, Does not tan produce unwholesome fungi ?
With me, and

fasfp fnr simh fhinor«9

this great vacuum io life’s
enjoyments. But the taste may be cultivated.
It is too valuable to leave undeveloped.
There is not one person in ten who has not a
real or latent taste for them.
Examine and
study the beauty of natural scenery, and in a
little while you will begin to admire it
Use
a microscope on the minute and beautiful
of
parts
plants, llowcrs and insects, and you
will soon find an inexhaustible fund of interest
and enjoyment. If you can make collections
of shells, minerals, iusects, &c., you will secure a permanent record of
your rambles, as
well as a museum ot scientific value. This is
a kiud of recreation that gives
permanent enjoyment, not found in jolly and senseless parwe are

Mughrootu Culture lu Tail.

It may be. of interest to some of your readers to know that mushrooms can be grown in
tan. 1 have grown them with great success
for three successive years, iu tan which had
beeuused for hunters to trample on through

uoxu

REAL

a

it.—American Agriculturist.

STEAMERS.

*

The ((annlily oi' Mult for Niorli.

I’OKTKV.

HARRIET F, BLAKE,

iate of

Bridgton,

in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate ot said deceased, are required
to exhibit tbe same; and all persons indebted to said
estate are called upon to make payment to
LUTHER FllCrt, of Naoles. Ad’m.
Bridgton, Sept. 21, 1875.se23dlaw3w NV
that

the

hereby given,
subscriber has
NOTICE
been duly appointed Executor ot the Will of
is

MARY A. MOXCEY, late ot Yarmouth,
County of Cumberland, deceased, and has
taken upon himself that trust by giving bonds an

in the

AND AFTER

ON

SEPT.
AND

27,

MONDAY,
1875,

UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE,

Pnssengtr Train* will leave Portland for
Boston at 6.15, 9.00 a. ni., 2.35,
p. m., arriving nt Kosion at 10.59 a. m., 1.15, 7.00, p. m.
Returning, leave Boston at 8.30 a. in., 12.30,
3.30, d. m., arriving at Portland at 12.45,
5.00, 8.00 p. ui.
For Lowell at 6.15, 9.00 a. ra., 2.35, p. m.
For Manchester and I'oucord and Upper
Hailroad (via New Market Junction) at 6.15 a.
m., and 2.35 p m.; (via Lawrence) at 9.00 a. m.
For Great Fall* at 6.15, 9.00 a. nr., 2.35, p.m.
For Portsmouth (via Dover) at 6.15 a. m.
For RocheMter, Farmiugtou and Alton
Bay (via Dover) at 6.15, 9.00 a. m., 2.35 p. ni.
For Scarborough Beach, Blue Point, Old
Orchnr
Beach, Saco, Biddeford nud
Kcuurbiiitk at 6.15, 9 00, a. m 2 35. 5.00 p. in.
TraiiiM will leave Old Orchard for
land at 7.52, a. m., 12.12, 4.28, 7.32, p. m.

Port-

Sunday Trains.
Leave

Portland for Bouton at 3.00 p.
Portland at 8.00 a.

Leave Bontou for

in.

S. H.
au5

STEVENS,

OT ICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that the subscriber has been duly
appointed and taken upon
himself the trust ot Administrator of the estate ol
ISAAC J. SMALL, late of Yarmouth,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and
given
bonds as the law directs. All persons
having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are
required
to exhibit the same; and all jiersons indebted to said
estate are called upon to make
payment to

Administrator.

,,

e
Yarmouth, Sept.
21, 1375.

se22dlaw3wW

hereby given, that the subscriber has
been duly appointed amt taken
NOTICE
npou herself
trust ot
is

tne

Administratrix with tl.e Will annexed

of the estate ot

REUBEN MERRILL, late of Yarmouth,
in the County of
Cumberland, deceased, and given
bomls
as the.law directs.
All persons having
demands upon the estate of said deceased, aro
required to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted
to said estate are called
upon to make payment to
HANNAH E. B. MERRILL, Adm’x.

annexed;
sep23dlaw3w*W

with Will

lu.

Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with all
steamers running between Portland aud Bangor,
Rockland. Mt. Desert, Maehias, East port, alais, St.
John and Halifax. Alsp connect with Grand Trunk
trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine Centre!
‘rains at Transfer Station.
AH trains stop at Exeter 10 minutes for refreshments at tirsc-i lass dining rooms.
811
tra,U8 betweon

ItorttaSuodR^ton*

the law uirects. All persons having demands upon
the estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit
the same; and all persons Indebted to said estate aro
called upon to make payment to
PEREZ B. LURING, Executor.
Yarmouth. Sept 7, 1875.
se22<flaw3wW

,hr°Ugh

Gen^ATL pSid!*"’1 SUI(jtf
t'

Y'armouth, Sept. 21,

1875.

dbaisXwkT
in

persons interested
cell
ALLtheir
advantage
to

drainage will
on

Cud it to

the

Pierce Manufacturing Company
ut cement pipes. Also contractors Tor constructing
Pipe
sewers, digging wells, cementing cellars, etc
Works, Corner fox and Cove Sts., P rtland. Me.
J. L. SMITH,
Send all orders to

aprjudtf

U. S. Hole

*

